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A B S T R A C T

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be the world’s largest radio telescope ar-

ray when it is finished. To keep processing the huge number of signals received

from hundreds of antennas, hardware accelerators with high-performance

computing and power efficient attributes are required. Given the flexibility,

power-efficient, and high-performance computing requirements, the Field Pro-

grammable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) with their large amount of low latency and

power-efficiency logic processing cells and blocks are an ideal type of accelera-

tion hardware for the pulsar search engine of the SKA central signal processing

system.

However, FPGAs are not widely adopted by radio astronomy scientists and

software engineers due to their lack of hardware expertise. Furthermore, FPGAs

have a limited usable area and traditional synthesis flows might become prob-

lems when combing and implementing complex data-intensive and compute-

intensive signal processing modules. This thesis investigates the acceleration of

pulsar search modules on high-end FPGAs using high-level synthesis tools. Two

pulsar search modules, the FT convolution module and the harmonic-summing

module, are optimised and implemented using OpenCL. For the FT convolution

module, the overlap algorithms are employed to split the tasks and make them

fit on a specific FPGA device. Regarding the harmonic-summing module, the

large number of irregular accesses to off-chip memory are optimised. Besides

optimising a single module, the combination of well-optimised modules using

pipeline computing on multiple FPGA devices is investigated.
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The experimental evaluations on different series Intel high-end FPGAs and

different types of platforms such as GPUs and multi-core processors show that

multiple FPGA devices provide higher power efficiency than CPUs and GPUs

in implementing the same kernel codes. Three Stratix V or Arria 10 FPGAs have

a higher value in performance per watt than one GPU in processing the FDAS

module. Furthermore, FPGA implementations can deliver a significant perform-

ance improvement over multi-core processors and a comparable performance

with that of GPU implementations.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The science of radio astronomy had its beginnings in the experiments of Karl

Jansky in 1931 and was announced on May 5, 1933 [54]. In contrast to optical

telescopes, which produce visible light images, a radio telescope detects radio

waves emitted by radio sources, typically using a large reflector aperture or

aperture array [71]. A radio telescope consists of many components such as

antennas and receivers. Since these elements used in radio astronomy vary so

widely, it is difficult to designate any particular arrangement as typical.

The larger the size of the radio telescope aperture, the higher the resolution

of the generated image. For a single dish, the size is limited by the physical

frame structure. The world’s largest single-aperture radio telescope is the Five-

hundred-metre Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST) [66], whose dish size has a

500-metre-diameter. The Arecibo [37] is another famous big single dish, whose

diameter is over 300 metres. Because the sizes of these dishes are so large, it is

difficult to change the direction of the dishes and they can only be aimed at

points in an area of the sky near the zenith. The appearance of aperture arrays

was triggered by the need for high resolution, and it is more flexible than a

single dish. It is a less expensive approach to promote resolution by using more

apertures that are spaced a distance apart instead of one huge aperture. The

radio interferometer consists of two or more apertures separated from each

other by a distance of several wavelengths. It is assumed that the antennas and

receivers are identical, and all antennas are pointed in the same direction. A

1



2 introduction

source will induce equal signal voltages to the receivers with a certain phase

difference depending on the source direction [54, 71].

The aperture array makes a considerable contribution to radio astronomy re-

search. A large number of radio telescope arrays have been built such as the Very

Large Array (VLA) [67], the Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA) [101],

the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) [86] and the Australian Square

Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) [25]. Of these radio telescope arrays, the

largest and most famous project is the Square Kilometre Array project.

This thesis is structured as a compilation of publications. References in the

papers have been adjusted to cross-reference within this thesis.

1.1 S K A P R O J E C T A N D P U L S A R S E A R C H

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) 1 is an ultra-sensitive radio telescope array

and will be the world’s largest radio telescope when it is completely built.

It is built to further the understanding of the most important phenomena in

the universe [27]. The large-scale SKA apertures will be located in two places:

Australia and South Africa. The total collecting area of these apertures is ap-

proximately one square-kilometre, which is the origin of the name SKA. When

the SKA project is finished, it will operate over a wide range of frequencies and

its size will make it 50 times more sensitive than any other radio instrument

in the world. It is also able to survey the sky more than ten thousand times

faster than ever before. The SKA project, however, requires a significant number

of high-performance central computing engines and long-haul links with a

capacity greater than that of the global Internet traffic in 2013 [90, 84]. The

current goals of the SKA project are the construction and prototyping design

of SKA phase one (SKA1). The size of the telescope array for SKA1 is only

10% of the full telescope array. With the increase of the size of the telescope

array, the data size, compute workload, and communication will increase tens

or hundreds of times.

1 www.skatelescope.org
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The SKA apertures can be categorised into three types based on the frequency

they cover, which are SKA1-LOW, SKA1-MID, and SKA1-SURVEY. Since our

group is engaged in the SKA1-MID central signal processor (CSP) system, we

focus on the SKA1-MID telescope array in this thesis. The SKA1-MID apertures

consist of two parts: one is the MeerKAT array (a precursor to the SKA), which

has 64 antennas, and the other is the SKA1 antennas array, with 133 antennas.

To process the signals received by these 197 antennas, the pre-processed digital

signals from each antenna are first sent to a central signal processor (CSP)

element. The CSP element contains mainly of three sub-elements, which are

shown in Figure 1.1:

• The correlator and beamformer (CBF): As indicated by the name, it con-

sists of two parts: correlator and beamformer. The correlator is used for

the imaging mode. Firstly, signals from each pair of antennas in the array

are cross-correlated. Then the correlation products are delivered to the

science data processor (SDP) for processing into high-quality spectral-line

images. The beamformer is used for the no-imaging mode and it adds

signals from all antennas together to form coherent beams. Then the

signals are sent to the PSS and PST sub-elements for pulsar searching and

pulsar timing, respectively. The CBF is an essential sub-element of the

CSP , where all research data has to be processed.

• The pulsar search engine (PSS): The PSS searches for pulsars over a range

of dispersion measures (DM), accelerations, and period search space. The

details are introduced in Section 1.1.1.

• The pulsar timing engine (PST): The PST sub-element times a number

of known pulsars on each of up to 16 coherent beams produced by the

beamformer. It is a relatively small sub-element of the CSP.

As well as these three sub-elements, SKA1-MID CSP has a number of support

sub-elements, such as local monitor and control (LMC), clock and timing sub-

elements. The processed data from the CSP element are then transferred to the

science data processor (SDP) system for scientific research. The main scientific

problems that the SKA project aims to solve can be summarised as key science
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Figure 1.1: Structure of SKA1-MID CSP system

projects (KSPs) such as strong-field tests of gravity using pulsars and black

holes [12].

1.1.1 Pulsar Search Engine

A pulsar (Pulsating Radio Source), as a highly magnetised rotating neutron star,

is an ideal research object for physics and astrophysics research. It has been used

in a wide range of areas, for example for strong-field tests of gravity [12]. Over

2,400 pulsars have been located so far, however, these are only a small fraction

of the expected existing pulsar population. Unlike other visible astronomical

objects, electromagnetic radiation beams emitted from pulsars are hard for the

optical telescope to detect unless the beam is towards the telescope and there

are no obstacles between them.

Employing radio telescopes becomes the main approach to observe pulsars,

and, in practice, most known pulsars have been recorded by radio telescopes,

including the first detected pulsar that was first observed in 1967. The pulsar

signals are weak radio sources and some are even weaker than thermal noise. To

search pulsars from hundreds of thousands of objects, the radio telescope has

to be powerful enough, and have a huge physical size, the ability to integrate

a specific space area for a long time, and the ability to handle the real-time

data-intensive signals processing.

For the SKA project, many factors affect the computational complexity of

pulsar search processing. Pulsars are hidden at enormously large distances from

the Earth. Besides rotating themselves, some pulsars are found to be in orbit

with other objects, and this makes these pulsars much harder to be discovered
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Figure 1.2: Smeared pulsar signals (left) and ideal pulsar signals (right)

than single pulsars. Because of the Doppler shift, the binary pulsar signals are

smeared into neighbour frequency bins, as depicted in Figure 1.2. These signals

are also merged in noise due to a variety of background signals and affected

by terrestrial radio-frequency interference (RFI). To get rid of these factors, the

pulsar search engine of the SKA project has to search for 1) a range of distances

to these objects, 2) a range of rotation periods, and 3) a range of accelerations

corresponding to the orbital motions of pulsars [74].

To sweep up the noise and search for pulsars, a large number of signal pro-

cessing modules are employed in the SKA1-Mid array non-imaging processing

(NIP) pulsar search engine. The architecture of the pulsar search engine for each

beam is shown in Figure 1.3 [74]. As can be seen there are three approaches

employed to search for pulsars. The single pulse approach is for searching

single pulsars. The time domain acceleration search and Fourier domain ac-

celeration search approaches are for binary pulsars. A number of blocks in

Figure 1.3 hve been evaluated on different types of devices such as complex

Fourier transform, median filtering, candidate folding and optimisation (FLDO),

single pulse detector (SPCT). In this thesis, we investigate a compute-intensive

module of the Fourier domain acceleration search.
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1.1.2 Fourier Domain Acceleration Search

The Fourier domain acceleration search (FDAS) [77] module within the SKA1-

Mid CSP PSS is a compute-intensive and data-intensive module of the Fourier

domain acceleration search approach.

The main function is to remove the smeared pulsar signals by using a correla-

tion technique [78, 50]. The essence of the correlation technique is the matched

filtering in the Fourier domain. The polluted pulsar signals can be recovered

by correlating the appropriate frequency bins with a frequency-reversed and

complex-conjugated FIR filter, expressed in Equation 1.1.

Ar0 w
[r0]+m/2

∑
k=[r0]−m/2

Ak A∗r0−k, (1.1)

where m is the number of frequency bins and r0 is the pulsar frequency that is

unknown [78]. Since the details of the recover template A∗r0−k are unknown, a

group of FIR filters of different lengths is employed.

In the PSS, the FDAS module is the one between the dereddening spectrum

(DRED) module and Fourier domain candidate optimisation (FDAO) module

(in Figure 1.3). The major functions of the signal processing modules before the

FDAS module are:

• De-dispersion transform (DDTR): processing to handle a range of trial

distances to the pulsar (dispersion measures).

• Complex Fourier transform (CXFT): the input data stream is integrated up

to 9 mins and then is Fourier transformed to form multiple point complex

spectra, each corresponding to one DM trial distance.

• Birdie zapping (BRDZ) and dereddening spectrum (DRED): minimises

the effects of RFI and other artifacts.

Through these pre-processing modules, the input sets to the FDAS module are

without RFI and artifacts, and the main functions of the FDAS module are as

follows:
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Table 1.1: FDAS module parameters

Parameter Description Value

Nbeams Number of beams 1,000~2,000

NDM−trials # of de-dispersion measure (DM) trials 6, 000
Tobs time period of each observation 536.9s

Ntemp Number of FIR filter templates 85
Nchan Number of channels for each DM trail 221

Ntap # of FIR filter taps for each template 11 ∼ 421
Nhp # of generated harmonic planes 8

Ncand # of recorded candidates per harmonic plane 200
tlimit time limitation for each DM trail 89.4ms

• Processing for a range of periods for pulsar rotation and orbital motion

• Processing to recover signals using their harmonics

• Identifying possible signatures of pulsar signals

• Producing a list of detected candidates, known as a candidate-list (CL)

The technical specifications of the FDAS module are listed in Table 1.1. In the

FDAS module, matched filtering with Ntemp FIR filters is employed, whose

lengths range between 1 and 421 coefficients, for processing a variety of periods

and orbits. The output from the matched filtering is a filter-output-plane (FOP)

that consists of Ntemp output arrays each being Nchan complex spectral power

points. In Tobs, NDM−trials = 6, 000 need to be tested, thus the time limit for each

DM trial tlimit is less than 90ms. In these 90ms, Nchan complex single-precision

floating point numbers have to be processed by Ntemp filters. Based on the filter

output plane, Nhp harmonic planes are generated and up to Ncand candidates

are stored from each harmonic plane.

The FDAS module consists of two parts, which are FT convolution and

harmonic summing. In pipeline computing, if the time for each part is less the

90ms, the module can meet the time requirement.

The whole process is the same for all Nbeams beams. Even if several accelera-

tion devices can process the task of one beam, the total number of acceleration

devices will be several thousands. When the telescope array is activated, it keeps
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running 24/7/365 for many years, so the power consumption, especially in the

remote telescope sites, is an important factor that needs to be considered and is

driving the prototype design. To meet the real-time processing requirements

of the FDAS module, high-performance and energy-efficient accelerators are

necessary. In the prototyping design, there is no specific requirement and target

value regarding the power consumption.

1.2 F P G A - B A S E D H A R D WA R E A C C E L E R AT I O N

This thesis investigates the use of FPGAs for the FDAS acceleration, and we

discuss FPGA accelerators in this section.

1.2.1 FPGA Accelerator

As the process technology of Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) devel-

oped over the years, high-end FPGAs have been widely employed as accelera-

tors in a range of applications such as bitcoin mining [26, 89], high-frequency

trading [59, 57], and cloud computing [13, 87]. Microsoft adopted high-end

Stratix V FPGAs to accelerate their large-scale datacenter services [76]. Each

server has an FPGA connected through PCIe and the FPGAs from different

servers are connected through 10Gb cables. In [97], an open source cloud com-

puting software service is proposed to integrate FPGAs in the hyper-scale data

centers.

The main characteristic of applications that benefit from FPGA acceleration

is data-intensitivity. This makes it hard for CPUs to process the data in the

given time period and high-end FPGAs become ideal accelerators because of

the high-performance computing ability and power efficiency. In [68], FPGAs

are used to accelerate big data analytics and data streaming classifications

adopts FPGA in [36]. The FPGA-based tightly coupled accelerator is designed

to execute data-intensive applications in [103]. SODA, a software-defined FPGA

based accelerator, is proposed for big data acceleration. Big data processing

with FPGA supercomputers is investigated in [28]. Even data-intensive machine-
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learning applications benefit from FPGA accelerators as well, for example the

binarised convolutional neural network (CNN) [105], deep learning [6] and

deep neural network (DNN) [70].

In many radio astronomy projects, FPGA accelerators are employed to handle

large-scale computation as well [72]. In [24], hundreds of Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGAs

are used to implement the correlator of the SKAMP project. In LOFAR [91, 92],

multi-core CPUs and many-core architectures are evaluated to implement the

correlator, however, power consumption is a problem. The Berkeley CASPER

group, MeerKAT, and NRAO released an FPGA-based acceleration device for

implementing the FX correlator of a radio telescope array [72]. In [79], FPGA

platforms are employed to handle digital channelised receivers.

High-end GPUs and multicore CPUs are both strong competitors to the

high-end FPGA in hardware acceleration. The comparisons of FPGAs, GPUs,

and multicore CPUs in executing the same task are mentioned in a lot of works.

In [31], the FPGA card did not beat a GPU in general, however, the standalone

implementation of a 1D convolution in frequency-domain performs better on

FPGAs than on high-end GPUs and multicore devices in execution latency or

energy dissipation. In this research, the term execution latency is used to mean

the time between the start time and end of the complete computation. Each

investigated module is part of the PSS macro-pipeline, hence the term choice of

latency. For other sliding-windows applications [30] such as the sum of absolute

differences, 2D convolution, and correntropy, FPGAs can provide better energy

efficiency than GPUs and multicore devices. For high-speed data-filtering in

the CERN project [83] an FPGA is 3.4x times better than a GPU in energy

efficiency. In [70], the performance (TOP/sec) of state-of-the-art FPGA (Intel

Stratix 10) in implementing DNNs is 5.4x times better than the high-end GPU

(Titan X Pascal) and 2.3x times in performance/watt. In [60], an FPGA-based

accelerator of transactional execution of graph workloads achieved 2x times

performance and 22 times energy efficiency over two Intel Haswell processors

(12 cores/processor). It can be concluded that FPGA devices are often more

energy efficient than GPUs and multicore CPUs.
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Figure 1.4: Architecture of high-end FPGA acceleration card and the host processor

Besides general FPGA acceleration cards, FPGA clusters are becoming a trend

for hardware acceleration. The Cube [63] that contains 512 FPGAs (8 boards

and each board has an 8× 8 FPGA matrix) provides 359x times more computa-

tion ability the Xeon processor. A tightly-coupled FPGA cluster was designed

in [80][53] for fully-streamed lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) computation.

1.2.2 Accelerator Architecture

To accelerate the compute-intensive pulsar search software programs, FPGA

acceleration cards have to be connected to the host processor. For most of the

commercial acceleration cards, the PCIe bus is the main connection between the

host and devices such as Nallatech 510T acceleration card (Gen3 x16) 2, Terasic

DE5-NET card (Gen3 x8) 3, and Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA VCU1525 accel-

eration cards (Gen3 x16, Gen4 x8) 4. Figure 1.4 shows the typical architecture

of an FPGA accelerated computing system. The multi-core general purpose

processors are accelerated installing Ndevice FPGA devices. The details of this

structure are discussed in the following.

2 www.nallatech.com
3 www.terasic.com
4 www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/vcu1525-a
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Table 1.2: Development of the process technology of high-end FPGAs in the past 10

Years

Intel Families Technology Xilinx Families Technology

Stratix 10 14nm UltraSCALE+ 16nm
Arria 10 20nm UltraSCALE 20nm
Stratix V 28nm Virtex-7 28nm
Stratix IV 40nm Virtex-6 40nm
Stratix III 65nm Virtex-5 65nm

1.2.2.1 High-end FPGAs

FPGAs can be found in a large range of commercial, industrial, and military

devices. The high-end FPGA series, such as Intel Stratix FPGA series and

Xilinx Virtex FPGA series, can deliver a better performance than other FPGA

lines of the same technology. The main advantage of the high-end FPGAs is

in high-performance computing. This is achieved by a large number of logic

resources on the FPGA. The logic elements, RAM blocks, and Digital Signal

Processing (DSP) blocks are three main types of resources on an FPGA. As

the CMOS process technology developed over the years, as shown in Table 1.2,

more resources fitted into the high-end FPGAs.

In this research, we focus on the Intel FPGAs, especially Intel Stratix V and

Arria 10 FPGAs. The logic resource types of employed devices in this thesis are

further discussed in the following [47, 85].

logic element The basic logic element of an Intel Stratix V FPGA and

an Intel Arria 10 FPGA is the adaptive logic modules (ALMs), and ten ALMs

form the logic array block (LAB). Each ALM contains a variety of LUT-based

resources that has up to eight inputs and two outputs. These LUT-based re-

sources can be divided between two combinational adaptive LUTs (ALUTs) and

four registers. The ALMs can be configured with four different modes: normal

mode, extended LUT mode, arithmetic mode, and shared arithmetic mode.

ram block (on-chip memory) There are two types of on-chip memory

RAM blocks on the Stratix V FPGA and the Arria 10 FPGA: M20K blocks
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(20Kbits) and memory logic array blocks (MLABs, 640bits). The M20K blocks

are general memory resources and ideal for large memory arrays. The MLAB is

a type of enhanced memory block that is configured from dual-purpose logic

array blocks (LABs) and it is optimised for implementation of shift registers.

dsp block The DSP block is an efficient type of FPGA resource, especially,

for long word length fixed-point and floating-point operations. It is a high-

performance and power optimised resource block. For Intel Stratix V FPGAs,

one variable precision DSP block consists of a group of elements such as an

input and output register bank, pre-adder, multipliers, an accumulator, and a

chain-out adder. It can be configured with different operational modes. One

DSP block can execute three independent 9 x 9-bit multiplications, and it takes

four DSP blocks to implement one complex 27 x 27-bit multiplication.

1.2.2.2 Off-chip Memory

For the acceleration devices, the data sets have to be stored in the off-chip

memory during processing if the on-chip memory is too small to hold all related

data sets. The transfer rate between FPGA and off-chip memory is an important

factor, especially when the FPGA has to touch off-chip memory frequently

during processing. This rate is decided by two factors: off-chip memory type

and the width of the data buses. The synchronous dynamic random access

memory (SDRAM) is the main type of off-chip memory and double data

rate (DDR) SDRAM is widely employed. For Intel Stratix V devices, there is no

hard memory controller, but a soft external memory IP block. The highest clock

rate a Stratix V FPGA supports is 933MHz by using DDR3 SDRAM (1.5V).

The newest state-of-the-art Intel Stratix 10 FPGAs [46], have integrated hard

memory controllers that support DDR3 SDRAM up to 1, 067MHz and DDR4

SDRAM up to 1, 333MHz.

Reduced latency DRAM (RLDRAM) and Quad Data Rate (QDR) SRAM

can be used as the off-chip memory as well, but they are not typically found

as commercial off-the-shelf FPGA boards Besides these memory types, some

special high-performance RAMs such as high bandwidth memory (HBM) and
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Table 1.3: PCIe bus transfer rate of different generations

PCIe Line code Transfer rate Throughput x8 Throughput x16

Gen. (bits/bits) (GTrans f ers/s) (GB/s) (GB/s)

1.0 8/10 2.5 2.0 4.0
2.0 8/10 5.0 4.0 8.0
3.0 128/130 8.0 7.88 15.8
4.0 128/130 16.0 15.75 31.5
5.0 128/130 32.0 31.51 63.0

hybrid memory cube (HMC) can be used in the FPGA accelerator. For the

Nallatech 510T-PCIe FPGA accelerator card, one card has two Intel Arria 10

1150GX FPGAs and an HMC can be installed between the two FPGAs.

1.2.2.3 PCI Express

The peripheral component interconnect express (PCIe) bus is the main con-

nection between the host and FPGA devices. The transfer rate affects the

performance especially when the data has to be transferred between the host

and the device during processing. Performance is determined by the version of

the PCIe bus and the number of lanes connected to the FPGA devices. Table 1.3

lists the PCIe generations and the corresponding maximum throughputs.

1.2.3 In-package FPGA

The Intel hardware accelerator research program (HARP) provides researchers

with their state-of-the-art device, which is an Intel Xeon Processor with inte-

grated FPGA IP. The UoA Parallel and Reconfigurable Computing lab is part

of the HARP program and has access to this device, which is considered in

some of the evaluations of this thesis as an alternative platform to the above

described board-based systems. It consists of a 14 core Intel Xeon Scalable pro-

cessor at 2.4GHz with an integrated Intel Arria 10 GX1150 FPGA. The abstract

architecture of the FPGA in the Intel Xeon Processor is depicted in Figure 1.5.

In these blocks, only the accelerated function unit (AFU) can be edited by users

and other blocks are provided by Intel. The core cache interface (CCI) provides
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Figure 1.5: Intel Xeon Processor with FPGA IP

a base platform memory interface that exposes physical channels as a single,

multiplexed read/write memory interface.

In terms of the physical channels between FPGA and CPU, Intel provides

two options: PCIe and Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI). The QPI released by

Intel is a point-to-point processor interconnect [65]. Although QPI has different

messaging types and roles compared with those of PCIe, it can provide a high

data transfer rate, which is much faster than PCIe Gen3.

1.3 T H E S I S M O T I VAT I O N A N D C O N T R I B U T I O N S

1.3.1 Motivations

As introduced in Section 1.1, SKA is a mega-science international project and

is very likely to lead to major discoveries and increased human knowledge.

However, the power of the SKA instrument comes at a price and with a great

challenge, namely the huge processing needs in real time and the need for

energy efficiency.

For these reasons the motivation of the thesis is to investigate the use of

high-end FPGAs in the implementation of parts of the extremely large-scale

SKA computations, as FPGAs have a great potential as discussed in Section 1.2.

The focus of the investigation is pulsar search, as searching pulsars is one of the

main scientific goals of the SKA project. Besides this, pulsar search is a complex

task, and the thesis concentrates on both computationally intensive and data

intensive sub-modules of it.
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The research work of this thesis has been embedded in the official devel-

opment of the SKA. The Parallel and Reconfigurable Computing (PARC) lab,

where the research presented here was conducted, is a founding member of the

SKA NZ Alliance, which officially contributes to various work packages of the

SKA project. Findings presented in this thesis have contributed to the proposed

prototype designs and reports of the SKA project, see below.

Given the large international project, we are investigating the large-scale

designs and architectures for FPGAs with the use of OpenCL, a high-level

approach. OpenCL is employed for multiple purposes: 1) it allows for fast

prototyping of the proposed implementations and to systematically explore

a large design space, while achieving high-performance computing as shown

in our experimental results and 2) it provides portability to other platforms

(i.e. CPUs or GPUs) and between generations of the same device (e.g. Stratix V

and Arria 10) and last but not least 3) makes the developed implementation

accessible to non-hardware-design experts which is essential in such a large

cross-discipline project as the SKA. Based on these points, the key objectives of

this thesis are as follows.

• To investigate and design large-scale compute-intensive pulsar search

algorithms and methods using FPGA accelerators;

• To investigate the efficiency of high-level synthesis approaches and the dif-

ference between these approaches and the traditional synthesis approach

in developing high-end FPGAs;

• To contribute to a successful SKA project.

1.3.2 Contributions

Major novel contributions have been made while undertaking the research

presented in this thesis and the details are as follows:

• An exploration of the FPGA-based hardware acceleration and high-level

synthesis approaches for Radio Astronomy applications. Comparing two
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high-level synthesis approaches and the advantage over traditional synthe-

sis tools. Identifying the suitable approach for pulsar search applications

(Chapter 2).

• Investigation and design of a large-scale FT convolution for the pulsar

search pipeline. In contrast to previous work the designs are tailored to

the demanding nature of the underlying FIR filters: large filters (i.e., a

large number of coefficients), multiple filters for the same input data, long

input data streams, complex floating-point values and demanding real

time limits (Chapter 3).

• Investigation and design of the data-intensive harmonic summing module

for the pulsar search pipeline. A major focus was on the optimisation of

the irregular memory accesses to the off-chip memory of the module. The

proposed methods optimise the performance in several ways: reducing

intermediate data access to off-chip memory, increasing the used off-chip

bandwidth during processing, and reordering input before processing

(Chapter 4).

• An investigation and exploration of the design space of combining indi-

vidually well-optimised modules. The pipeline computing technique is

employed in the combinations. Furthermore, multiple FPGA devices are

adopted in implementing combinations (Chapter 5).

• Extensive experimental evaluation of all proposed designs on three dif-

ferent high-end FPGA platforms. Additionally, for a realistic comparison

the multi-core processor and GPUs using the same kernel codes were also

evaluated.

1.3.2.1 Publications

The research contributions of this thesis have been published at or submitted to

the following peer reviewed conferences and journals.

• H. Wang and O. Sinnen (2015, December). Fpga based acceleration of fdas

module for pulsar search. In Field Programmable Technology (FPT), 2015
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International Conference on (pp. 240-243). IEEE. Queenstown, New Zealand.

(PhD forum)

• H. Wang, M. Zhang, P. Thiagaraj, and O. Sinnen (2016, December). FPGA-

based acceleration of FDAS module using OpenCL. In Field-Programmable

Technology (FPT), 2016 International Conference on (pp. 53-60). IEEE. Xi’an,

China.

• H. Wang, J. Gante, M. Zhang, G. Falcão, L. Sousa, and O. Sinnen (2016,

December). High-Level Designs of Complex FIR Filters on FPGAs for the

SKA. In High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC), 2016

IEEE 18th International Conference on (pp. 797-804). IEEE. Sydney, Australia.

• H. Wang, P. Thiagaraj, and O. Sinnen. (2019). FPGA-based Acceleration

of FT Convolution for Pulsar Search using OpenCL. ACM Transactions on

Reconfigurable Technology and Systems (TRETS). 11(4), 24.

• H. Wang, P. Thiagaraj, O. Sinnen. (2018). Harmonic-summing Module of

SKA on FPGA–Optimising the Irregular Memory Accesses. IEEE Transac-

tions on Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Systems.

• H. Wang, P. Thiagaraj, O. Sinnen. (2019). Combining Multiple Optimised

FPGA-based Pulsar Search Modules Using OpenCL. Journal of Astronomical

Instrumentation.

• L. Levin, W. Armour, C. Baffa, E. Barr, S. Cooper, R. Eatough, A. Ensor,

E. Giani, A. Karastergiou, R. Karuppusamy, M. Keith, M. Mickaliger, R

van Nieuwpoort, M. Pearson, T. Prabu, J. Roy, O. Sinnen, L. Spitler, H.

Spreeuw, B. W. Stappers, W. van Straten, C. Williams, H. Wang, and K.

Wiesner. Pulsar Searches with the SKA. Proc. Int. Astronomical Union (IAU)

Symposium No. 377, Pulsar Astrophysics – The Next 50 Years, 2017.

Further this research contributed to several SKA reports on the proposed design:

• H. Wang and O. Sinnen. Prototyping Design of FPGA-based Large-Scale

Cross-Correlation Using OpenCL. Technical report to NZ SKA Alliance. 15

pages, 2016.
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• H. Wang. SKA-TEL-CSP-PSS_000007_TestReportFTConvolution. Test report

for the SKA TEL CSP PSS group. version 1.0. 2017.

• H. Wang. SKA-TEL-CSP-PSS_000008_TestReportHarmonicSum. Test report

for the SKA TEL CSP PSS group. version 1.0. 2017.

1.4 T H E S I S S T R U C T U R E

Before investigating the various pulsar search modules, Chapter 2 examines the

development of FPGA implementations using high-level synthesis tools and

three case studies are discussed.

Chapter 3 presents the FPGA-based optimisation of large-scale FT convo-

lution using high-level techniques. It investigates the applicability of both

time-domain and frequency domain approaches for this large scale problem.

Over ten different designs are proposed as OpenCL kernels with different

optimisation parameters, optimising for space and execution latency. These

designs undergo an extensive experimental evaluation on FPGAs, CPUs and

multicore processors regarding execution latency and energy dissipation.

In Chapter 4, the harmonic-summing module of the FDAS module is inves-

tigated. The optimisation of large-scale irregular accesses to off-chip memory

during execution is investigated in two approaches: processing one harmonic

plane at a time and processing multiple harmonic planes at a time. For pro-

cessing multiple harmonic planes, preloading data and reordering input are

investigated to optimise the harmonic-summing module. All proposed designs

are evaluated on FPGAs and GPUs using OpenCL.

Chapter 5 combines the two well-optimised modules: the FT convolution

module and the harmonic-summing module from the previous two chapters.

The design space of combining multiple modules is explored and a module is

added between these well-optimised modules. The pipeline computing of the

FDAS module is investigated, also using multiple FPGA devices.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. The contributions and outcomes of the work

are summarised and reconsidered within the context of the motivations, and a

number of directions and suggestions for future research are presented.





2 H I G H - L E V E L S Y N T H E S I S

This chapter studies the use of FPGA accelerators for computational problems

and their programming using high-level synthesis tools. As such it is a precursor

to the following three chapters that look at modules of the Pulsar Search

pipeline. The techniques and methods examined and explained in this paper

are essential background for the rest of this thesis. In particular this chapter

looks at the implementation of cross-correlation as a case study. The contents

of this chapter is based on the following conference paper and research report

submitted to the NZ SKA alliance:.

1. H. Wang, J. Gante, M. Zhang, G. Falcão, L. Sousa, and O. Sinnen (2016,

December). High-Level Designs of Complex FIR Filters on FPGAs for the

SKA. In High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC), 2016

IEEE 18th International Conference on (pp. 797-804). IEEE. Sydney, Australia.

2. H. Wang and O. Sinnen. Prototyping Design of FPGA-based Large-Scale

Cross-Correlation Using OpenCL. Technical report to NZ SKA Alliance. 15

pages, 2016.

The contributions of this chapter are (i) investigation of OpenCL-based devel-

opment on FPGAs, (ii) comparison of development efficiency and achievable

performance between two high-level synthesis tools–OpenCL and Maxeler, and

(iii) investigation of the decomposition of a large-scale cross-correlation for

FPGA devices employing both OpenCL-based and an HDL-based implementa-

tion.
21
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A B S T R A C T

This chapter discusses the high-level synthesis tools and investigates two high-

level synthesis approaches: OpenCL and Maxeler. The development efficiency

and achievable performance of these two approaches are compared. They are

evaluated by implementing complex single-precision floating-point (SPF) 1D

convolution in time-domain with different lengths. The results show that high

performance can be relatively easily achieved with high-level approaches, where

OpenCL outperforms Maxeler for 1D convolution. Regarding the OpenCL

approach, two case studies are discussed: the first case study is to port the

C code based pulsar search software directly to FPGA using OpenCL, and

the second is to investigate the large-scale cross-correlation typically found

in radio astronomy. The specification of the FPGA-based acceleration task is

given, and two methods are studied to decompose the huge scale of the ’X’ part

of FX correlator: frequency slicing correlator and baseline splitting correlator.

Based on each type of correlator, we develop and evaluate the OpenCL kernels

using the Terasic DE5 board. To take full advantage of the FPGA resources, the

OpenCL library-technique is investigated to handle bit-wise operations. Even

though a high-end FPGA is an ideal platform for acceleration, there are still

over a thousand FPGA devices needed to implement the cross-correlation task

of the SKA1-MID correlator using the investigated approach.

2.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

For general FPGA design, when the details of a function are settled, the tra-

ditional hardware description languages (HDLs), such as Verilog HDL and

VHDL, are used for development. Then the compiler implements the HDL

project and generates a configuration bitstream file of a specific FPGA. How-

ever, the development period of a low-level HDL project takes months or even

years, and reconfigurable hardware-related knowledge is necessary.

Because the HDLs-based development requires the knowledge of a hardware

architecture, it is a big problem for software developers and researchers. A large
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volume of research work has been done on developing hardware implemen-

tations using high-level languages and approaches such as Hardware C [55],

which is a C-like syntax language for hardware design that was released in

1988. The traditional high-level synthesis research works are mainly based on

language C such as the C2Verilog (1998) [82], NAPA C (1998) [38], Nimble

(2000) [58], Streams-C (2001) [33], ROCCC (2006) [9], Dime-C (2007) [35], GAUT

(2008) [19], CHiMPS (2008) [75], and LegUp [10, 11]. The main purpose of these

research works is to get rid of HDLs in developing reconfigurable hardware

implementations.

Most of these approaches are no longer maintained, and some of them have

been upgraded to commercial synthesis tools. The two main FPGA vendors,

which are Intel and Xilinx, have their own high-level development tools as well.

• Intel high-level development tools1:

– DSP builder for Intel FPGAs: a model-based design tool that inte-

grates the Intel Quartus software with Simulink of Matlab

– C-to-Hardware acceleration (C2H) compiler [69]: targeting C and

generating hardware accelerator modules for Nios II processor

– Intel SDK for OpenCL: using OpenCL and conforms to the OpenCL

Specification, version 1.0 [39]

– Intel HLS compiler: high-level synthesis tools to create intellectual

property (IP) cores from C or C++

Before becoming a part of Intel, Altera released a compiler called A++ compiler

and announced to be included in the next generation development tool Spectra-

Q engine. However, the details of the A++ compiler were unavailable and it

was replaced by the current Intel HLS compiler.

• Xilinx high-level development tools:

– (Hardware development) Vivado high-level synthesis (HLS): target-

ing on C, C++ and System C, which is built on the AutoESL tool;

1 https://www.altera.com/products/design-software/high-level-design.html
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– (Software development) SDAccel [100]: a development environment

for OpenCL, C, and C++ (built on HLS technology)

The Vivado design suite [29] is widely adopted by high-level Xilinx FPGA

development. AutoESL [23] is the commercial version of xPilot [16], which was

released by UCLA and is no longer maintained. It is the basis of the Xilinx

high-level development tool.

Besides Intel and Xilinx, there are many commercial synthesis tools such as

Catapult synthesis [61, 7], C to Silicon (C2S) from Cadence, Lime from IBM,

HDL coder from Matlab. LabVIEW [5, 52] provides a graphical programming

environment to develop for its Xilinx FPGA-based devices. Maxeler released

MaxCompiler that makes it possible to develop their Intel FPGA-based prod-

ucts using Java. Unlike traditional languages, most of these HLS tools use

domain-specific languages for various research areas such as compute model

domain, application domain, and design domain [51]. In [51], nine HLS tools

are compared by implementing the same function. The development time, lines

of code and resource usage are compared, however, it is still difficult to quantify

the performance. Since different tools are design for a specific domain, there is

no best HLS tool that works for all applications.

In this chapter, we investigate the development flow and efficiency of two

high-level synthesis tools, and the organization is as follows. In Section 2.2, the

details of two high-level synthesis tools—OpenCL and Maxeler are introduced.

Three cases are investigated, and the comparison between OpenCL and Maxeler

development approaches are discussed in Section 2.3. A SIGPROC function

written in language C is ported to the OpenCL kernel in Section 2.4. The FPGA-

based acceleration of cross multiplication using OpenCL and OpenCL library

technique is presented in Section 2.5. The chapter is concluded in Section 2.6.

2.2 H I G H - L E V E L A P P R O A C H E S

Since Java and C/C++ are two of the most widely used programming lan-

guage in software engineering, we investigate two high-level approaches in

this research: OpenCL, which is based on C/C++, and Maxeler, which is based
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on Java. Also, OpenCL is more and more becoming an industry standard for

cross-platform accelerator programming.

2.2.1 OpenCL for Intel FPGA

Open computing language (OpenCL) released in 2009 is based on standard

ANSI C (C99) and C++11 [39]. It was developed by Apple Inc. at the very begin-

ning, and some companies participated in the refining of the initial proposal,

such as AMD, Intel, and Nvidia. The Khronos compute working group was

then formed and released OpenCL technical details, which is the specifica-

tion for OpenCL 1.0. OpenCL is a flexible framework that can be executed on

heterogeneous platforms such as CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs.

An OpenCL project mainly contains two parts: OpenCL kernels for compute

device(s) such as FPGAs and GPUs, and programs for the host processor such

as CPUs. For most of the attached accelerators, they are connected to the

host processor through the PCI Express (PCIe) bus. Regarding the OpenCL

kernel, though the OpenCL standards for different types of platforms are the

same, there are various implementation details for different platforms or the

same platform from different companies. In this research, we focus on the

FPGA-based OpenCL implementations.

As an efficient high-level approach, OpenCL standard is supported by both

Intel and Xilinx FPGAs: the Xilinx OpenCL compiler (xocc), which is a part of

the SDAccel environment, and Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL (AOCL) offline

compiler (aoc). The prototype of AOCL and FPGA-based structure is proposed

in [20] and [21]. The AOCL is derived from the original name, which was Altera

SDK for OpenCL.

Since AOCL was released, a large number of applications employed it to

develop for FPGAs, including multi-function printer image processing [43],

Map/Reduce analysis of streaming data [18], and high-speed data compression

(Gzip) [1]. In [1], both Verilog HDL and OpenCL are used and compared, and

the results show that the Verilog HDL development cost less memory resource.

Regarding other types of (FPGA) resources and FPGA performance, the Verilog
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HDL and OpenCL are about the same. One advantage of the OpenCL based

development is the development period is much shorter than HDL development.

Because of this, it was employed in many research works such as relational

query processing [96], convolutional neural networks(CNN) [104], and support

vector machines(SVM) [64].

Although OpenCL 2.2 was released in 2017, AOCL still conforms to OpenCL

specification version 1.0 and supports most of OpenCL 1.0 features. However, it

supports some features of OpenCL specification version 1.2 and 2.0, such as

the miscellaneous vector function in OpenCL 1.2 and OpenCL pipe (read_pipe

and write_pipe) in OpenCL 2.0. Besides these features, the AOCL has many

optimisation techniques specific for Intel FPGAs [44][6]. Some of the optimisa-

tion techniques can be achieved by adding code to the OpenCL kernel source

code and some by adding commands while using the AOC. Some optimisation

techniques applied in this research are listed in Table 2.1. The details of these

optimisation techniques are discussed when they are applied to optimise a

specific application.

OpenCL uses the concept of four types of memory: global memory, constant

memory, local memory, and private memory. For Intel FPGA-based OpenCL,

local memory and private memory are instantiated using on-chip memory such

as registers or block RAMs. Regarding global memory and constant memory,

they are implemented using off-chip memory such as synchronous dynamic

RAM (SDRAM) and Quad Data Rate (QDRII) SRAM. Even though constant

memory is a part of global memory, it is loaded to on-chip memory at run-time.

Since on-chip memory is more efficient than off-chip memory in transferring

data, it is recommended to use local, private, or constant memory whenever

possible [44].

The OpenCL platform consists of two types of components: host and de-

vice [39]. One FPGA device can be seen as a compute device, and multiple

devices can be installed in one host processor such as in Figure 1.4. This is an

important feature for the pulsar search engine, since thousands of FPGAs are

needed to accelerate one or several function modules, which is introduced in

Section 1.1. In this case, developing for FPGAs using OpenCL contains two
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Host application 
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Figure 2.1: Intel FPGA-based OpenCL development tool flow

parts: C-like OpenCL kernels for FPGA devices and software programs for the

host processor. The development flows of the host programs and kernels are

independent, which are depicted in Figure 2.1. The host programs, which are

written in C or C++, are responsible for the management and the remaining

work, such as organizing and sending data to the global memory of a device,

setting arguments of OpenCL kernels, and launching kernels. In practical exe-

cution, related data are transferred from the host to the global memory of the

FPGA board through the PCI Express (PCIe) bus before launching OpenCL

kernels [20]. When an OpenCL kernel is launched, it loads data from the global

memory of FPGA device. Depending on the functions of a kernel, part of the

data or intermediate results might be stored in local memory. After executing,

the output data are stored in the global memory.

2.2.2 OpenCL kernel Optimisation Flow

Based on the OpenCL development flow, in Figure 2.1, the executable file can

be generated by compiling OpenCL kernels. To find the suitable OpenCL kernel

for a specific FPGA, the OpenCL kernel has to go through some steps, as

depicted in Figure 2.2:
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1. Emulation: The first step is the emulation that tests the functionality of the

OpenCL kernel. It only takes several seconds to generate the emulation

bitstream file (*.aocx) that cannot be used to configure real FPGA devices.

2. Intermediate compilation: If the emulation results are correct, the inter-

mediate compilation starts to check the OpenCL-based syntactic errors of

the design and an intermediate file (*.aoco) is generated.

3. Review reports: In the third step, developers have to review the HTML and

optimisation reports. The HTML report includes the details of resource

usage and suggestions to modify the kernel. The optimisation report is

for single work-item type kernels and it gives the initiation interval of

loops and optimisation recommendations.

4. Profiling: If the resource usage and initiation interval are acceptable, the

kernel can be compiled to generate a configuration file (*.aocx) with

performance counters in the profiling step. The detailed information of

launching the kernel is collected and stored in a profile file (profile.mon).

The profiling information contains the stall, occupancy, and bandwidth of

the load-store unit (LSU) and global memory. Besides these, the kernel

execution latency is recorded. In the ideal case, the stall percentage equals

zero, the LSU occupancy percentage is 100%, and the global memory

bandwidth usage is the bandwidth of the device.

5. Full deployment: if the profiled performance meets the design require-

ments, the full compilation can be done. Although the bitstream file

generated in the profiling step can be used to configure real FPGA, it con-

tains the performance counters that consume logic resources and decrease

the kernel frequency.

As can be seen, the well-optimised OpenCL kernel might be revised tens of

times, and the compilation duration can be over a hundred hours in total.
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Figure 2.2: Intel FPGA-based OpenCL kernel optimisation development flow
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2.2.2.1 Single Work-item and NDRange Kernels

NDRange is an important attribute of an OpenCL kernel that represents its

index space. OpenCL kernels can be classified into two types based on their

NDRange sizes: single work-item kernel and NDRange kernel [44]. For the

single work-item kernel, its NDRange size is (1,1,1) resulting in a single work-

group with one work-item. The kernel code of a single work-item kernel looks

more like C/C++ code than that of a NDRange kernel. However, some OpenCL-

based optimisation attributes are included within the kernel code. Generally,

there is at least one loop in a single work-item kernel, and the number of

iterations equals to the global work size of the NDRange kernel. The ideal case

of the single work-item kernel is to launch one iteration of the outermost loop

per clock cycle, which is called loop pipelining. Regarding NDRange kernels,

its NDRange size is larger than (1,1,1), and the overall work-group has to be

divided into small groups. In each small size work-group, a small group of

data is processed. The size of an NDRange kernel is normally related to the

specifications of a task. For example, if a one dimension NDRange kernel is

designed to process 256 points, its global work size can be set as (256,1,1). In

our research, both kernel types are studied, and the combination of single

work-item and NDRange kernels are investigated.

2.2.2.2 OpenCL Library

For an OpenCL-based implementation that contains fixed point operations, the

resource usage might not be as efficient as that of an HDL-based implementa-

tion. To apply a high-level design technique while maintaining the efficiency of

an HDL design, the OpenCL library technique can be employed. The OpenCL

library technique was released for Intel OpenCL development in AOCL version

16.0. The library technique makes it possible for OpenCL kernels to use code

functions implemented in VHDL, Verilog, or OpenCL directly inside OpenCL,

benefiting from potential performance advantages of those implementations.

The development flow of using the OpenCL library is given in Figure 2.3. This

technique enhances the ability of AOCL in using the off-the-shelf implementa-

tions.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of integrate HDL languages using the OpenCL library

For example, only three different word lengths are used (8-bit, 16-bit, and

32-bit) in Intel FPGA-based OpenCL. Even though a masking operation can be

applied to mask the unnecessary bits, this is usually inconvenient and inefficient

when compared with HDL language. By utilizing the OpenCL library, the bit-

wise operation logic written in VHDL can be wrapped and used in the OpenCL

kernel.

2.2.3 Maxeler

Development using the Maxeler approach includes Java and C/C++, both

higher-level languages. With tailor-made libraries and a sophisticated com-

piler [17], software development for Maxeler acceleration devices becomes

considerably faster, enabling a higher number of projects. Similar to OpenCL

development, a Maxeler project contains the device kernels and the host pro-

gram. Besides these two parts, the device manager configuration has to be done

by developers. The details of the development flow are given in Figure 2.4.

The device kernel, written in Java, is the code that will be executed in

the FPGA. Given the difference between Von Neumann and architectures of

FPGA, programming in Java for a device kernel feels inherently different. The
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Figure 2.4: Maxeler development tool flow

programmer must keep in mind that every kernel instruction will be executed

during each clock cycle and, as a result, this resembles a hardware description

language, where the notion of time is explicitly included.

The device manager configuration, also written in Java, allows the program-

mer to define the connections and settings of the FPGA. Here the input and

output, origin/destination, variable type, and length are defined. As for the

settings, it is possible to specify parameters like the clock frequency, the to-

tal amount of clock cycles, and some compiler settings for each kernel. It is

also in the device manager configuration that the programmer sets up the

device-related functions to be called in the host code.

Finally, the host program, written in C/C++, contains all the device-function

calls, besides the usual pre-processing and post-processing operations. It is

also responsible for fetching the final results from the device’s memory, using

functions designed in the device manager.

2.3 C A S E S T U D Y I : 1 D C O N V O L U T I O N

The purpose of this case study is to investigate the efficiency and performance

of OpenCL and Maxeler development approaches. Two different FPGA boards
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Table 2.2: Specifications of two Intel Stratix V FPGA devices

Devices Terasic DE5-Net Maxeler Galava

FPGAs Stratix V 5SGXA7 Stratix V 5SGXA5

Technology 28nm 28nm
Logic Elements 622,000 490,000

DSP blocks 256 256

M20K memory blocks 2,560 2,304

Memory interface 128-bit 192-bit
width (2 banks) (3 banks)

DDR3 DRAM 4 GB (@ 11.9 GB/s) 12 GB (@ 9.6GB/s)
Connection to the host PCIe (@ 8GB/s) PCIe (@ 2 GB/s)

OpenCL 
Kernel

Soft Memory
Controller 64‐bit DDR3

SDRAM

fDDR3 MHz

Memory PHY

fDDR3 MHzfDDR3/N MHz

2N x 64‐bit

fDDR3/N MHz

2 x fDDR3 MHzfDDR3/N MHzfDDR3/N MHz

fDDR3/N MHz

2N x 64‐bit

Altera Stratix V FPGA

Figure 2.5: Connection between off-chip memory and Stratix V FPGA

are the target platforms, the Terasic DE5-Net and the Maxeler Galava, whose

specifications are shown in Table 2.2. It can be seen that both devices feature an

Intel Stratix V GX FPGA, with the same number of DSP blocks, which makes it

reliable to compare Maxeler and OpenCL kernels. For these two devices, each

memory bank is connected with FPGA through a 64-bit (8 Bytes) data bus,

in Figure 2.5. Taking the DE5 board as an example, the maximum frequency

of DDR3 SDRAM it supports is 800MHz. The theoretical data transfer rate

is 8× 2× 800 = 12, 800MB/s (double data rate). In Figure 2.5, the highest

rate of the FPGA soft memory controller factor is the quarter rate. When

the OpenCL kernel frequency fmax is less than 200MHz, the maximum data

transfer rate is affected by fmax. If fmax ≤ 200, the maximum bandwidth is

8× 2× 4× fmax MHz = 64 fmaxBytes.
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Table 2.3: Resource usage and performance of OpenCL and Maxeler kernels

53-tap 64-tap
Maxeler OpenCL Maxeler OpenCL

Logic utilisation 158,736 149,005 159,190 127,440

DSP blocks 212 213 256 256

RAM blocks 1,806 384 2,186 460

Kernel frequency
175 205 175 270.1

(MHz)
Performance

74.2 104.2 89.6 137.3
(GFLOPS)

OpenCL is employed for developing for the DE5-Net board, and the compiler

is Intel AOCL, version 15.0.0.145. Maxeler is used to develop for the Galava

board, and the compiler is MaxCompiler 2015.1.1. These two development

approaches are employed to design the one-dimensional discrete convolution

in time-domain. Two coefficient arrays of different lengths, 53-tap and 64-tap,

are implemented. The 64-tap convolution is the largest 1D convolution these

FPGAs can parallelise completely, and the 53-tap coefficient array is randomly

chosen to evaluate the ability to implement 1D convolution that is not a power

of 2. The implementation details are given in Table 2.3. The performance is

measured by processing 222 complex SPF points. For OpenCL, the designs are

implemented using the NDRange kernel type.

It can be found that the OpenCL kernels consumed less logic resource and

RAM blocks and achieved a higher maximum kernel frequency, fmax, than that

of Maxeler kernels. Observe that both implementations of 64-tap convolution

exhaust all available DSPs (256) to perform the complex multiplications in

parallel. Hence the high-level approaches achieve the same parallelism one

can expect from a low-level HDL implementation for complex SPF numbers,

verifying the high-level approach.

For the Maxeler design, the kernel frequency has to be set manually, while the

OpenCL compiler sets the kernel frequency automatically. The maximum kernel

frequency might be lower under Maxeler than the OpenCL kernel frequency,

and this will affect the Maxeler kernel performance.
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2.4 C A S E S T U D Y I I : M E A N R M S

The purpose of this study is to investigate the portability of a language C pro-

gram written for a CPU. One function of the pulsar search software SIGPROC,

which is written in language C and Fortran, is chosen as the target application.

The MeanRMS algorithm is a sub-function of SIGPROC software, whose

purpose is to calculate the running mean and root mean square (RMS) of

each block of the data array. The original code is written in Fortran, and it is

redesigned using language C. The MeanRMS consists of two sections: base

calculation and filter. The base calculation computes the mean and RMS of a

block of input points. The mean and RMS of the kth block that contains Ninput

points is calculated based on the formulas as follows:

meank =
∑ xi

Ninput

rmsk =

√
Ninput ∑ x2

i − (∑ xi)2

Ninput(Ninput − 1)
,

where xi is the ith point in the kth block. After calculating the values of mean

and RMS, a low-pass filter is applied to delete the point that does not meet the

requirement as follows:

|xi −meank| < 3 · rmsk.

In a block, when one point is deleted, the mean and RMS change as well.

The mean and RMS of remaining points in the block have to be calculated and

then passed to the filter again. For each block, the maximum number of times

in using the filter is four.

Although it is possible to generate the configuration file for the FPGA using

the original C codes, which are for CPU, based kernel directly, it is inefficient

and time-consuming. The execution latency of a kernel without adding any

OpenCL based commands might be 10x times slower than that of using the

single core CPU (Intel Core i7-4830K CPU @3.6GHz). In this case study, two
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Figure 2.6: Execution latency comparison of S5 FPGA and CPU

main OpenCL-based commands, loop unrolling and kernel vectorization are

added to the C program without revising the code.

The MeanRMS kernel is evaluated using the DE5-Net board, whose spec-

ifications are given in Table 2.3, in this section. We use the execution latency

on the single core CPU as the baseline. The MeanRMS kernel code is ported

from the C code directly without optimising for the FPGA device. The CPU

is the host processor of the OpenCL platform. The evaluation measured the

wall-clock time, which is the real time from the beginning of a task to the end

of it.

The global data size is set to be powers of 2. Since the maximum global

memory size is 4GB, the maximum test input size is 228, whose size is 3.4GB.

In this test, the global data size ranges from 210 to 228. Figure 2.6 shows the

execution latencies of the same kernel on CPU and FPGA when the group

size is 32. It can be seen that CPU is much faster than that of FPGA when the

global data size is smaller than 216. When the global data size is 216, the kernel

execution latency on FPGA is approximates that of CPU. As the global data

size increases, the FPGA performs better than CPU. Regarding the global data

size 228, the execution time of CPU and FPGA are 1, 061.42ms and 249.59ms

respectively.

Four group sizes (8, 16, 32 and 64) are evaluated with the global data size

ranging from 218 to 228. The results show that all execution latencies on S5

FPGA are faster than that of CPU. The S5 FPGA can achieve up to 4.8x times
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Figure 2.7: Speedup of S5 FPGA over CPU

speedup over the single core execution CPU, details of which are shown in

Figure 2.7.

2.5 C A S E S T U D Y I I I : F X C O R R E L AT O R

The purpose of this study is 1) to investigate the fast prototyping ability of

OpenCL, and 2) to integrate the off-the-shelf HDL designs into the OpenCL

kernel using the OpenCL library technique.

2.5.1 FX correlator

In radio astronomy, the processor that produces the power spectrum from an

array of stations is known as the correlator [88]. The purpose of a spectral line

correlator is to measure the level of signal correlation between all antenna pairs

at different frequencies across the observing band. The inputs to the correlator

are digital samples from each antenna in the telescope array, and their outputs

are sets of measurements of the complex visibility function, which are the

cross-power spectrum.

The FX correlator contains two stages: ’F’ stage and ’X’ stage. Based on and

analogous to the convolution theorem, the cross-correlation applies:

F (A ? B) = F (A)∗ ·F (B) , (2.1)
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Table 2.4: Specifications of SKA1-MID CSP element

Parameter Description Value

Nant # of antennas 197
Nbas # of baselines 19, 503
Npol # of polarisations 2

Ncha # of frequency channels 65, 536
NCMAC # of complex MAC operations 1.19× 231

tlimit Period of integration time [80ms, 800ms]

where F indicates the Fourier transform. The power spectrum Sjk(ν) can be

represented as

Sjk(ν) = sj(ν)s∗k(ν) = F
(

Aj(t)
)∗ ·F (Ak(t)) , (2.2)

where sj(ν) =
∫ ∞
−∞ Aj(t)e−i2πνtdt is the Fourier transform of the signal from

antenna j [88]. Thus, the power spectrum can be obtained by Fourier trans-

forming the digitized signal from each antenna and then cross-multiplying

(dot product) each output with the output from all other antennas at the

fixed frequency. This type of correlator is called an FX correlator or spectral

correlator[8, 15, 14].

2.5.2 Acceleration Task

The specifications of the ’X’ part of the FX SKA1-MID correlator are introduced.

An overview of the necessary cross-correlation parameter is listed in Table 2.4.

Given the number of antennas Nant, we calculate the number of baselines

Nbas, including auto-correlation, as

Nbas =
Nant(Nant − 1)

2
+ Nant

=
1
2

Nant(Nant + 1).

Since there are 197 antennas, the number of baselines is Nbas = 19, 503.
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The SKA1-MID antennas have five bands, ranging from 700MHz/pol to

2× 2.5GHz/pol, and the word length of samples ranges from 3 + 3− bit to

8 + 8− bit. Although there are five bands, only one band will be considered in

a fixed period for all antennas, and we focus on the first band (Band-1) in this

case study. For anyone of the five bands, the bandwidth of input signals is split

into a group of narrow frequency channels, whose Ncha is 216. In this case, the

Fourier transform length of the ’F’ part is 216, and for each baseline, the number

of frequency channels is Npol Ncha, where Npol is the number of polarisations.

The data types of input and output of the ’X’ part are complex fixed-point,

and all the operations of ’X’ part are complex fixed-point operations. The range

of specified integration time t (dump time) is [80ms, 800ms]. When integration

time is 800ms, up to 24,414 samples of each frequency channel are generated

from the ’F’ stage for each polarization of one antenna. In the ’X’ part, each

frequency sample is multiplied by the complex conjugate of the same frequency

channel of all other antennas and accumulated to the result of the last round.

To calculate the workload, we use the complex multiply-accumulate (CMAC)

operation as the basic operation, and the number of CMACs WCMAC in one

round is

WCMAC = NchaNpol Nbas.

Given the values in Table 2.4, the number of total CMAC operations is

WCMAC = 1.19× 231. For Band-1 real-time processing, 1.19× 231 CMACs have to

be done in 32.768µs, which means the needed performance is 70.9TCMACs/s.

One CMAC operation contains one complex multiplication and one addition,

so the overall workload of complex multiplications WCM and complex addition

WCA of the ’X’ part are the same as WCMAC. For other bands, the word length

of each part of the CMAC processing unit, which refers to CMAC cell, might

be different.
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#include <omp.h>

#define N_LENGTH 128

#define GROUP_N 24414

......

for(i_1 = 0; i_1 < GROUP_N; i_1++){

#pragma omp parallel for

for(i_2 = 0; i_2 < N_LENGTH; i_2++){

for(i_3 = 0; i_3 < N_LENGTH; i_3++){

//core computation part

resultPtrcpu[i_2*N_LENGTH+i_3] +=

Mult(inputPtr_0[i_2+i_1*N_LENGTH], inputPtr_1[i_3+i_1*N_LENGTH])

}

}

} �
Figure 2.8: Pseudocode of C/C++ code with OpenMP optimisation

2.5.3 Cross-correlation Implementation

Traditional FPGA development is entirely different from CPU and GPU de-

velopments. For example, one device is set to accumulate 24,414 correlation

samples from one frequency channel of 128 antennas. On a general multi-core

CPU, the structure can be expressed as a three-level for loop, whose C/C++

pseudocode is given in Figure 2.8. It can be seen that the code calculates the

cross multiplication of two antenna arrays, and each array contains signals

from 128 antennas. To take advantage of the multi-core feature, Open Multi-

Processing (OpenMP) could be used to parallelise the inner for loop. This

design can be ported directly to an OpenCL kernel, however, it cannot achieve

high-performance computing without considering the FPGA structure.

2.5.3.1 Restrict Factors

For OpenCL kernels, we have to consider two important factors: 1) computing

resources and 2) memory bandwidth and memory size of an FPGA.

computing resources The available computing resources of an FPGA

determine the number of CMAC cells an FPGA can parallelise (Pcmac CMAC

cells). Computing resources are the number of logic resources, such as ALUTs,
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Figure 2.9: Data-flow of FPGA-based cross-correlation implementation

and DSP blocks. For AOC, both floating-point and fixed-point multiplications

are instantiated using DSP blocks. However, fixed-point multiplications do not

only count on DSP blocks, such as a 4-bit multiplier.

memory bandwidth and size Two aspects regarding memory affect

the performance of an FPGA: memory bandwidth (especially off-chip memory

bandwidth (Pband elements per clock cycle)) and memory size (especially on-

chip memory size (Psize elements)). The off-chip memory bandwidth limits the

number of points that an FPGA can load per clock. It is inefficient to touch

off-chip memory frequently since the data transfer rate of off-chip memory

is much slower than that of on-chip memory rate. Consequently, the ideal

situation is to store the intermediate results in on-chip memory. Apart from

intermediate results, a subset of input signals is stored in it as well. However,

the on-chip memory size is smaller than the size of the input array, which is less

than 100MB for most of the high-end FPGA, so it limits the scale of baselines

that an FPGA can process in parallel.

The data flow of cross-correlation on an FPGA is depicted in Figure 2.9. The

input signals are stored in the global memory of the FPGA device or streamed

to FPGA through high-speed I/Os. To take full advantage of the DE5-Net board,

the FPGA loads as many data points as possible from each input signal set. To

arrange antennas and frequency channels, the tasks of the OpenCL kernels can

be distinguished into two types: multiple antennas (MA) and multiple channels

(MC), which are shown in Figure 2.10, where one element represents a CMAC

cell [22].
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2.5.3.2 Multiple Antennas

When FPGAs are employed to process data from one channel of a group of

antennas, the input signal for the MA kernel in Figure 2.9 can be regarded as

two distinct antenna arrays, and the result is a matrix, which is the block in

the red dotted line. For the MA kernel, the computing resources and on-chip

memory restrict the performance of an FPGA. Assuming the task of an FPGA

is to implement a Na × Na CMAC matrix, the input comes from two distinct

Na antenna arrays, where Na is set asNa =
⌊√

Psize
⌋

to take full advantage of

on-chip memory. Although two Na antenna arrays need 2×Na × Na CMAC

cells (Na × Nafor cross multiplication between two arrays and Na × Na for

cross multiplication with themselves), we only consider the cross multiplication

part instead of the cross-multiplication with themselves. If Pcmac > N2
a , the

MA kernel parallelises N2
a CMAC cells and can accumulate N2

a cross-multiply

results every clock cycle. If Na < Pcmac < N2
a , the MA kernel parallelises one or

multiple columns of CMAC cell matrix.

The assumption above is based on there being two distinct Na antenna arrays.

If the two Na antenna arrays are the same, the number of CMAC cells decreased

from N2
a to Na(Na + 1)/2, which means almost 1

2 of CMACs can be saved. The

parallel method is the same as that of Na × Na CMAC matrix.

In OpenCL, for loops are used to implement CMAC cells, and the #pragma

unroll directive is used to parallelise CMAC cells. For both the CMAC cell

matrix (2 dimensions) and arrays implementation (1 dimension), it is recom-

mended to use a single loop instead of nested loops [44]. As the matrix and

array sizes increase, the initiation interval (II, the launch frequency of a new

loop iteration) of the OpenCL kernel might affect the overall performance. The

pseudocode is given in Figure 2.11, when the two Na antenna arrays are the

same, and it is still possible to parallelise all Na(Na + 1)/2 CMAC cells using

the single loop. The tricky calculation on the correct array elements is based on

the fact that Na is a power of two, here for Na = 24.
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#define N_a 16 // The size of one antenna array an FPGA has to handle

......

//Nested loop implementation

#pragma unroll

for(i_1 = 0; i_1 < N_a; i_1++){

#pragma unroll

for(i_2 = 0; i_2 < N_a; i_2++){

resultPtrfpga[i_1*N_a+i_2] += Mult(inputPtr_0[i_1], inputPtr_1[i_2]);

}

}

//Single loop implementation

#pragma unroll

for(i = 0; i < N_a*N_a; i++){

//i/N_a -> i>>4; i%N_a -> i&0xF;

resultPtrfpga[i] += Mult(inputPtr_0[i>>4], inputPtr_1[i&0xF]);

}

//Single loop implementation when inputPtr_0 and inputPtr_1 are the same

#pragma unroll

for(i = 0; i < N_a*(N_a+1)/2; i++){

resultPtrfpga[i] += Mult(inputPtr[i&0xF], inputPtr[(i+(i>>4))&0xF]);

} �
Figure 2.11: Pseudocode of OpenCL Kernels

2.5.3.3 Multiple Channels

The task of an FPGA is to accumulate the cross-multiplication results of a group

of frequency channels of two antennas. The input signal for the MC kernel

in Figure 2.9 is a subset of or all frequency channels of one antenna. For the

MC kernel, the global memory bandwidth is a great barrier since it restricts

the amount of input data an FPGA can load every clock cycle. An FPGA can

accumulate results from at most Psize channels and parallelise at most Pband/2

CMAC cells.

2.5.4 Evaluations

To evaluate the performance of the various discussed approaches, we imple-

mented them using OpenCL on the DE5-Net board. In this section, we present

the experimental performance evaluation of these kernels.
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Table 2.5: Resource usage and kernel frequencies of MA-Nparal and MC-Nparal kernels

Kernel ALUTs Registers Logic DSP RAM fmax(MHz) (II)

MA-256 167,861 156,351 48% 100% 62% 146.69 1

MA-128 91,906 104,861 31% 100% 40% 177.46 1

MA-64 61,788 82,606 24% 100% 29% 212.4 1

MA-32 54,529 80,499 22% 50% 23% 214.77 1

MC-64 56,717 92,737 24% 100% 26% 232.55 1

MC-32 48,509 76,265 21% 50% 17% 237.58 1

MC-16 44,485 79,191 20% 25% 15% 236.12 1

MC-8 43,712 76,266 20% 13% 15% 237.47 1

2.5.4.1 Execution Latency

We implemented multiple channel (MC) and multiple antenna (MA) (Sec-

tion 2.5.3) based methods with OpenCL. The resource usage of these imple-

mentations are given in Table 2.5, where the number after MC and MA is the

parallelisation factor Nparal that represents the amount of parallelised CMAC

cells.

For MA-Nparal kernels, the output size is Nparal × Nparal and each value is a

32+32-bit complex fixed-point number. To take full advantage of global memory

bandwidth, all MA kernels load 32 8+8-bit complex points from each memory

bank per clock cycle. For MC-Nparal kernels, the output is a 4K (4,096) 32+32-bit

complex point array, and the kernel is set to load Nparal 8+8-bit complex points

per clock cycle. The inputs to each CMAC cell are two 8+8-bit complex signed

numbers, and the output is a 32+32-bit complex signed number. For example,

kernel MC-16 means an FPGA parallelises 16 CMAC cells and processes 16

8+8-bit complex points from each channel per clock cycle.

As can be seen, the initiation intervals of evaluated kernels are all 1, so the

kernel can launch a new loop iteration every clock cycle. Kernel MA-256 costs

most logic resources among all the evaluated kernels because the parallelised

CMAC cells and output size are the highest among MA-Nparal kernels. However,

the kernel frequency of it is the lowest among all MA-Nparal and MC-Nparal

kernels. For MC-Nparal kernels, the maximum kernel frequencies, which are

all over 230MHz, are all higher than those of the MA-Nparal kernels. Based on
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the off-chip memory connection of the S5 FPGA, the kernel can load up to 32

8+8-bit (16-bit) complex elements from each global memory bank per clock

cycle. For MC-Nparal kernels, 32 parallelised CMACs can use up the limited

global memory bandwidth. However, in our research, the MC-64 is evaluated

as well. If the input signals are streamed into FPGA through high-speed I/O

instead of global memory, more CMACs can be executed per clock cycle.

For MA-Nparal kernels, the resource on the S5 affects the value of Nparal. For

example, the output size of kernel MA-128 is only 1
4 of kernel MA-256, so kernel

MA-128 needs significantly fewer RAM blocks.
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Figure 2.12: MA and MC kernels performance on S5 FPGA
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The performances of MA-Nparal and MC-Nparal kernels on S5 FPGA are

depicted in Figure 2.12. For MA kernels, the numbers of loaded points per

clock cycle are the same, so the performance is affected by Nparal and kernel

frequency. In terms of MC-Nparal kernels, the performance is decided mainly

by the amount of parallelised CMAC cells and global memory bandwidth. For

kernels MC-32 and MC-64, even though MC-64 parallelises two times CMAC

cells than that of MC-32, the performance of these two kernels are about the

same. The main reason is that both MC-32 and MC-64 have taken full advantage

of global memory bandwidth. Even though FPGA can parallelise more CMAC

cells, the global memory bandwidth barriers the amount of loaded data per

clock cycle.

The MA-256 kernel performs best in MA and MC kernels. The execution

latency of kernel MA-256 on S5 FPGA is over 140x times faster than that of a

4-core CPU in accumulating 24,414 groups of signals. Based on the workload

and execution latency of kernel MA-256, an S5 FPGA can process 37.3GCMACs

per second, which input word lengths are both 8+8-bit. For Band-1, over 1,900

FPGAs are required to meet the needed performance that is 70.9TCMACs/s.

2.5.4.2 OpenCL Library based Implementations

For an OpenCL-based fixed-point CMAC cell, the resource usage might not

be as efficient as that of an HDL-based implementation. The Verilog imple-

mentation is compared with the OpenCL-based implementation in this section

using the OpenCL library technique. The Verilog HDL is applied to implement

4+4-bit CMAC cells using only logic resources (without DSP blocks).

In this experiment, the OpenCL (General)-based 4+4-bit complex multiplier

is compared with Verilog-based OpenCL library (Library) implementation.

Four pairs of kernels are implemented, and the sizes of parallelised 4+4-bit

CMAC cells are 64, 128, 256, and 512. The resource usage of these kernels is

given in Table 2.6 and the performance is depicted in Figure 2.13, where ’G’

represents general OpenCL kernels and ’L’ represents OpenCL library-based

kernels. The 4+4-bit complex multiplications in these kernels are all unsigned

multiplications.
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Table 2.6: Resource usage of OpenCL library based kernels and general OpenCL kernels

CMAC Kernel ALUTs Registers DSP RAM fmax (II)
cells blocks blocks (MHz)

64
G 55,521 104,242 75% 14% 245.88 1

L 60,274 104,648 0% 14% 238.83 1

128
G 62,157 122,889 75% 16% 225.83 1

L 69,059 157,314 0% 17% 216.02 1

256
G 101,822 88,798 75% 58% 169.43 2

L 107,560 89,206 0% 54% 193.57 2

512
G 126,261 371,492 75% 69% 190.65 16

L 126,054 363,877 0% 60% 174.22 16

In Table 2.6, none of the OpenCL library based kernels cost DSP blocks, and

the AOCL compiler uses 75% DSP blocks to implement 4-bit multiplications

for the generic kernels. For all four pairs, general kernels cost less logic re-

source than those of OpenCL library-based kernels. For 8× 8× 1 and 8× 8× 2

kernel pairs, all local variables are implemented in registers by using the

__attribute__((register)) attribute. Because the overall register size is small

in comparison to on-chip BRAM size, the local variables are implemented in a

memory system in 16× 16× 1 and 16× 16× 2 kernels. However, the memory

dependency on load and store operations makes the II larger than register-based

kernels and it makes the kernel performance lower than register-based kernel

performance. Taking size 16× 16× 2 as an example, whose II is up to 16 clock

cycles, although the number of parallelised CMAC cells of a 16× 16× 2 kernel

is 8x times larger than that of an 8× 8× 1 kernel, the performance of it is worse

than that of 8× 8× 1.

It can also be found in Figure 2.13 that, as the group size increases, the

performance of most OpenCL library-based kernels is about the same as those

of general OpenCL kernels. The reason for the performance difference of

16x16x1-G and 16x16x1-L is that the kernel frequency of the 16x16x1-L is over

10% higher than that of the 16x16x1-G kernel. Though OpenCL library-based

kernels cost more logic resource than general OpenCL kernels, they can achieve

the same performance without consuming any DSP blocks, and the saved DSP

blocks can be used for more expensive operations.
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Figure 2.13: Performance of general and OpenCL library based kernels

2.6 C O N C L U S I O N S

This chapter addressed the development of FPGA implementations using

high-level approaches. The main techniques of Intel FPGA-based OpenCL and

Maxeler development flows were introduced. To evaluate the development

efficiency and achievable performance, they were employed to implement 1D

convolution. Both Maxeler and OpenCL approaches used the critical resource of

the FPGA (DSPs) almost perfectly, similar to a lower level HDL approach. The

performance of OpenCL was superior to that of Maxeler in all cases. Besides

these, the workflow of OpenCL was more straightforward as the best clock

frequency is automatically determined.

Two other cases were studied to further evaluate the efficiency of the FPGA-

based OpenCL. The MeanRMS algorithm in SIGPROC, a pulsar search software,

was investigated on FPGA. The C code was ported to OpenCL kernel, and

two OpenCL commands were employed without revising the original function
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code. Even without optimising the kernel based on the FPGA structure, the

FPGA achieved up to 4.8x speedup over the single core CPU. For pulsar search

software programs, hundreds of functions are implemented using language C

and FORTRAN. Using a high-level approach to develop FPGA is time efficient,

and it is unnecessary for researchers to have a strong hardware development

background.

The cross-correlation of SKA1-MID was investigated as another case study.

Two approaches, MA and MC, were developed and evaluated. For the MA

method, the FPGA logic resources and the on-chip memory size limited the

performance (GCMAC/s). Regarding the MC method, the data transfer rate of

off-chip memory was the primary factor that restricted the performance. Besides

these, the OpenCL library technique was employed to compare with the general

OpenCL-based implementation. For bit-wise operations, the HDL-based im-

plementations had the advantage over simple OpenCL-based implementations

in saving DSP blocks. The results showed that the performance of HDL-based

implementation is about the same as that of OpenCL-based implementation.

The work in this chapter suggests that FPGAs are a suitable accelerator for

the radio astronomy project. However, even with a high-end FPGA, the number

of needed FPGA devices for colossal scale projects such as SKA is still very

substantial. In this research, over a thousand S5 FPGA devices are required to

handle the cross-correlation task of the SKA1-MID. The optimisation of each

module is necessary and it might save up to hundreds of acceleration devices.

Besides these, the results motivated the use of high-level technique such as

OpenCL to develop FPGAs.





3 F T C O N V O L U T I O N

This chapter investigates and develops FPGA-based designs of the FT convo-

lution module using high-level programming techniques. The contents of this

chapter are directly based on the following submitted journal paper

1. H. Wang, P. Thiagaraj, and O. Sinnen. (2019). FPGA-based Acceleration

of FT Convolution for Pulsar Search using OpenCL. ACM Transactions on

Reconfigurable Technology and Systems (TRETS),11(4), 24.

In turn this manuscript is based on the preliminary work published in these

conference papers:

1. H. Wang and O. Sinnen (2015, December). Fpga based acceleration of fdas

module for pulsar search. In Field Programmable Technology (FPT), 2015

International Conference on (pp. 240-243). IEEE. Queenstown, New Zealand.

(PhD forum)

2. H. Wang, M. Zhang, P. Thiagaraj, and O. Sinnen (2016, December). FPGA-

based acceleration of FDAS module using OpenCL. In Field-Programmable

Technology (FPT), 2016 International Conference on (pp. 53-60). IEEE. Xi’an,

China.

The major contributions of this chapter are (i) estimation of the number of

required FPGA devices for a naïve design using two approaches, (ii) investi-

gation and proposal of various large scale designs of the large multi-filter FT

convolution using two overlap algorithms, (iii) extensive exploration of the
53
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design space of the FT convolution for a high-end target FPGA, using OpenCL

for the implementation and (iv) porting of some of the high-level designs to a

GPU platform and a corresponding performance comparison.

A B S T R A C T

This chapter focuses on the FPGA-based acceleration of the FT convolution

of the Frequency-Domain Acceleration Search module, which is part of the

SKA pulsar search engine. In this module, the frequency-domain input signals

have to be processed by 85 Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters within a short

period and for thousands of input arrays. Because of the large scale of the

input length and FIR filter size, even high-end FPGA devices cannot parallelise

the task completely. We start by investigating both the time-domain FIR filter

(TDFIR) and the frequency-domain FIR filter (FDFIR) to tackle this task. We

applied the overlap-add algorithm to split the coefficient array of the TDFIR

and the overlap-save algorithm to split the input signals of the FDFIR. To

achieve fast prototyping design, we employed OpenCL, which is a high-level

FPGA development technique. The performance and power consumption are

evaluated using multiple FPGA devices simultaneously and compared with

GPU results, which is achieved by porting the FPGA-based OpenCL kernels.

The experimental evaluation shows that the FDFIR solution is very competitive

in terms of performance, with a clear energy consumption advantage over the

GPU solution.

3.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The high-end Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is an ideal type of hard-

ware for accelerating real-time compute-intensive tasks, however, the traditional

hardware development flow using hardware description languages (HDLs)

such as VHDL or Verilog is a barrier for proper software engineering. It ex-

cludes non-hardware experts from participating and following the development.

Solutions often become very device specific. This is especially problematic in
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such a large scale international project like the SKA, where the final hardware

architecture and devices (e.g., FPGA versus GPU) are not finalised yet. Many

teams are working worldwide on different aspects of the SKA project and

high-level approaches can strongly aid the interaction between different teams.

Using high-level FPGA development techniques can be a solution to these

problems.

In work presented in this chapter, we are investigating the use of high-end

FPGAs for the efficient high-performance processing of a part of the pulsar

search algorithms, employing OpenCL as a high-level development approach.

This not only produces low-power processing solutions for the demanding

pulsar search, but also evaluates the viability of using high-level approaches to

achieve the needed efficiency and performance, and its ability to support the

sweeping of a large design space.

This chapter studies the FPGA-based acceleration of the FT convolution part

of the FDAS module and it is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, hardware

acceleration in the radio astronomy area and FPGA-based optimisation of the

FIR filter are discussed. We introduce the basic FDAS module and estimate the

straight-forward implementation of the FT convolution module in Section 3.4.

The time-domain and frequency-domain-based algorithms are discussed in

Section 3.5 to optimise the basic element of the FT convolution module. The

FPGA-based OpenCL development technique and FPGA-based implementa-

tions are proposed in Section 3.7, alongside a discussion of the portability of

the FPGA-based kernels to other platforms. In Section 3.8, the proposed imple-

mentations are experimentally evaluated on real hardware, both in terms of

performance and in terms of energy consumption. The fastest kernels are also

compared with GPU-based kernels. The conclusions are drawn in Section 3.9.

3.2 R E L AT E D W O R K

In the FT convolution module, the compute-intensive part is a large number of

lengthy FIR filters, whose essence is one-dimensional (1D) convolution. The 1D
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convolution and FPGA-based acceleration of 1D convolution have been well

researched.

Both Intel and Xilinx (time domain transpose direct form) provide FIR com-

pilers. For the non-symmetry coefficient array, they employ the transpose

multiply-accumulate architecture that implements the FIR filter in time-domain.

The SPIRAL project provides a multiplierless FIR/IIR generator that uses only

additions/subtractions and shifts instead of multiplications. However, the data

types of input signals and coefficient array have to be fixed-point and it supports

maximum 10-tap FIR filter (as opposed to several hundreds in this work).

A thorough investigation of 1D convolution across different platforms is

done in [31]. The 1D convolution is implemented in both time-domain us-

ing the overlap-save algorithm and frequency-domain using the overlap-save

algorithm. The evaluation showed that when the template size is several hun-

dred, the standalone frequency-domain FPGA performs faster than GPUs and

multicore processors. The data types of the input signals and coefficient array

are single-precision floating points. Regarding the optimisation of a group of

1D convolutions with complex single-precision floating-point operations, we

believe that it has not been addressed in literature before.

3.3 F T C O N V O L U T I O N D E TA I L S

The Fourier domain acceleration search (FDAS) module is the sub-module of

the Non-imaging Processing Pulsar Search Sub-element (NIP PSS) of SKA-MID

Central Signal Processor (CSP) element. The purpose of it is to minimise the

effect of potential cyclic Doppler shift on pulsar signals. Its main function is to

execute pre-processed (including de-dispersed, Fourier transformed, cleaned

and de-reddened) input signals, by using a correlation technique [78] and then

identifying pulsar candidates.

In the SKA1-MID CSP element, over 2,000 beams are formed at 4,096 channels

per beam and the signals of each beam are processed independently, as depicted

in Figure 3.1. Hence, each beam needs a dedicated pulsar search engine (PSS).

Because the dispersion measure is unknown (we are looking for pulsars at
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Figure 3.1: Data flow of the SKA1-MID CSP PSS engine

unknown locations), about 6,000 trial values are tested and several pulsar search

modules are used for each trial value, such as a single pulse search module, a

time domain acceleration search module and the frequency domain acceleration

search (FDAS) that we are investigating.

The FDAS module consists of two main sub-modules: the FT convolution

module and the harmonic summing module. In the FDAS module, 85 FIR filters

with different lengths are applied in each trial. The input signals, 2 million

single precision floating-point (SPF) numbers, are accumulated in an integration

time of 536.9s. With 6,000 de-dispersion measure (DM) trials to perform until

the next input set is ready, the time limitation for processing each DM trial

is 89.4ms. In this 89.4ms, the main computing task is to process the 2 million

single SPF numbers with 85 complex SPF FIR filters. The spectral power of

each complex output signal of all 85 FIR filters is combined into a filter-output-

plane (FOP, 85×2-million points) and the FOP is sent to the harmonic-summing

module for further processing. Figure 3.1 illustrates the above described process.

In these 85 FIR filters, one filter has only one tap and the output of this filter

is the same as the input. Thus, there are in total 84 FIR filters that need to be

implemented. For these 84 FIR filters, the filter lengths are all extended to the

same length as the largest FIR filter, which is 421 taps.
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3.4 TA S K E S T I M AT I O N

In the current prototyping design, in Table 1.1, the FT convolution module uses

85 templates (FIR filters), which are 42 template pairs and the original input

signals, to match the input signal. The length of these FIR filters ranges from 1

to 421 taps and the padded number of taps of these 85 templates is set to 421.

Given these factors, we can calculate the overall workload WFIR of Ntemp FIR

filters as

WFIR = 8Nchan

Ntemp

∑
i=1

N
′
tapi

(3.1)

= 8NchanNtapNtemp (3.2)

where N
′
tapi

is the length of the ith FIR filter. The factor 8 comes from the fact

that a complex multiplication (inputs and coefficients are complex numbers)

results in 8 basic operations (four multiplications and four additions), including

the overall accumulation. The given time limit of the FDAS module is tlimit =

89.5ms, the total needed performance PFIR for each module is

PFIR =
WFIR

tlimit
= 6.65TOperations/s. (3.3)

Since the data type of input and the template coefficients in the prototyping

design are complex SPF (32+32-bit), the performance needed for the FIR filter

processing part of one beam is 6.65TFLOPS. As this needs to be done for over

2000 beams in parallel, the overall performance needed is over 13.3PFLOPS,

which corresponds to the fastest current supercomputers. Besides the need of

high performance computing, the FDAS module will run 24/7/365 for many

years, so the computing units of the FT convolution module should have high

computing performance while being power efficient, and still provide some

flexibility for possible adjustments to advances in the (radio astronomy) science.

Given these requirements, FPGAs seem to be very good candidates and we

investigate in this section the performance potential and resource requirements

for a straight forward implementation of the FT convolution based on FPGAs.
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To reduce the resource needs we study the benefit of relaxing requirements

and propose optimisation techniques. A number of optimisation methods

regarding the FPGA based FIR filter have been studied before, such as optimised

structure [41] and algorithm [2].

3.4.1 First Performance Estimate

Though high-end FPGAs are chosen to implement the straight-forward FT

convolution of the FDAS module, the details of FPGA lines and families have

not been specified. Two approaches to estimate the needed number of FPGAs

are introduced: one is based on the maximum expected performance of one

FPGA and the other is based on the amount of parallelised multiplications.

Altera Stratix V FPGAs are employed as the sample instance to estimate the

number using these two methods.

3.4.1.1 Maximum Performance

One way to estimate the total number of FPGAs is based on the maximum

operation performance of each FPGA. Based on (3.3), the number of required

FPGAs NrFPGA can be calculated as

NrFPGA = dPFIR

pmax
e

= d W
pmaxtlimit

e, (3.4)

where pmax is the maximum performance of a single FPGA.

Generally, for high-end FPGAs, DSP blocks and logic cells are two main

types of resources that become scarce in FIR filter computations, especially

the floating-point FIR filter [56]. When the usage of logic utilization reaches

it maximum, the frequency of the implementation drops. It is necessary to

balance the logic utilization and the frequency of the kernel.

The Terasic DE5 board with Stratix 5SGXA7 FPGA, later referred to as S5,

for instance, has NS5−DSP = 256 DSP blocks. When it is used to implement

the complex SPF FIR filter, the maximum number of taps it can parallelise
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Figure 3.2: Resources usage of FIR filters with different lengths

is 64 and the maximum frequency for such a design is 238MHz (based on

an Intel OpenCL reference design for FIR filters). Using this 64-tap FIR filter

to execute an input of 222 complex SPF numbers, the highest performance is

about pmax−S5 = 110GFLOPS. Hence the minimum number of required FPGAs

NrFPGA−S5 for one beam is 61.

3.4.1.2 Parallelisation of Multiplications (PoM)

With the observation in Section 3.4.1.1, the number of parallelised multipli-

cations affect the performance. For the execution of SPF multiplications on

high-end FPGAs, the task is allocated to DSP blocks and the number of par-

allelised multiplications is decided by the amount of DSP blocks within each

FPGA. For Intel Stratix V FPGAs, to accomplish one complex multiplication,

which has 4 multiplications, 4 DSP blocks are required. An example of imple-

menting FIR filters with different lengths is given in Figure 3.2. It can be found

that, as the length of the FIR filter increases, the DSP block usage becoming the

main barrier and the resource usage of logic, register and DSP blocks are of

linear relationship with the length of FIR filter.
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For a Stratix V FPGA, the maximum number of complex multiplications it can

perform in parallel is
⌊

NS5−DSP
4

⌋
, and the minimum latency of all multiplications

(and hence the total computation) is

4WCM

fmaxNS5−DSP
,

where WCM is the workload of complex multiplications and fmax is the maxi-

mum frequency of the FIR filter implementation. Then the estimate number of

needed FPGAs NrFPGA is

NrFPGA = d 4WCM

fmaxtlimitNDSP
e.

As for S5 FPGA for example, assuming that the frequency is the same as

that of Section 3.4.1.1, which is approximately 0.89× 228Hz then the minimum

number of S5 FPGAs NrFPGA−S5 is 55. It is worth noting that the estimated

number of FPGAs using the two different methods only differs by 10% for

NrFPGA−S5, which is reassuring that it is a quite close minimum number. As

a rule of thumb, the real number, in effect, is 1.1~1.5 times higher than the

minimum number.

3.4.1.3 Summary

The difference of the two presented approaches is that the maximum perfor-

mance method needs experiments or reference implementation on real FPGAs

and can be more accurate than the PoM method. However, given the critical

DSP bottleneck, the PoM method, which is based on the FPGA features and

experience, comes to very similar results for the S5 FPGA and gives a good

lower bound on the needed resources. It has the advantage that it can be used

to predict the number of other FPGAs from other lines, such as the latest Intel

Arria 10 and Stratix 10 FPGAs.
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3.4.2 Relaxing Requirements

The parameters of the computation listed in Section 3.3 are of the current

prototype design. Given the high estimated number of required FPGAs per

data set, the section will investigate the potential benefit of relaxing these

requirements. We discuss the effects of different precision of data types and the

change of input size. The relaxation of requirements is tested using a Terasic

DE5 board with S5 FPGA, and OpenCL based development is applied, with

the Altera OpenCL SDK in version 14.0.2.209.

3.4.2.1 Data Type

As mentioned in Section 3.4.1.2, the multiplication of SPF data depends heavily

on DSP blocks. For Altera Stratix V FPGAs, one DSP block can execute one SPF

multiplication in one clock cycle. Four DSP blocks are needed (Section 3.4.1.2)

to execute one SPF complex multiplication in one clock cycle. Besides SPF

multiplication, one DSP block can execute up to two independent 18 × 18

multiplications or three independent 9× 9 multiplications per clock cycle [85].

In this case, if we can relax the precision requirement slightly by reducing the

word length of the data type, more taps can be parallelised and the equivalent

performance will increase as well. There are two alternative data types that

can be applied to replace the SPF: one is complex fixed-point and the other is

half-precision floating-point (HPF). Since the current Altera SDK for OpenCL

(AOCL) does not fully support the HPF library [45], we only estimate the

performance with fixed-point multiplication.

Three OpenCL based kernels regarding fixed-point FIR filters are imple-

mented, the details of FPGA resource usage of three fixed-point kernels and the

original floating-point kernel are as shown in Table 3.1. It can be seen that the

clock frequency of the 16-bit+16-bit kernel is the fastest among these 4 kernels

and the latency of it is the smallest as well.

The performances of these kernels are given in Figure 3.3. Based on the

maximum performance method, if the input and coefficients data type is
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Table 3.1: Resource usage of three fixed-point FIR filter kernels compared with SPF
based FIR filter kernel

Input data type 8+8-bit 16+16-bit 32+32-bit SPF+SPF

Filter length 184 104 96 64

ALUTs 122,936 183,444 211,683 147,857

Registers 178,109 303,633 323,096 233,847

Logical utilization 92,162 138,344 152,439 120,391

DSP blocks 240 240 240 256

RAM 373 578 429 607

Actual frequency (MHz) 226.0 293.2 176.3 238.3

changed to 16-bit+16-bit, then the number of required S5 FPGAs is reduced to

30. It can be seen that more than half the devices can be saved.

3.4.2.2 Input Length

The default input length Nchan is 222, and it is of linear relationship with the

overall workload WFIR, which is (8NtempNtap)×Nchan. For example, when Nchan

is decreased to 221, then up to half of the operations can be reduced. However,

the performance of FPGA will drop noticeably if Nchan is made too small.

Generally, the longer the input length Nchan, the higher the performance pmax

up to a point where it saturates. We verified this for the complex FIR filters.

Figure 3.3 shows the change of FPGA performance with the range of input

length. It can be seen that, for the SPF kernel, when the input length reduced

to 220, the performance reduced approximately 5GFLOPS, even though the

latency and buffer setup times were both reduced.

In this case, the maximum performance will drop as Nchan is decreased. To

relax the requirement, it is obvious to reduce the input length Nchan. However,

to increase the maximum performance of FPGA, it is recommended to increase

the data length in one round. So when the input length Nchan is reduced

significantly, it can be meaningful to execute several data groups in one round.

For example, reducing the input length to 220 and executing 16 input sets

(total length 224) consecutively for the same FIR filter, then 75% of the overall

operations are reduced, and the performance of the FPGA might be increased

due to the longer total length.
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Figure 3.3: Performance comparison of SPF-based kernel and fixed-point based kernels

3.4.2.3 Regularity in Coefficients

symmetric When the templates are linear-phase filters, the coefficients of

the templates are symmetric, which is shown in Figure 3.4. In this case, it is

possible to add two inputs before multiplying them with the same coefficients,

and it can be applied to both the general structure and transposed structure.

If a linear-phase FIR filter is applied to all templates, half of multiplication

operations can be saved.

Input[n]
Z-1

+

Z-1

+ +…...

…...

Output[n]

H[0] H[1] H[K-2] H[K-1]

Z-1

+ + +

Z-1 Z-1 Z-1…...

Z-1+

Figure 3.4: Schematic for a FIR filter with the symmetric coefficient array
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Table 3.2: Details of FIR filter kernels with conjugate roots coefficients

Data type SPF+SPF 16+16-bit

Filter length 64 104

Registers 219,314 302,116

Logical utilization 116,751 137,929

DSP blocks 256 240

Frequency (MHz) 226.8 294.6
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Figure 3.5: Performance comparison of general kernel and conjugate roots kernel
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conjugate roots In each of 42 template pairs, the filter length of two

templates is the same. When the coefficients of two templates are a set of

conjugate roots, half the multiplications can be saved. Two kernels regarding

conjugate roots FIR filter pairs are implemented and tested, and the details are

as shown in Table 3.2. Each of two kernels generates two output sets of one

pair. For the conjugate roots method, the maximum performance of each FPGA

is increased. It can be seen that the number of additions, which does not fully

depend on the DSP blocks, is two times the general kernel and the number

of multiplications is unchanged. The performance compared with the general

64-tap SPF FIR filter kernel is as shown in Figure 3.5.

3.4.2.4 Other Factors

Except the data type and input length, the relaxation of several factors, such

as number of filters, average length of filters and time limit, might reduce the

number of needed devices as well. The effect of changes of these factors is

relatively easy to estimate.

filter number and size The relation of total number of filters Ntemp,

the average taps per filter Ntap and the overall workload WFIR is given in

equation (3.1). The changes of factors Ntemp and Ntap are actually the change of

total taps of filters ∑
Ntemp
i=1 N

′
tapi

, which is given in equation (3.2). The effects of

reducing Ntemp and Ntap are both decreasing the summation ∑
Ntemp
i=1 N

′
tapi

. Since

the summation ∑
Ntemp
i=1 N

′
tapi

is of linear relationship with the overall workload

WFIR, which is 8Nchan ∑
Ntemp
i=1 N

′
tapi

, and we optimistically assume this will not

affect the maximum performance of FPGA. However, in a real implementation,

many small filters will be slower than few large ones. There will be losses

due to filter changes, so reducing the number of filters might be better than

reducing the number of taps.

time limit Based on equation (3.4), it is obvious that when the time limit

can be extended to C0tlimit, where C0 ≥ 1 is a constant, then the needed overall
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Table 3.3: Influence of four different relaxation methods

Factors Relaxation methods Reduced number

Precision 16+16-bit 54.69%
Input size Nchan

2 , ×8 50.77%

Filter number and size 1
2 ∑

Ntemp
i=1 N

′
tapi

49.23%

Time limit 2tlimit 49.23%

performance PFIR is reduced to PFIR/C0 and the number of needed devices is

reduced to dPFIR/C0pmaxe.

3.4.2.5 Summary

The reduced number of different requirement relaxation methods are shown

in Table 3.3, where 16-bit+16-bit means changing input and coefficient data

type to 16-bit+16-bit complex fixed-point and ′ Nchan
2 , ×8′ means half the input

data Nchan while executing 8 data groups in one round. After applying all these

relaxation methods, the needed performance PFIR reduced to PFIR/8 and the

maximum performance pmax−S5 increased to 240GOperations/s. Then the value

of NrFPGA−S5 is reduced to 4, which means 93% FPGAs are reduced (compared

to initially 65).

3.5 F T C O N V O L U T I O N D E C O M P O S I T I O N

The real-time data-intensive task of the FT convolution module described above

is a large challenge for efficient computation, which essentially makes the

use of acceleration hardware necessary. The performance needed for the core

computation part, which is the FT convolution section of the 84 filters, of each

FDAS module (one for each beam) is over 6TFLOPS [93], when using a simple

straightforward approach. As a consequence over 50 high-end FPGAs would be

required to tackle the FT convolution task [93], which makes the total number

larger than 120,000 FPGAs, as there are over 2,000 beams. This estimate is

even based on the assumption that an FPGA can parallelise the FIR filter taps

completely, which is not true for currently available FPGAs. In [93] relaxation
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of requirements was studied to ease the requirements, such as changes to the

input data type, size, number of filters etc. From this early work it was clear that

very efficient implementations of the filtering task needed to be investigated. In

this section, we therefore investigate different algorithms for the FPGA-based

acceleration of the FT convolution module. Based on the processing domain

of an FIR filter, this research is sorted by two domains: 1) time-domain and 2)

frequency-domain.

3.5.1 Time-domain FIR Filter (TDFIR)

3.5.1.1 Naïve TDFIR

Based on the discrete-time convolution, a K−tap FIR filter can be represented

as

y[i] =
Ntap−1

∑
k=0

x[i− k]h[k], f or i = 0, 1, ...Nchan − 1, (3.5)

where x[·], h[·], and y[·] are complex SPF input signals, coefficients, and output

results, respectively [81]. In an FPGA implementation, the SPF multipliers are

instantiated by DSP blocks and logic resources. If there are enough resources

on an FPGA, the Ntap multiplications and additions in (3.5) can be parallelised

in a pipeline completely to achieve high-performance computing.

3.5.1.2 Overlap-add Algorithm based TDFIR

The number of logic resources and DSP blocks in a specific FPGA is fixed.

If the FIR filter size Ntap is too large, a single FPGA might not have enough

logic resources and DSP blocks to parallelise the Ntap complex multiplications

and then fails to achieve a pipeline structure. To make an FIR filter fit into

the targeted FPGA and maintain high-performance, we apply the overlap-add

algorithm (OLA) to split the coefficient array into a group of sub-arrays, which

is widely employed in signal processing [73].

Algorithm 3.1 and Figure 3.6(a) outline the OLA process of splitting an FIR

filter into NOLA small sub-FIR filters. The coefficient array is evenly decomposed

into NOLA disjoint sub-arrays. If filter size Ntap as Ntap ≤ NOLA × Ntap−OLA,
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Algorithm 3.1 Overlap-add Algorithm
(x, h)←(padded input data, coefficients)
h→ h1, h2, ..., hNOLA {split h into a group of NOLA disjoint sub-arrays evenly}
y← 0 {create the output y and fill it with zeros}
for i = 1 to NOLA do

yi ←convolve(x, hi) {general convolution in time-domain}
y← y+shift(yi) {add yi to y}

end for
Output← y

where NOLA and Ntap−OLA are integers, Ntap−OLA − 1 zero points will be

padded at the end of the input array in the OLA algorithm. Each output

array has to be shifted by Ntap−OLA points and then added to the previous

output array.

3.5.2 Frequency-domain FIR Filter (FDFIR)

3.5.2.1 Naïve FDFIR

Based on the convolution theorem, Equation (3.6), the output of an FIR filter

can be obtained by the following steps [81]: Fourier transform of the input

array and coefficient array, element-wise multiplication of these two arrays, and

inverse Fourier transform of the output array.

x ∗ h = F−1{F{x} · F{h}}, (3.6)

where F{·} and F−1{·} are Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform.

For FPGA implementations, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) engine will be

instantiated to handle Fourier and inverse Fourier transform.

3.5.2.2 Overlap-save Algorithm based FDFIR

For large input size Fourier transforms, such as the targeted 2 million points (221)

FFT, the on-chip memory of an FPGA is unable to store all points, which makes

it impossible to perform the complete process as described in Section 3.5.2.1 in

one go. Hence, we apply the overlap-save algorithm (OLS) to split the input

signals into chunks, which is an efficient way to evaluate the convolution
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Algorithm 3.2 Overlap-save Algorithm
(x, h)←(padded input data, coefficients)
x → x1, x2, ..., xS {split x into group of sub-arrays; successive sub-arrays overlap by
Ntap − 1 points}
y← 0 {initialize output y with zeros}
F{h} ←FFT(h) {Fourier transform of coefficient array}
for i = 1 to NOLS do

F{xi} ←FFT(xi) {Fourier transform of input sub-array xi}
F{yi} ←times(F{xi}, F{h}) {element-wise multiplication of Fourier transformed

input sub-array and coefficient array}
yi ←IFFT(F{yi}) {inverse Fourier transform}
yi ←discard overlap (yi) {discard the front Ntap − 1 points}
y←shift(yi) {concatenate yi to y}

end for
Output← y

between long input signals and coefficient array [73]. Each chunk overlaps with

its two neighbouring chunks, and the extent of the overlap is Ntap − 1, where

Ntap is the FIR filter length. For the first input chunk, Ntap − 1 zero points

have to be padded at the beginning. After convolving in frequency-domain, the

overlap, that is the first Ntap − 1 points of each chunk, are discarded. The OLS

algorithm in Algorithm 3.2 and Figure 3.6 (b) illustrate the process of splitting

the input array of size Nchan into NOLS sub-arrays [73] of size Nchan/NOLS.

3.5.3 Workload Comparison

The main advantage of FDFIR is that its workload growth is slower than that

of TDFIR as the FIR filter length increases. Assuming that the input length

Nchan is several magnitudes larger than the FIR filter length Ntap, which means

Nchan � Ntap and Nchan + Ntap − 1 ≈ Nchan, this holds for our FDAS filtering

task. Table 3.4 compares the workload of the four different approaches dis-

cussed in the previous sections. In the FDFIR, the complexity of computing the

FFT is O(Nchanlog2Nchan). For a single complex multiplication, six general oper-

ations are needed (four multiplications and two additions), and two additional

additions for the accumulation are used for summing in the case of TDFIR.

In Table 3.4, Ntap−OLA denotes the tap length that an FPGA can parallelise

completely (also the sub-FIR filter length in Algorithm 3.1), NFT−OLS is the
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Figure 3.6: Process of the OLA and OLS algorithms

Table 3.4: Workloads of TDFIR and FDFIR in implementing single and multiple FIR
filters

Filter Domain Algorithm Average workload

Single

TD Naïve 8NtapNchan

OLA 8Ntap−OLANchan

⌈
Ntap

Ntap−OLA

⌉
FD

Naïve Nchan(6 + 2C · log2Nchan)

OLS

⌈
Nchan

NFT−OLS−Ntap

⌉
NFT−OLS×

(6 + 2C · log2NFT−OLS)

TD Naïve 8NtapNchan

Multiple OLA 8Ntap−OLAN
⌈

Ntap
Ntap−OLA

⌉
(Ntemp)

FD
Naïve Nchan(6 + C · log2Nchan)

OLS

⌈
Nchan

NFT−OLS−Ntap

⌉
NFT−OLS×

(6 + C · log2NFT−OLS)
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Fourier transform length (also the chunk length in Algorithm 3.2), and C is a

constant depending on the applied FFT algorithm, which is typically around

5. For the FD algorithms, the one-off workload cost for the Fourier transform

of the coefficient array is not included, as it is negligible with the assumption

Nchan � Ntap. The table compares the workload for a single filter and also the

average workload for Ntemp filters (Ntemp � 1), which is relevant for our FDAS

task. The essential difference is that the forward Fourier transform only needs

to be performed once for all filters.

For the OLA-TD, if Ntap can be divided by Ntap−OLA, the workload equals to

the Naïve TD workload. For FDFIR algorithms, the workload of Naïve-FD is not

affected by FIR filter length Ntap, but the workload of the OLS-FD will rise with

the filter size Ntap. When Ntap is fixed, the smaller the NFT−OLS, the larger the

overall workload. However, if the NFT−OLS is too large, the performance might

drop because of the on-chip memory size and the off-chip access efficiency.

Hence finding the suitable NFT−OLS for a specific FPGA device is investigated

in the evaluation section.

Based on the theoretical workload, FD algorithms have a clear advantage

over TD algorithms in implementing multiple FIR filters. The evaluation will

show if this advantage can be achieved in practice.

3.6 F P G A - B A S E D F I R F I LT E R S T R U C T U R E

In this section, we discuss the structures of the two non-naïve FIR filters

introduced in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2: the OLA algorithm based TDFIR, referred

to as OLA-TD, and the OLS algorithm based FDFIR, referred to as OLS-FD.

3.6.1 OLA-TD

To handle large size FIR filters, we investigate here the structure of OLA-

TD. It is based on the Naïve TDFIR, the input signals are loaded into a shift

register, the core computation part is entirely parallelised using DSP blocks,
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and the structure can achieve loop pipelining. However, each output array of

the OLA-TD is shifted and accumulated to the previous output array.

Assuming an FPGA can completely parallelise Ntap−OLA complex SPF multi-

plications, then the same input array has to be executed by OLA-TD structure

NOLA times to implement a Ntap-tap FIR filter, where NOLA =
⌈

Ntap
Ntap−OLA

⌉
. For

the Intel Stratix V FPGAs, one complex SPF multiplication needs four DSP

blocks, so Ntap−OLA is decided by the number of DSP blocks on an FPGA.

If there are NDSP DSP blocks, then Ntap−OLA =
⌊

NDSP
4

⌋
. Because of the loop

pipeline, it takes NOLA × Nchan clock cycles to process Nchan points with a

Ntap-tap FIR filter.

3.6.2 OLS-FD

For the OLS-FD structure, two important components are Fourier transform

and inverse Fourier transform. In this research work, we employ a complex SPF

radix-4 pipelined feedforward FFT/IFFT engine [34] provided by Intel, which is

an off-the-shelf OpenCL kernel. The single FFT engine can be configured so that

it provides both FFT and IFFT. The input signals are in general order, and the

output array is in bit-reversed order. The workload (number of operations) of the

employed FFT engine in processing NFT−OLS points is 5NFT−OLSlog2NFT−OLS,

so here the constant C in Table 3.4 is 5. It can process multiple points, referred

to as NFT−OLS/pc, per clock cycle, where NFT−OLS/pc is a power of 2 such as

4 and 8. It takes the engine NFT−OLS
NFT−OLS/pc

− 1 clock cycles to produce NFT−OLS/pc

points of output for a corresponding NFT−OLS/pc points of input. If the output

array has to be of general order, a bit-reverse module needs to be added after

the FFT engine to reorder the output array.

There are two factors that limit the FFT engine on a specific device: the

bandwidth of off-chip memory and the number of DSP blocks. The bandwidth

of off-chip memory limits the number of points that can be loaded and stored

per clock cycle, and the amount of DSP blocks determines the number of in-

stantiated FFT engines. Two different OLS-FD structures are proposed differing
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in the number of instantiated FFT engines: area-efficient OLS-FD (AOLS-FD)

and time-efficient OLS-FD (TOLS-FD).

3.6.2.1 AOLS-FD

The AOLS-FD structure, as shown in Figure 3.7(a), consists of three separate

parts: data fetch and multiplication, FFT/IFFT, and bit-reverse. These three parts

are connected through FIFO buffers in an FPGA. The core computation part of

it is the reconfigurable FFT engine. The multiplication performed in the data

fetch and multiplication part is the element-wise multiplication. To process one

input array, the AOLS-FD structure has to be executed twice. For the first time,

the input array and initial array are stored in one off-chip memory bank (Bank1)

and the Fourier transformed coefficient array is stored in another memory bank

(Bank2). The initial array is an array that is initialized with neutral elements

(1 + j · 0) so that the multiplication does not affect in the first round. After the

first execution, the intermediate data generated by the bit-reverse kernel are

stored in Bank2. In the second round, the FFT engine is configured as IFFT.

The data fetch and multiplication part loads intermediate output array and

pre-processed coefficient array from Bank2 and the bit-reversed kernel stores the

final output array in Bank1. The first round is only necessary once for multiple

filters, hence becomes less important with growing Ntemp, which are discussed

in Section 3.7.1.3.

3.6.2.2 TOLS-FD

The TOLS-FD structure, Figure 3.7(b), is based on the AOLS-FD structure,

however, it only needs to be executed once. TOLS-FD contains two FFT engines,

one for FFT and another for IFFT. In this case, there is no need to store the in-

termediate results in off-chip memory, which reduces the frequency of memory

usage. Different from the AOLS-FD structure, the element-wise multiplication

is put after the FFT engine and before bit-reverse, so the pre-processed Fourier

transformed coefficient array needs to be in bit-reversed order. The input array

and pre-processed coefficient array are stored in Bank1 and the output array is

stored in Bank2.
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Figure 3.7: Structures of (a) AOLS-FD and (b) TOLS-FD

3.6.3 Optimisation for FT Convolution Module

The resource usage of the acceleration device plays an important role when

multiple FIR filters need to be processed as it is meaningful in parallelising the

design. The off-chip memory bandwidth and the number of DSP blocks NDSP

are two factors that affect the proposed structures.

In this research, we employ the Terasic DE5-Net acceleration card as the

target acceleration device, and the detailed analysis is based on it. The S5

FPGA possesses 256 DSP blocks, which means 256 SPF or 64 complex SPF

multiplications can be performed in parallel. The DE5 card has two DDR3

memory banks (Bank1 and Bank2) and each bank is connected with an S5

FPGA through a 64-bit data bus. The maximum frequency of the DDR3 SDRAM

supported by the DE5 card is 1, 066MHz, thus the theoretical peak data transfer

rate for one memory bank is 64× 2× 1, 066Mbps = 136Gbps (2 for double data

rate).

For the TDFIR, NDSP
4 , which is 64, is smaller than the FIR filter length Ntap,

which is 421, so only one input signal can be processed per clock cycle using the
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OLA-TD method. During processing, one input signal is loaded, and one result

point is stored in one clock cycle, which needs 128 bits/cycle in total. Based on

the theoretical transfer rate, the off-chip memory will become a barrier only

when the FPGA operation frequency is higher than 1GHz, which is impossible

for Stratix V FPGAs.

Regarding the FDFIR, the segment length NFT−OLS and NFT−OLS/pc are two

important parameters that influence both TOLS-FD and AOLS-FD structures.

Let us look at the DSP block usage of TOLS-NFT−OLS and AOLS-NFT−OLS

using 8 points FFT engine on an S5 FPGA as depicted in Figure 3.8. The DSP

cost of the FFT engine is decided by NFT−OLS and NFT−OLS/pc, and the cost

of the element-wise multiplication part is decided by NFT−OLS/pc only. We

see a symbolic representation of the DSP block consumption of the different

settings, distinguished by the components of the structures as the FFT engine,

element-wise multiplication, etc.

An 8-point 1,024 FFT engine has 96 multiplications that cost 96 DSP blocks.

In Figure 3.8, TOLS-1024 consumes 224 (96× 2 + 32, which costs 88% of overall

DSP blocks) DSP blocks and such an implementation takes a large amount

of off-chip memory bandwidth, which is 1,024 bits/cycle (8 points×64-bit×2).

AOLS-1024 only consumes 128 (50%) DSP blocks, and therefore it is possible to

parallelise two AOLS-1024 structures on one S5 FPGA. However, this increases

the required off-chip memory bandwidth to 1,536 bits/cycle (8 points×64-

bit×3). Since the theoretical peak data transfer is fixed, the increase of the

required off-chip memory bandwidth leads to a decrease of FPGA operation

frequency. Due to that, the performance of two AOLS-1024 (2 x AOLS-1024

using 8 points FFT engine) might not be 2x times faster than that of a single

AOLS-1024 on an S5 FPGA.

In the FT convolution module, only the spectral power values of the FIR

filter (i.e., one SPF) are required, which essentially halves the output band-

width requirement. Calculating the power of each complex value requires

simple floating-point multiplications (the square root is not necessary for this

processing) which consume some more DSPs.
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We name AOLS-NFT−OLS-P to represent the AOLS-NFT−OLS based structure

while calculating the power of complex value. By calculating the power, the

required bandwidth of the 8-point FFT engine-based structure is reduced from

1, 024 bits/cycle to 768 bits/cycle. Although it is possible for an S5 FPGA to

parallelise two AOLS-1024 structures, there are no more DSP blocks to calculate

the power of complex value. This is indicated by the overrun on the red dot part

in Figure 3.8. The numbers of DSP blocks used for implementing element-wise

multiplication and power calculation are decided by the number of processed

points per clock cycle NFT−OLS/pc of the FFT engine.

To best exploit the resources on the FPGA, we reduce the points that are

simultaneously processed by the FFT engine NFT−OLS/pc from eight to four, and

the resource usage of such kernels is illustrated in the bottom half of Figure 3.8.

It can be seen that up to three AOLS-1024-P or AOLS-2048-P structures can

be instantiated in parallel on an S5 FPGA. By employing the 4-point FFT

engine, the simultaneously processed points increased from 8 (a single 8-point

FFT engine) to 12 (3×4-point FFT engines). The required off-chip memory

bandwidth for the 4-point FFT engine-based 3x AOLS-NFT−OLS-P structure

is reduced from 1,024 bits/cycle (AOLS-NFT−OLS using 8-point FFT engine

and without the power computation) to 640 bits/cycle (4 points×64-bit+4

points×32-bit×3).

3.7 H I G H - L E V E L A P P R O A C H E S

For the implementation of the various FIR filtering algorithms, we have selected

the high-level approach of using OpenCL. It is employed for multiple purposes

as follows:

• It allows for fast prototyping of the proposed implementations and to sys-

tematically explore a large design space while achieving high-performance

computing.

• It provides portability to other platforms (i.e., CPUs and GPUs) and

between generations of the same devices (e.g., Stratix V and Arria 10).
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Figure 3.8: DSP blocks usage of OLS-FD structures

• It makes the developed implementation accessible to non-hardware-design

experts which is essential in such a large cross-discipline project as the

SKA.

3.7.1 FIR Filter Kernel

Based on the discussed structures in Section 3.6, we investigate the implemen-

tations of these using OpenCL kernels.

3.7.1.1 OLA-TD

The OLA-TD kernel can be implemented as both the single work-item kernel

or NDRange kernel, and the difference between these two kernel types is

investigated in this chapter. The kernel codes are given in Figure 3.9, where

we set Ntap−OLA = 64 (SFL). The core computation part can be completely

unrolled by adding #pragma unroll. For the NDRange kernel, the global work

size that is defined in the host program is the length of the input signals, and

the work-group size is specified in the device kernel as

__attriute__((reqd_work_group_size(Ntap−OLA, 1, 1)))
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, i.e., here 64 (Ntap−OLA) in one dimension.

Although the NDRange kernel executes the same number of complex SPF

multiplications per clock cycle as the single work-item kernel, their structures

are different. For the NDRange OLA-TD kernel in Figure 3.9, 64 work-items

compose one work-group. By using OpenCL barrier (barrier()), all the related

inputs of one work-group have to be loaded before executing the core com-

putation part. The FPGA executes all work-groups sequentially, and for each

work-group, one work item will be executed every clock cycle.

3.7.1.2 OLS-FD

Based on the structures of AOLS-FD and TOLS-FD in Figure 3.7, they can be

implemented using OpenCL kernels directly. Each function block is a kernel,

and different function kernels are connected with the channels. The data fetch

and multiplication kernel and bit-reverse kernel are simple so can be imple-

mented using the NDRange kernel. For the FFT engine, the single work-item

kernel type is employed. To execute the same number of input signals, the

AOLS-NFT−OLS kernel needs to be launched twice, and the TOLS-NFT−OLS

kernel only needs to be launched once.

Though the pipeline of TOLS-NFT−OLS has more stages than AOLS-NFT−OLS,

they take about the same number of clock cycles in one launch when Nchan �

NFT−OLS, which is
⌈

Nchan
NFT−OLS−Ntap

⌉
× NFT−OLS

NFT−OLS/pc
. Since the TOLS-FD structure

contains two FFT engines and they can work simultaneously, it needs fewer

clock cycles than AOLS-FD in processing the same input signals. For example,

if the FFT engine is set to process eight points per clock and the operation

frequency of the FPGA is a constant, then the time costs of using AOLS-FD and

TOLS-FD to handle, say, 3 NFT−OLS segment arrays are illustrated in Figure 3.11.

Although TOLS-FD structure costs fewer clock cycles, the latency in practice

might not be noticeable, since the operation frequencies of AOLS and TOLS are

not the same.
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#define SFL 64 //Sub-Fliter Length

__attribute__((reqd_work_group_size(SFL, 1, 1)))
__kernel void OLA-64N(
__global float *restrict dataPtr, //Input
__global float *restrict filterPtr,//Coefficients
__global float *restrict resultPtr,//Output

const int offset, const int num_chunks){

unsigned int i_g = get_global_id(0);

unsigned int i_l = get_local_id(0);

unsigned int load_i = i_g + (offset - 1)*SFL;

//Load input to local memory (on-chip)
__local float i_re[SFL*2];
__local float i_im[SFL*2];

i_re[i_l] = dataPtr[2*load_i];

i_im[i_l] = dataPtr[2*load_i + 1];

i_re[i_l+SFL] = dataPtr[2*(load_i+SFL)];

i_im[i_l+SFL] = dataPtr[2*(load_i+SFL) + 1];

//To make sure the local memory is loaded properly

barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);

//Load the results generated during last launch

float r_re = resultPtr[2*i_g];

float r_im = resultPtr[2*i_g + 1];

unsigned int tap = (num_chunks - offset)*SFL - 1;

#pragma unroll

for(unsigned int ilen = 0; ilen<SFL; ilen++){

load_i = i_l + ilen;

r_re += i_re[load_i]*filterPtr[2*(tap-ilen)]

- i_im[load_i]*filterPtr[2*(tap-ilen)+1];

r_im += i_re[load_i]*filterPtr[2*(tap-ilen)+1]

+ i_im[load_i]*filterPtr[2*(tap-ilen)];

}

//Save the output

resultPtr[2*i_g] = r_re;

resultPtr[2*i_g + 1] = r_im;

}; �
Figure 3.9: Intel FPGA-based OpenCL code of OLA-TD kernel using the single work-

item kernel type
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#define SFL 64 //Sub-Fliter Length

__attribute__((task)) __kernel void OLA-64S (
__global float *restrict dataPtr,
__global float *restrict filterPtr,
__global float *restrict resultPtr,

const int offset,

const int totalInputLength){

float i_re[SFL];

float i_im[SFL];

float coef_real[SFL];

float coef_imag[SFL];

int ilen, k;

uchar load_filter = 1;

ushort load_filter_index = offset*8;

uchar num_coefs_loaded = 0;

while (load_filter) {

#pragma unroll

for (k=0; k < SFL-1; k++){

coef_real[k] = coef_real[k+1];

coef_imag[k] = coef_imag[k+1];

}

coef_real[SFL-1] = filterPtr[2*load_filter_index];

coef_imag[SFL-1] = filterPtr[2*load_filter_index+1];

++load_filter_index;

if (++num_coefs_loaded == SFL){

load_filter = 0;

num_coefs_loaded = 0;

}

}

for(ilen = 0; ilen < totalInputLength; ilen++){

float r_re = resultPtr[2*(ilen + offset * SFL)];

float r_im = resultPtr[2*(ilen + offset * SFL)+1];

#pragma unroll

for (k=0; k < SFL-1; k++){

i_re[k] = i_re[k+1];

i_im[k] = i_im[k+1];

}

// Shift in 1 complex data point to process

i_re[SFL-1] = dataPtr[2*ilen];

i_im[SFL-1] = dataPtr[2*ilen+1];

//unroll core computation part of OLA-TD

#pragma unroll

for (k=SFL-1; k >=0; k--){

r_re += i_re[k] * coef_real[SFL-1-k]

- i_im[k] * coef_imag[SFL-1-k];

r_im += i_re[k] * coef_imag[SFL-1-k]

+ i_im[k] * coef_real[SFL-1-k];

} �
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resultPtr[2*(ilen + offset*SFL)] = r_re;

resultPtr[2*(ilen + offset * SFL)+1] = r_im;

}

} �
Figure 3.10: OpenCL code of OLA-TD kernel using the NDRange kernel type

Table 3.5: Kernel launch times in implementing a single FIR filter and multiple FIR
filters

Kernels TD FD
Naive OLA Naive AOLS TOLS

Single filter NOLA NOLA 2 2 1
Ntemp filters NOLANtemp NOLANtemp Ntemp + 1 Ntemp + 1 Ntemp

3.7.1.3 Multiple FIR Filters

The studied acceleration task for the FT convolution module is to implement

multiple FIR filters, rather than a single FIR filter. We discussed the implementa-

tion of multiple FIR filters as the proposed structures in Section 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.

Launching an OpenCL kernel on an FPGA (i.e., the kernel has already been

synthesized by AOCL, and the FPGA has been configured correspondingly)

induces a certain time overhead in the order of milliseconds. The numbers of

kernel launches in implementing single and multiple FIR filters are given in

Table 3.5.

For TDFIR kernels, each launch takes about Nchan clock cycles. For OLS-

FD kernels, each launch takes about
⌈

Nchan
NFT−OLS−Ntemp

⌉
× NFT−OLS

NFT−OLS/pc
clock cycles.

Different from the OLA-TD kernel, the overlap-add operations of the Naïve-TD

kernel need to be handled in software by the host program. For the OLA-TD

kernel, its performance is restricted by the number of parallelised complex SPF

multipliers, which is decided by the available number of DSP blocks, and, to a

lesser extent, by the available amount of the logic resources. To process the same

input array with Ntemp FIR filters, the kernel needs to be launched NOLANtemp

times, which is Ntemp times implementing the single FIR filter. Similar to the

OLA-TD kernel, the available logic resources and DSP blocks might be a

problem for the performance of the TOLS-FD kernel. In implementing Ntemp
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FIR filters, the TOLS-FD kernel has to be launched Ntemp times. However, the

same input array is Fourier transformed Ntemp times as well.

Regarding the Naive-FD kernel, it executes the 4-million point Fourier trans-

form and element-wise multiplication during each launch. The 4-million FFT

engine, which is provided by Intel, is based on the general FFT engine and

the 4-million points are treated as a 211 × 211 matrix. The engine executes the

2K FFT on all rows and reorders the output matrix, followed by another 2K

FFT on all rows to generate the Fourier transformed matrix. Different from

OLA-TD and TOLS-FD kernels, the Navie-FD kernel is a generic kernel that

can be configured as an FFT or IFFT engine. To implement Ntemp FIR filters, the

input array only needs to be Fourier transformed once, and the kernel needs to

be launched Ntemp + 1 times instead of 2Ntemp times. The AOLS-FD kernel has

the same advantage as Naive-FD, and it needs to be launched Ntemp + 1 times

for Ntemp FIR filters as well. As the number of FIR filters Ntemp increases, the

average launching times ( Ntemp+1
Ntemp

) of each FIR filter using Naive-FD or AOLS-FD

will be halved.

3.7.2 Kernel Portability

OpenCL is designed for developing codes for different target platforms, how-

ever, directly using FPGA-based FIR kernels on other platforms, such as GPUs,

might not achieve high-performance computing. While there is general porta-

bility regarding functionality, performance portability of FPGA-based FIR filter

kernels is affected by three main factors.

3.7.2.1 Single work-item versus NDRange

The single work-item Naïve-TD and OLA-TD kernels include several optimiza-

tion techniques specific to the FPGA architecture, such as unrolling of for

loops and shift registers. For GPU-based implementation, the single work-item

kernel will be executed sequentially, which is similar to a general CPU based

implementation. For example, the performance of a single work-item Naïve

kernel in [93] (removing FPGA-based optimization code and commands) on a
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mid-range AMD GPU is only 0.026GFLOPS, which is hundreds of times slower

than that of one mid-range FPGA. Regarding the NDRange-based Naïve-TD

and OLA-TD (Figure 3.9) kernels, although the for loop cannot be unrolled by

the GPU, it can still achieve high-performance because hundreds to thousands

of processing elements in the GPU can work in parallel.

3.7.2.2 Channel and Pipe

1. The AOCL channels are used to connect different kernels in OLS-FD

kernels. Compared with OpenCL pipes, the channel is relatively simple

to use, since it is unnecessary to enable the usage of channels in the host

program. For porting to other platforms, it is better to use the OpenCL

pipe construct, since it conforms to the OpenCL standard. However, the

frequency of channel-based kernels is higher than that of pipe-based

kernels on FPGA devices. Taking the TOLS-FD kernel as an example, it

has two FFT engines and all function modules can be connected using

Intel channels or OpenCL pipes. When the NFT is set as 2048, the channel-

based kernel frequency is 1.1 times higher than pipe-based kernels. In our

work, the connections between different kernels are all channels.

3.7.2.3 OpenCL Library

The employed FFT engine is dedicated for FPGAs since it contains several

FPGA-based optimization techniques and is implemented as a single work-item

kernel. When the employed FPGA-based FFT engine code is used on GPU or

CPU platforms, the performance will be hundreds of times slower as well. The

alternative solution for GPU and CPU platforms is to use the OpenCL based

FFT library called clFFT. Even though the current AOCL supports the OpenCL

library technique [44], the clFFT still cannot be used in FPGAs, mainly because

it uses features from OpenCL 1.2, which are not yet supported by AOCL.
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3.8 E VA L UAT I O N

In this section, we evaluate the proposed FIR filter designs and their implemen-

tations with OpenCL. We do this on two different, but comparable types of

mid-range acceleration devices: FPGA and GPU. Our objective is to determine

which of the designs achieves the best performance and lowest power/energy

consumption on FPGAs and put that into relation to a comparable GPU.

3.8.1 Experimental Setup

The essential characteristics of the employed FPGA and GPU platforms, both

PCIe boards, are given in Table 3.6. For better comparability, the process technol-

ogy of the S5 and AMD Radeon R7 370 GPU, referred to as R7, were chosen to

be the same, which is 28nm. In this research, the Nvidia GPUs are not employed

to evaluate OpenCL kernels since they have CUDA for their devices. It is unfair

to use OpenCL to test the Nvidia GPUs instead of CUDA.

For the official provided board support package (BSP) of the DE5 card, the

maximum frequency of DDR3 SDRAM is 800MHz, which makes the theoretical

peak data transfer rate down to 64 × 2 × 800Mbps = 102Gbps. When the

OpenCL kernel frequency fmax is smaller than 200MHz, the maximum data

transfer rate is affected by fmax, and the maximum bandwidth is 64× 2× 4×

fmax = 512 fmax, where factor 4 is the quarter rate, the largest rate supported by

the FPGA soft memory controller.

The clock frequency of an S5 FPGA-based OpenCL kernel is decided by many

factors, and generally around 150− 300MHz, while the clock of an R7 GPU

goes up to 985MHz. It can be seen that the R7 GPUs have several advantages

over S5 FPGAs in operation frequency, global memory frequency, and global

memory bandwidth. For the FIR filter kernel, the global memory bandwidth is

not a barrier, however, the operating frequency plays an important role for both

FPGA and GPU.

In our evaluation, both FPGA and GPU devices are connected with the host

through eight lanes (x8) PCIe bus (Gen2.0, 4GB/s) and the operating system of
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Table 3.6: Specifications of FPGA and GPU platforms

Device Terasic DE5-Net Sapphire Nitro R7 370

(S5) (R7)

Hardware Intel Stratix V AMD Radeon
5SGXA7 R7 370

Technology 28nm 28nm

Compute resource 622,000 LEs 1,024 Stream
256 DSP blocks Processors

On-chip memory size 50Mb —
Global memory size 2 x 2GB DDR3 4GB GDDR5

Global memory frequency 800MHz 5, 600MHz
Memory interface width 2 x 64-bit 256-bit

Max clock frequency — 985MHz
OpenCL 1.0 1.2

Max power consumption — 150W

the host is Ubuntu 14.04LTS. In terms of the compiler, the FPGA-based kernels

are compiled by AOCL version 15.0.0.145, and GPU-based kernels are using

AMD APP SDK version 3.0 [3, 4].

Regarding the measurement made in this research, we measure the execution

latency from starting the FT convolution module in the host program until the

acceleration devices finish processing the input points. Having that said, input

and output points transfer to and from the host processor is not included in the

measurements as the filtering task is a part of the signal processing pipeline of

the FDAS module, and it is assumed that previous and subsequent modules

are also executed on the acceleration device. Note that the DE5 card and the

graphics card employed in this research are not the final devices for SKA1

CSP PSS deployment. Regarding the proposed structures, when the optimised

approach is specified, it will be implemented using HDLs.

3.8.2 FPGA Resource Usage

Before evaluating the execution latency and the energy dissipation that are

discussed in the next section, we focus the FPGA resource consumption and
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Table 3.7: Resources usage of FPGA-based FIR filter kernels

Kernels Logic DSP RAM
fmax Theoretical rRMSE

latency
(MHz) (ms) (×10−7)

TD-Naive-64S 49% 100% 15% 254.77 115.24 0.695
TD-Naive-64N 51% 100% 18% 270.05 108.72 0.699

OLA-64S 50% 100% 16% 236.01 124.40 1.94

OLA-64N 51% 100% 20% 255.29 115.01 1.77

FD-Naïve 59% 87% 90% 183.55 – 2.89

AOLS-1024 52% 50% 46% 222.17 7.98 1.69
AOLS-2048 54% 59% 88% 205.59 6.41 1.78

AOLS-4096 59% 60% 72% 173.97 6.72 1.86

TOLS-1024 83% 88% 77% 168.26 5.27 3.26

the correctness. Table 3.7 lists the resource usage, maximum kernel frequency,

and the theoretical latency of all proposed FIR filter kernels. The latency is

calculated based on processing 222 complex SPF points using a single 421-tap

FIR filter. To confirm the correctness of the SPF outputs, we calculate the relative

Root Mean Square Error (rRMSE) of the FPGA output points in comparison to

the Matlab results, whose data type is a double precision floating-point. For all

designs, the rRMSE values are smaller than 1× 10−6, which is acceptable for

the pulsar search engine. For all AOLS designs, the rRMSE values are about

the same, and they are all smaller than that of TOLS design. The main reason is

caused by the rounding function and the number of kernel launches.

For the TDFIR kernels, ’S’ and ’N’ after the parallelisation factor 64 represent

the Single work-item kernel and NDRange kernel types. For all FDFIR kernels

in Table 3.7, the FFT engine processes eight points per clock cycle.

For the theoretical latencies, they are calculated based on the required clock

cycle (based on the values in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5) and kernel frequency

fmax (in Table 3.7). The kernel launching overhead is unpredictable and it is not

included in the theoretical latencies. Due to the substantial difference in the

approaches, the performances regarding GFLOPS values of the TDFIR kernels

are not comparable with those of the FDFIR kernels. For OLS-FD kernels, part

of the points from each NFT Fourier transformed value have to be discarded
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(due to the overlap). Hence, the real performance of these kernels is higher

than the valid performance. Taking AOLS-1024 as an example, over 40% of

each 1,024 Fourier transformed points are discarded, which means the real

performance is up to 1.6x times higher than the valid performance in Table 3.7.

All TDFIR kernels are configured to the maximum size as they use 100%

of the available DSP blocks, which is the same as the theoretical analysis. For

FDFIR kernels, the DSP blocks usage does not reach 100%, and the resource

usage is balanced. The real DSP blocks usage of AOLS-NFT and TOLS-NFT is

the same as discussed in Section 3.6.3 as one can expect the TOLS variant uses

significantly more resources than the comparable (ALOS-1024) variant, where

the DSP usage is about 1.75x times higher.

It can be seen that the theoretical latency of Naïve-64N is the best among

TDFIR kernels; however, it can only execute one FIR filter that is up to 64 taps

long. Positive is that the flexible OLA-64N filter has very similar theoretical

latency. In terms of the FDFIR kernel, TOLS-1024 performs better than the

other FDFIR kernels, and AOLS-2048 performs better than the other AOLS-FD

kernels with different NFT. However, the advantage of kernel TOLS-1024 over

AOLS-FD kernels might disappear when implementing multiple FIR filters (see

Section 3.7.1.3).

Regarding the kernels that calculate the power of complex value, we im-

plemented six different combinations of AOLS-NFT-P kernels employing a

4-point FFT engine. The details of resource usage, maximum frequency, and

theoretical latency are provided in Table 3.8, where the theoretical latency is

the average latency for a single FIR filter. Based on the theoretical latency,

kernel AOLS-2048-P performs better than all kernels in Table 3.7, when the

kernel is replicated three times. For all configurations, where the structure is

replicated three times, the DSP block usages are over 80%, and especially for

3xAOLS-4096-P, most resources on an A7 FPGA reach exhaustion. Because of

the high percentage of resource usage, the achieved kernel frequency is lower

than other kernels.
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Table 3.8: Resources usage of power calculating kernels (P represents that output is
power of complex numbers)

Kernels Number Logic DSP RAM fmax Theoretical
blocks blocks latency

(MHz) (ms)

AOLS-1024-P 2 54% 57% 37% 216.35 4.12

AOLS-1024-P 3 71% 85% 54% 214.27 2.77

AOLS-2048-P 2 58% 66% 59% 220.21 3.00

AOLS-2048-P 3 68% 98% 81% 205.675 2.14
AOLS-4096-P 2 59% 66% 92% 182.68 4.56

AOLS-4096-P 3 72% 99% 88% 177.24 3.13

3.8.3 Performance Comparison

In this section, we now evaluate and compare the execution time or latency of

processing the entire input completely. While we provide performance values

regarding GFLOPS for the TDFIR implementations, comparing this value

between TDFIR and FDFIR kernels would be misleading, as the algorithms

and necessary computations are significantly different, not incurring the same

number of operations to perform the filtering.

3.8.3.1 TDFIR vs FDFIR

The execution latencies of all nine kernels in Table 3.7 are plotted in Figure 3.12

over different filter lengths. All these kernels are launched to process 4 million

complex SPF numbers using 64, 128, 256, and 421-tap FIR filters, respectively.

It can be seen that TOLS-1024 is the fastest of all nine kernels and AOLS-

2048 is the second when implementing a 421-tap FIR filter. For TDFIR kernels,

additional operations are needed to accumulate the results by the host when

using kernel Naïve-64S and kernel Naïve-64N to implement an FIR filter larger

than 64 taps. With this in mind, kernel OLA-64N is the best of four TDFIR

kernels in implementing large FIR filter. The FIR filter length does not affect

the performance of FDFIR kernels too much, while the latencies of all TDFIR

kernels are raised steadily as the filter size increases. In implementing a single
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Figure 3.12: Kernel execution latencies of FPGA-based FIR filter kernels

421-tap FIR filter, all FDFIR kernels perform better than the TDFIR kernels, so

we focus on FDFIR-based kernels now.

When comparing the real results with the theoretical latencies in Table 3.7,

the real results of NDRange-based TDFIR kernels is about the same as the

theoretical latencies (1.01x times slower). Regarding the OLS-FD kernels, the

actual results are over 1.3x times slower than the theoretical latencies. The main

reason is that the kernel launching overhead is of the same order of magnitude

as the execution latency. AOLS-2048 performs better than AOLS-1024 because

the proportion of invalid points per NFT points of AOLS-2048 is smaller than

that of AOLS-1024. For both AOLS-2048 and AOLS-1024, the points can be

streamed between the off-chip memory and the FPGA. Regarding AOLS-4096,

it performs worse than AOLS-2048 and much worse than the estimated latency.

The distances between addresses of necessary points to Fourier transfer 4096

points are too large, which makes AOLS-4096 fail to achieve the streaming

mode.
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3.8.3.2 FDFIR with spectral power calculation

All kernels in Table 3.8 are evaluated and compared with two pure FDFIR

kernels (TOLS-1024 and AOLS-2048 as of Figure 3.12). All these kernels are

employed to implement 84 different 421-tap FIR filters, and the range of input

array size is from 218 to 222. The average execution latency of one 421-tap FIR

filter is plotted in Figure 3.13. It can be seen that kernel AOLS-2048 performs

better than kernel TOLS-1024 in implementing multiple FIR filters, which

stems largely from the fact that the forward FFT only needs to be executed

once with AOLS-2048. The average latencies of four kernel configurations with

appended power calculations are smaller than those of pure AOLS-2048, namely

3xAOLS-1024-P, 2xAOLS-2048-P, 3xAOLS-2048-P, and 2xAOLS-4096-P. All these

four kernels not only process additional operations (calculate the power of

each complex value) but also perform better than all generic FIR kernels in

implementing multiple FIR filters. Kernel 3xAOLS-2048-P performs best among

these eight kernels, and the average latency of processing 222 points is 2.98ms,

which is the same as predicted in Table 3.8. In total, it takes over 250ms to apply

84 FIR filters.

3.8.3.3 Multiple FPGAs

While intensively exploiting the FPGA resources and memory bandwidth,

250ms is still significantly higher than the time limit of the FT convolution

module which is under 100ms. Thus we investigate using multiple FPGA

devices to reduce the latency. Up to three FPGA devices (DE5-Net boards) are

used in our work, and the latency and performance are plotted in Figure 3.14.

We compare the three kernels with three instances each from the previous

experiment, i.e., 3xAOLS-1024-P, 3xAOLS-2048-P, 3xAOLS-4096-P varying the

number of FPGAs (boards) used in one single host system. As in the single

FPGA case, 3xAOLS-2048-P performs better than the other two kernels on

multiple FPGA devices. Using three FPGA devices, kernel 3xAOLS-2048-P

can apply 84 FIR filters in 120ms, and the effective performance is around

350GFLOPS.
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Figure 3.15: Time cost of launching kernels using multiple devices

Although three FPGA devices can work in parallel, the overall performance

of the three devices is only 2.1x times higher than that of a single FPGA device.

In the ideal state, the latency of each device in implementing an FIR filter is

the same. When all three devices have finished processing one input array,

the host update the kernel arguments and then launches the kernel on each

device synchronously. However, several factors might affect the latency of each

FIR filter in real implementation. The latency of processing one data group on

different devices might be slightly different and the start times of launching the

kernels are not the same. The host has to wait until all the kernels have been

finished and then continues to implement other FIR filters. The time cost of the

ideal state and the real state is shown in Figure 3.15. It can be seen the latency

of implementing every three FIR filters in the real state is larger than that in the

ideal state, so the overall latency of using three devices is larger than 1
3 of using

a single device.

3.8.3.4 FPGA vs GPU

Now the FPGA kernels are compared to a GPU implementation. The GPU

operating frequency is locked at the maximum frequency, which is 985MHz,

and all 16 compute units are set to process in parallel. Since the R7 GPU has

over 1,000 stream processors, there is no need to use the OLA algorithm on it.

Regarding FDFIR, it takes ten milliseconds for R7 GPU to process a 4-million

FFT, so the OLS algorithm is employed for GPU.

The single work-item kernels are unfair for GPUs, which take several seconds

to execute, so we only compare the NDRange kernels on FPGA and GPU.
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Figure 3.16: The IFFT latencies of GPU-FD-U (Top) and GPU-FD-I (Bottom)

Two FPGA-based kernels are evaluated on R7 GPU: NDRange TD-Naïve and

AOLS-2048. The FPGA-based NDRange TD-Naïve kernel can be ported directly

to the R7 GPU, referred to as GPU-TD. For GPU-based AOLS-2048, referred

to as GPU-FD, the FFT engine, which is a single work-item kernel, is replaced

with clFFT. The clFFT is an API designed for AMD’s graphics card to perform

FFT, which is well-optimised for GPU.

Unlike FPGA-based kernels, the initialization of an output buffer affects

the execution latency of the clFFT library-based GPU-FD kernel. Two groups

of total 168 FIR filters are implemented using the GPU-FD kernel, where the

results of the second 84 FIR filters overwrite results of the first 84 FIR filters

in global memory. We investigate the relationship between kernel latency and

buffer initialization, and the execution latencies of two experiments are given

in Figure 3.16. For the GPU-FD kernel with an uninitialized output buffer

(GPU-FD-U), the average latency of the first 84 FIR filters is over 2ms, which is

higher than the 1.4ms of average latency of the second 84 FIR filters. The overall

latency of the first 84 FIR filters is two times higher than that of the second 84

FIR filters. For the GPU-FD kernel with initialized output buffer (GPU-FD-I),

the performance does not change too much and the average latency is about
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Figure 3.17: Execution latencies of GPU and FPGA-based kernels in implementing a
single FIR filter

1.4ms, which is the same as the average latency of the second group using

GP-FD-U. It can be seen that the initialization of the output buffer only affects

the performance of the first launch of the GPU-FD kernel. However, it takes

over1.8s for the host to initialize the buffer of 85× 222 complex SPF numbers,

which is much longer than execution latency. In our research, we used the

GPU-FD-I mode as GPU-FD to achieve the best performance.

Now to the actual kernel performance comparison, we compared the exe-

cution latency of the fastest FPGA-based TDFIR and FDFIR kernels, which

are OLA-64N, AOLS-2048, and TOLS-1024, with GPU-TD and GPU-FD. The

latencies of these kernels in implementing a single 421-tap FIR filter are plotted

in Figure 3.17 over different filter lengths.

We observe that as the FIR filter length increases, the trends of GPU-based

kernels are similar to those of FPGA-based kernels. However, the performance

of the GPU-TD kernel is over three times higher than the fastest S5 FPGA-based

TDFIR kernel, which is over 450GFLOPS when implementing a 421-tap FIR

filter. This is caused by the high operating frequency of GPU device. Regarding

the GPU-FD kernel, its performance is mainly decided by the operation fre-

quency of the GPU and not by the FIR filter length. For a single FIR filter, the

GPU-FD kernel performs worse than the two FPGA-based FDFIR kernels. How-
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ever, in comparison with 1D convolution results in [31], the GPU-FD performs

much better than the best solution of it, where the data type is SPF instead of

complex SPF. Regarding the rRMSE values for GPU-based designs, they are

both smaller than 1× 10−6 as well.

For applying multiple FIR filters, we compare the best performance we

achieved using multiple FPGA devices (three FPGAs with 3xAOLS-2048-P)

with a single R7 GPU, whose execution latencies are charted in Figure 3.18.

Two different input sizes are evaluated, which have 2 million and 4 million

points. Three FPGA-3xAOLS-2048-P implement nine FIR filters during each

launch. So the latency of executing a single FIR filter has no difference than

that of nine FIR filters. This is the reason for the steps that can be observed in

the curves in Figure 3.18. The execution latency of a single GPU is about the

same as that of three FPGA devices in processing both 2 million and 4 million

points. For 4 million points, the 3xAOLS-2048-P kernel on the three S5 FPGAs

performs relatively better when the total number of FIR filters is larger than 64.

Also remember that the 3xAOLS-2048-P kernel performs more computations

than the GPU-FD, as the calculation of the power value of each complex point

is included.

It should be noted that none of the considered implementations can finish

processing 4 million points in the specified time limitation of 89.4ms (green dot

line). If the input size can be reduced to 2 Million points or the number of FIR

filters can be reduced to 53 or less, it is possible for a single R7 GPU or three

S5 FPGAs to handle the FT convolution module for one beam.

3.8.4 Power Consumption

In the previous section, we saw that the execution time performance of three S5

FPGAs and one R7 GPU is very similar. It is now very interesting to compare

their power consumption.
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Figure 3.18: Execution latencies of GPU and FPGA based kernels in implementing
multiple FIR filters

3.8.4.1 Measurement

Both FPGA and GPU devices are employed as acceleration hardware in our

research. To compare the power consumption of such computation, we need to

take the power consumption of both device and host into consideration.

A plug-in power meter (Efergy Ego Smart Power Socket) is used to measure

the power consumption of the overall system. When the acceleration devices,

both FPGA and GPU, are idle, they still need additional power, referred to

as Pdevice−idle, especially for FPGA devices. After configuring the FPGA, the

values of Pdevice−idle for different kernels are different. For a DE5 board, it costs

10− 20W without executing any tasks and 10− 15W for an R7 GPU board.

There are two main steps to measure the power consumption of an accelera-

tion device-based computing. First, before installing acceleration devices, the

power consumption of the basic host in the idle state is measured, referred to as

Phost−idle. Then we install the devices and launch a kernel for up to 5 minutes

by using loops till the measured power consumption in watts becomes stable.
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Figure 3.19: Power efficiency and energy dissipation of executing multiple FIR filters

The constant power consumption of the running system is recorded as Ptotal.

The real power consumption of Kerneli can be calculated as

PKerneli = Ptotal − Phost−idle.

The value of PKerneli is not only the power cost of the devices but the overall

cost of using acceleration devices to process a task. It consists of two parts: the

power consumption of the acceleration devices and the power consumption

of the host in setting kernel arguments and launching kernels. However, the

power consumption of acceleration devices is the largest of these three parts.

3.8.4.2 Power Comparison

The power efficiency and energy dissipation of multiple FPGA-based AOLS-

NFT-P kernels are depicted in Figure 3.19. It can be noted that the number of

FPGA devices does not influence the power efficiency and energy dissipation

of AOLS-NFT-P kernels too much. For all three AOLS-NFT-P kernels, the power

efficiency remains stable as the number of FPGA devices increases. For a

specified task, the energy dissipation is decided by the power efficiency of the

kernels. When the workload of the task is fixed, the higher the value of power

efficiency of a kernel, the less energy it dissipates. So we mainly investigate the

energy dissipation of single device based kernels.
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The average power consumption of running an R7 GPU device is 90− 105W,

higher than that of a single S5 FPGA device, which ranges from 20W to

40W. The energy dissipation of five high-performance FPGA-based kernels

is compared with the GPU-based GPU-FD kernel in processing 4 million

points with 84 different 421-tap FIR filters, which is shown in Figure 3.20. The

energy dissipation of kernel AOLS-2048 and 3xAOLS-1024-P is both less than

that of kernel GPU-FD, even though the performance is worse than that of

GPU-FD. Kernel 3xAOLS-2048-P has advantages over kernel GPU-FD in both

performance and energy dissipation, and its energy dissipation is the lowest

among all evaluated kernels.

The power needed for three DE5 boards-based 3xAOLS-2048-P is about the

same as a single R7 GPU-based GPU-FD, which is 91W. However, each DE5

board has an individual power module and cooling system. If multiple FPGAs

can be integrated into one board, the power cost might drop, and the advantages

of FPGAs over GPUs would further increase. In processing the same input

signals, the FPGA acceleration cards cost less energy than the GPU card, while

providing similar execution performance. The extremely large-scale nature of

the SKA and its longevity of many years make this an essential advantage of

the FPGA-based solution.

3.9 C O N C L U S I O N S

This chapter investigated the FPGA-based acceleration of the FT convolution

for Pulsar Search in the SKA project using OpenCL as a high-level development

technique. Because of the limitation of memory bandwidth and resources of an

FPGA, the OLA and OLS algorithms were investigated to make it possible for

an FPGA to implement multiple large FIR filters and process large size input

signals. Different approaches to implementing TDFIR and FDFIR were designed

and experimentally evaluated. The results gave evidence that OpenCL can well

be used to develop FPGA solutions efficiently while achieving high performance

for such computations. The FPGA-based FDFIR kernels perform better than

TDFIR kernels for lengthy FIR filters. Even though the achieved GFLOPS are
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Figure 3.20: Energy consumption of executing multiple FIR filters

higher for TDFIR, the FDFIR computation is more efficient. We studied different

designs and configurations of the proposed filters to exploit the available FPGA

resources as much as possible. To evaluate the portability of FPGA-based

kernels, and to put the FPGA performance into relation with GPUS, two

appropriate kernels were tested on a mid-range GPU device. The experiments

demonstrate that the latency of FPGA-based FDFIR kernels is smaller than that

of GPU-based kernels for a single FIR filter. We also investigated the use of

multiple FPGA devices and the computation of multiple filters. Three S5 FPGA

devices performed better than a single R7 GPU device while being more power

efficient.





4 H A R M O N I C - S U M M I N G

This chapter continues investigating and developing a part of the FDAS module,

namely the harmonic-summing sub-module, using high-level programming

techniques. The main factor that limits the high-performance in the sub-module

is the large-scale irregular off-chip memory accesses during execution. This

chapter is directly based on a research paper which has been submitted for

publication:

1. H. Wang, P. Thiagaraj, O. Sinnen. (2018). Harmonic-summing Module of

SKA on FPGA–Optimising the Irregular Memory Accesses. IEEE Transac-

tions on Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Systems.

This chapter investigates the optimisation of irregular memory accesses to

off-chip memory and the major contributions of this chapter are: (i) improve-

ment of the straight-forward harmonic-summing implementation by reducing

intermediate data accesses to off-chip memory, (ii) investigation of various

loading methods to reduce off-chip memory accesses, and (iii) investigation of

reordering the input arrays to the harmonic-summing sub-module to increase

the off-chip memory bandwidth.

A B S T R A C T

Most of the operations in the harmonic-summing module are relatively cheap

operations for FPGAs such as single precision floating-point addition and
103
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comparison. However, the load and store operations of this module restrict the

performance of the FPGA. The access to off-chip memory is not consecutive

but irregular, and the number of accesses is very high. Two types of harmonic-

summing approaches are investigated: 1) store intermediate data in off-chip

memory and 2) process the input signals directly without storing. For the

second type, two approaches of caching data are proposed and evaluated: 1)

preloading points that are touched frequently 2) preloading all necessary points

that are used to generate a chunk of output points. OpenCL is adopted to

implement the proposed approaches, and the same kernel codes are evaluated

using both FPGA and GPU. Regarding the proposed preloading methods,

preloading all necessary points method while reordering the input signals is

faster than other methods. Regarding energy dissipation, GPU costs up to 2.6x

times more energy than that of FPGAs in executing the same NDRange kernels.

4.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is built to extend our understanding of the

Universe and ourselves and it will be the world’s largest radio telescope array

when finished [27]. Many key science goals are targeted by the SKA [12] project,

and one of them is strong-field tests of gravity using pulsars, which are highly

magnetized rotating neutron stars. Since most pulsar signals are weaker than

white noise and their details are unknown, several techniques are employed

to search for different types of pulsars over a wide range of searching scales

(e.g., sky coverage, frequency, bandwidth, and integration time) [78]. The large

signal rate of the SKA makes an efficient solution only using general processors

to complete the searching tasks in the given time extremely tough.

Taking the high-performance computing ability, power consumption, and

flexibility into consideration, the field-programmable gate array (FPGA) seems

to be an ideal device to accelerate the Central Signal Processor (CSP) of the

SKA project. The SKA stage 1 (SKA1) project plans to adopt high-end FPGAs

to accelerate part of the function modules in the CSP regarding pulsar search

such as frequency domain acceleration search. However, the general hardware
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description language (HDL, e.g., Verilog HDL and VHDL) based development

process makes it hard to achieve fast prototyping design and design space

exploration. Additionally, developers of an internationally distributed team,

including non-hardware experts, would need to understand the hardware

structure of FPGA devices.

To address these problems, we employed a high-level approach by using a

high-level language compared to HDL. In this chapter, we take a pulsar search

module called harmonic-summing as a case study. The harmonic-summing

module is a part of the Fourier domain acceleration search (FDAS) module that

contains a compute-intensive module. The compute-intensive module performs

very well on FPGAs [76], so to avoid unnecessary data transfer, it is essential

to have the harmonic-summing module on the FPGA. The main feature of the

harmonic-summing module is that the access to the input signals is irregu-

lar and this affects the hardware accelerator in achieving high-performance

computing. We investigate a number of methods and architectures to optimise

the irregular memory accesses of the harmonic-summing module and using

Open Computing Language (OpenCL) for the prototype design. The main

contributions are as follows:

1. Reducing Intermediate Data Accesses: The straight-forward and proposed

approaches for the harmonic-summing module are investigated and de-

signed. The proposed approach reduces the total number of off-chip

memory accesses by changing the processing order and storing the inter-

mediate data in on-chip memory.

2. Preloading Data: Based on the proposed approach, two preloading data

methods are investigated by: 1) loading points with high touch frequency

and 2) loading necessary points that are needed to calculate a block of

points. Both these methods preload data to on-chip memory before pro-

cessing and further reduce the total amount of off-chip memory accesses.

3. Reordering Input: Based on the preloading necessary points method, we

investigate reordering the input points to improve the memory access

speed. After reordering the input, the data needed for each work-group
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are from consecutive addresses and they can be streamed to the FPGA

from off-chip memory.

4. Across Device Evaluation: The proposed methods are implemented on

FPGA using OpenCL. We adjust and port the implementations to differ-

ent devices and evaluate on different series of FPGAs, general-purpose

graphics processing units (GPGPUs) and CPUs for comparison.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives related work

on optimising irregular memory accesses and high-level tools for developing

FPGAs such as OpenCL for Intel FPGAs. Section 4.3 provides the details of the

harmonic-summing module and the design goals. In Section 4.5, two approaches

of OpenCL-based implementations of the harmonic-summing module are

discussed and compared. Section 4.6 presents the evaluation and our results

are discussed. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 4.7.

4.2 R E L AT E D W O R K

In hardware-based high-performance computing, the efficiency of data transfer

between the accelerator and the memory system is an important factor. A large

amount of research has been done to improve the memory access efficiency for

accelerators such as GPGPUs [49] and FPGAs.

For some applications, the accesses to memory are irregular that limits the

performance of the accelerator, and this problem has been well-studied [42]. For

most applications with irregular memory access, there are mainly two types of

optimisation techniques: 1) reducing the number of accesses and 2) scheduling

as many accesses in parallel[98]. These two methods can be applied to various

platforms such as FPGAs [99]. For some graph computation problems in [95], an

on-chip distributed off-chip shard memory architecture with high-performance

shuffle network was investigated, and the intermediate buffers were reduced

to save off-chip memory bandwidth. In [102], prefetching is researched to

reduce the number of accesses. In [48], an irregular stream buffer (ISB) that

targets the irregular sequences of temporally correlated memory references
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Figure 4.1: The processing flow of the Pulsar Search Engine (PSS) of SKA1-MID CSP
system and the details of harmonic-summing module

is proposed. The data and computation reordering are employed in [62] to

improve memory hierarchy performance. Besides these approaches, a number

of compilers focus on irregular memory access such as ROCCC [40] for FPGAs

and Sparse matrix-vector multiplication(SMVM) [32].

Regarding the optimisation of two-dimensional harmonic summing calcula-

tion in this research, there seems to be no prior work which investigated it on a

large-scale, especially in the context of acceleration devices such as GPUs and

FPGAs.

4.3 H A R M O N I C - S U M M I N G M O D U L E

The harmonic-summing module is a part of the frequency domain acceleration

search (FDAS) module [78] of the pulsar search engine (PSS), whose details are
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depicted in Figure 4.1. In the FT-based convolution module, the overlap-save

algorithm [73] is employed to process the input signals in the frequency domain

and the outputs are divided into chunks, several thousands values long. The

final output from the FT-based convolution module, which is also the input of

the harmonic-summing module, is called filter-output-plane (FOP). The size of

the FOP equals to NtempNchan, with Ntemp being the number of templates in the

FT-based convolution and Nchan being the number of channels Nchan. In essence,

each template is an FIR filter, and the FIR filter lengths of different templates

are different. The total Ntemp templates can be divided into three groups, group

one (index 1 to (Ntemp− 1)/2), group two (index -1 to −(Ntemp− 1)/2), and the

(unfiltered) input signals (index 0, one-tap FIR filter). The number of channels

is the same as the length of input array of the FT convolution module. In our

previous work [94], the FT convolution module has been implemented in an

FPGA using OpenCL. Based on current requirements, an FOP contains 85× 221

single precision floating-point (SPF) points, that is Ntemp = 85 and Nchan = 221.

The harmonic-summing module (In Figure 4.1 (right)) consists of two parts: 1)

harmonic plane calculation and 2) candidate detection. The task of the harmonic

plane calculation part is to generate Nhp harmonic planes using the FOP. First,

the FOP is stretched by an integer k to obtain the kth stretch plane SPk , which

is computed separately for template group one and template group two by

generating Nhp stretch planes with Equation (4.1)

SPk(i, j) = SP1(

⌊
i
k

⌋
,
⌊

j
k

⌋
), k = 2, 3, ...Nhp (4.1)

where SP1 is the FOP and the ranges of i and j are [−(Ntemp − 1)/2, (Ntemp −

1)/2] and [0, Nchan − 1], respectively. After all Nhp − 1 stretch planes are gener-

ated, the FOP and these Nhp − 1 stretch planes are progressively added to form

Nhp − 1 harmonic planes (HPs):

HPk(i, j) = HPk−1(i, j) + SPk(i, j), k = 2, 3, ...Nhp. (4.2)

=
k

∑
m=1

SP1(

⌊
i
m

⌋
,
⌊

j
m

⌋
) (4.3)
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It can be seen that the size of each HPk is the same as that of the FOP. For

Equation (4.3), most of the values in the harmonic plane, the needed points

from SP1 (i.e.the FOP), have irregular addresses.

For the candidate detection, a threshold-detection logic is applied and the

potential candidates are recorded. For each harmonic plane, a threshold array

(TA) that contains Ntemp thresholds are employed and one threshold corre-

sponds to one row (Nchan points) of the harmonic plane. For example, TA(ki)

is the threshold for the ith row of HPk. In each harmonic plane, at most Ncand

candidates are stored and the maximum size of the candidate list for each

de-dispersion measure (DM) trail is NhpNcand. The output from the candidate

detection part is the candidate list and it will be sent to the Fourier Domain

Candidates optimisation (FDAO) module for further processing (which is part

of the post-processing in Figure 4.1).

Each candidate in the candidate list contains four elements: periodicity, orbits,

pulse-width, and signal power of each detection. We use {Fi, Hi, Bi, Ai} to

represent the ith candidate in the candidate list, where Fi, Hi, Bi, and Ai are the

index of filter, harmonic plane, and bin and the amplitude of the ith element,

respectively. To minimize the data transfer bandwidth and save off-chip memory,

we use two 32-bit numbers, CLi1 and CLi2, to store the ith candidate. For Fi, Hi,

and Bi, the minimum number of bits required is dlog2 (∗)e, so the data sizes for

them are 7-bit (85), 3-bit (8) and 21-bit (221), respectively. These three factors can

be combined to form one 32-bit integral CLi1 by using the formula as follows:

CLi1 = Fi × 224 + Hi × 221 + Bi.

In terms of the amplitude (spectral power), since the default data type from the

FT-based convolution module is SPF (Single Precision Floating point, 32-bit), the

same data type is maintained after the harmonic-summing calculation, which

means CLi2 = Ai.

The details of the harmonic summing algorithm are given in Algorithm 4.1,

where the order of the three for loops can be interchanged.
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Algorithm 4.1 General Harmonic-summing Algorithm (SingleHP)
SP1 ←(filter-output-plane)
CL← 0 {initialize the detection output}
for k = 1 to Nhp do

for i = −(Ntemp − 1)/2 to (Ntemp − 1)/2 do
for j = 0 to Nchan − 1 do

SPk(i, j)←stretch(SP1, k, i, j) {generate the value in stretched plane}
HPk(i, j)← HPk−1(i, j) + SPk(i, j) {based on the stretched plane, generate the

value in harmonic plane}
CL←append detection[HPk(i, j), TA(k, i)] {threshold-detection logic to identify

valid peak signals}
end for

end for
end for
Candidate List← CL

4.4 P R O P O S E D M E T H O D S

The main problem for the harmonic summing module is the irregular memory

accesses of the harmonic plane calculation part and it limits the data transfer

efficiency. We consider two types of memory access optimisation methods

while designing the harmonic plane calculation part: 1) increasing the off-chip

memory bandwidth and 2) reducing the number of off-chip memory accesses.

Based on the number of processed harmonic planes at a time, two approaches

are investigated: the SingleHP method (processing a single harmonic plane at

a time) and the MultipleHP method (processing multiple harmonic planes at

a time).

4.4.1 Design Goals

In designing the harmonic-summing module, we mainly consider the latency

and energy dissipation of calculating the harmonic planes and detecting the

candidates using high-end FPGAs. Two major factors that affect the execution

latency and energy dissipation: 1) parallelisation capacity of an FPGA and 2)

data transfer rate between the FPGA and off-chip memory. Most operations in

the harmonic-summing module are floating-point operations, however, they are

inexpensive functions such as floating-point additions and comparisons with a
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constant. For high-end FPGAs, there are hundreds of DSP blocks (to implement

floating-point operations) and hundred thousand of logic elements that can

handle these operations effectively.

In the harmonic plane calculation, the accesses to off-chip memory is not

consecutive but irregular due to the index calculations in Equation (4.1). Ideally,

the data transfer bandwidth of any design equals to the device’s theoretical

maximum bandwidth, however, this cannot be achieved easily in the harmonic-

summing module. Taking a small size FOP (64 × 212) as an example, the

touching frequencies of the FOP elements in calculating 7 harmonic planes

are depicted in Figure 4.2. For example, 8 points from different positions are

needed to calculate point (1000, 60) of HP8. In this figure, the size of the deep

red area is only 1.7% of the whole FOP, however, each value is touched 204

times. The size of the high touching frequency area (zoomed-in area) is 16× 210

and the sum of the touching times of this area is 73.4% of the overall touching

times. It can be seen that the distribution of touching frequency and memory

access while calculating do exhibit a very complex pattern. In this chapter, we

investigate a general design of the harmonic-summing module with low latency,

by optimising memory accesses.

The input to the harmonic-summing module, which is the FOP, is up to

710MBytes under current requirements and it exceeds the on-chip memory

size of high-end FPGAs and other types of processors. Though the FOP can

be transferred to FPGAs through PCIe bus or Ethernet cable in practice, it is

assumed in this research that the FOP is stored in off-chip memory before

processing the harmonic-summing module (for example as the output of the

FT-convolution also executed on the FPGA device [94].

In terms of the candidate detection of the harmonic summing module, when

there are more than Ncand candidates detected in one harmonic plane, the

strategy of sorting candidates has not yet been settled in the PSS sub-project.

There are many plausible strategies to select candidates, such as storing the

largest Ncand candidates or first/last Ncand candidates.

Due to the lack of a settle requirement, and with the assumption that there

are usually less than Ncand candidates (which can be tuned by increasing
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Figure 4.2: Touching frequency of each point in the FOP and an example of calculating
point (1000, 60) of HP8

thresholds), we investigate the methods of storing the last Ncand candidates.

The FPGA device needs to go through all the candidates from each harmonic

plane. When there are less than or equal to Ncand candidates in one harmonic

plane, all the candidates will be recorded. Note that based on the method and

process order of harmonic plane calculation, the recorded last Ncand candidates

might vary between different approaches.

4.4.2 SingleHP

For the algorithm in Algorithm 4.1, the processor needs to calculate all harmonic

planes individually. The SingleHP method is a straightforward implementation

of the harmonic-summing module.

To calculate the points of the kth harmonic plane HPk (k ≥ 2), points of the

FOP and the k− 1th harmonic plane HPk−1 are required. During processing,

each generated point of HPk is compared with a threshold. Since the FOP size,

NtempNchan, exceeds the on-chip memory of FPGA devices, the FOP and other
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generated harmonic planes have to be stored in the off-chip memory of FPGA

device.

The accesses of loading points from HPk−1 and storing points to HPk are

both in-order and of consecutive addresses. However, the accesses of loading

points from the FOP cannot be calculated as a simple offset. So the data cannot

be steamed between off-chip memory and device while processing. To optimise

the memory accesses of the SingleHP method, the overall pipeline can be

parallelised to increase the off-chip memory bandwidth, and we use that in our

implementation.

4.4.3 MultipleHP

In the harmonic summing module, only the candidates are recorded for further

processing, it is unnecessary to store the data of all harmonic planes in off-chip

memory. To reduce the number of off-chip memory accesses, we investigate the

method to get rid of storing harmonic planes except for the FOP. If the points

of the same index in multiple or all Nhp harmonic planes can be generated

in parallel, these points can be discarded directly after candidate detection.

Without storing the generated points back to off-chip memory, the number of

overall off-chip memory accesses can be halved.

By reordering the three for loops in Algorithm 4.1, we obtain Algorithm 4.2,

where the innermost for loop can be parallelised, and the points are discarded

after detection.

To optimise the MultipleHP method by reducing the off-chip memory

accesses, part of the FOP can be loaded before calculating a chunk of points

of all harmonic planes. Two alternatives that based on the loaded data are

proposed. They can be distinguished as 1) high touching frequency (by loading

as many points as possible in the high touching frequency area of the FOP) and

2) necessary points (by loading points that are needed to calculate a chunk of

points in all harmonic planes such as one or several columns of all harmonic

planes). For the second method, an FOP reordering method is proposed below

to increase data transfer efficiency. Each of these three MultipleHP-based
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Algorithm 4.2 Multiple Harmonic-summing planes based method (Multi-
pleHP)
SP1 ←(filter-output-plane)
CL← 0 {initialize the detection output}
for j = 0 to Nchan − 1do

for i = −(Ntemp − 1)/2 to (Ntemp − 1)/2 do
for k = 1 to Nhp do

SPk(i, j)←stretch(SP1, k, i, j) {generate the value in stretched plane}
HPk(i, j)← HPk−1(i, j) + SPk(i, j) {based on the stretched plane, generate the

value in harmonic plane}
CL←detection[HPk(i, j), TA(k, i)] {threshold-detection logic to identify valid

peak signals}
end for
discard[HP1(i, j), HP2(i, j), ..., HPNhp(i, j)]{discard the point of same index after

detection}
end for

end for
Candidate List← CL

methods adopted at least one type of memory accesses optimisation method,

and the details of them are as follows.

4.4.3.1 Preloading Points with High Touching Frequency

To create and threshold test 8 consecutive harmonic planes, each point with

the highest touching frequency needs to be loaded over 200 times. If most

points with high touching frequency can be preloaded, a large number of load

operations can be saved. To further reduce the amount of off-chip memory

accesses, part or all of the high touching frequency points can be preloaded in

on-chip memory. We use MultipleHP-H to represent the preloading points

with high touching frequency method.

The main factor of the MultipleHP-H method is the number of preloaded

high touching points NMultipleHP−H−preld. If the points in the FOP are sorted by

touching times, the relationship between the percentage of the FOP size and

the percentage of overall touching times is depicted in Figure 4.3. It can be seen

that 2.2% points in the FOP have about 50% of overall touching times, and 25%

points have 90% percent of overall touching times. When NMultipleHP−H−preld is

0, which is the worst case, it is defined as the Naïve MultipleHP.
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Figure 4.3: Relationship between the size of preloaded points and the reduced amount
of global memory accesses

4.4.3.2 Loading Necessary Points

For the Naïve MultipleHP method, calculating one point with the same index

of Nhp harmonic planes, at most Nhp points need to be loaded from the FOP.

However, calculating a chunk of points in all Nhp harmonic planes need less

than Nhp times of the number of points. Take one column with Ntemp points

as an example, it needs Ntemp points for HP1, however, 2
⌈
(Ntemp − 1)/2

⌉
+ 1

points for HP2 and so on. To save loading operations, the harmonic plane

calculation task can be decomposed into a group of work-groups. The task of

each work-group is to generate NMultipleHP−N−col columns of all Nhp harmonic

planes, where each column has Ntemp points. In a pipeline, the loading part of

a work-group can overlap with the computing part of the previous work-group.

We use MultipleHP-N to represent the loading necessary points method.

For the MultipleHP-N method, NMultipleHP−N−col is an important factor

that affects the reduced off-chip memory accesses. Assuming the task for each

work-group is to generate one column (NMultipleHP−N−col = 1) of Nhp harmonic

planes (NhpNtemp points in total) and the maximum needed data is

2
Nhp

∑
i=1

⌈
Ntemp − 1

2i

⌉
+ Nhp
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Figure 4.4: Relationship between columns per work group and the amount of data per
column when processing channel by channel

instead of NhpNtemp points. When NMultipleHP−N−col is larger than one, more off-

chip memory accesses can be reduced. However, the amount of data needed for

the same harmonic plane varies based on the column index. For example, if the

work-group generates eight columns (NMultipleHP−N−col = 8) of all harmonic

planes, the data needed to generate the 3rd harmonic plane are 3 to 4 columns

of the FOP. To guarantee that the amount of data loaded for each work-group

is a constant (which is needed for efficient pipelining), the maximum number

of points for each harmonic plane is chosen.

In this case, when the NMultipleHP−N−col is specified, the needed number of

columns for each harmonic plane can be listed and then the number of needed

points for NMultipleHP−N−col column can be calculated. Based on the number of

overall needed points, the average needed points per column for a work-group

is plotted in Figure 4.4. It can be seen that the average amount drops fast

when the value of NMultipleHP−N−col is smaller than 16 (green dot line) and it

decreases slightly toward 64 (red dot line) as the NMultipleHP−N−col increases.

Besides these, the larger the NMultipleHP−N−col, the larger space it needs in the

on-chip memory. If the NMultipleHP−N−col is too large, the on-chip memory size

might limit the NMultipleHP−N−col . As a consequence, it is unnecessary to assign

tens or hundreds of columns to a work-group.
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Table 4.1: Optimisation methods applied in the proposed methods

Kernels Increasing off-chip Reducing off-chip
memory bandwidth memory accesses

SingleHP
√

×
Naïve MultipleHP ×

√

MultipleHP-H ×
√

MultipleHP-N ×
√

MultipleHP-R
√ √

4.4.3.3 Reordering the FOP

Compared with the Naïve MultipleHP method, the MultipleHP-N method

can further reduce the total amount of off-chip memory accesses. However, the

points needed for each work-group are from at least Nhp blocks in FOP and

they are from non-consecutive addresses. Thus, the points for each work-group

cannot be streamed between off-chip memory and FPGA device.

To optimise the off-chip memory bandwidth of the MultipleHP-N method,

we propose the MultipleHP-R method which reorders the FOP to form the

reordered FOP (rFOP). After reordering the FOP, the needed points to cal-

culate NMultipleHP−R−col columns of all harmonic planes are from consecutive

addresses that can be streamed to the FPGA while processing. However, the

size of the reordered FOP is larger than the standard FOP size. Theoretically, the

number of rows in the reordered rFOP is increased from Ntemp to the average

needed points per column in Figure 4.4. Take the NMultipleHP−R−col = 16 as an

example, the smallest average needed points per column is 141.5 that makes

the size rFOP 1.66x times larger than the original FOP size. It can be seen that

the larger the NMultipleHP−R−col, the smaller the size of rFOP. The latency of

extra data transfer and FOP reordering have to be considered in the evaluation

of the MultipleHP-R method.

Table 4.1 summarizes and compares the proposed methods in regards to the

bandwidth optimisation and memory access reduction. Since the MultipleHP-

R method includes two types of optimisation techniques, it has high potential in

achieving a better performance than the other methods. The required bandwidth

of each method is not discussed in this research. The main reason it that the
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number of loaded points for each method is different. Even for a specific method,

the required bandwidth changes when the value of parameter changes.

4.5 O P E N C L - B A S E D A R C H I T E C T U R E A N D O P T I M I S AT I O N

In this section, we investigate the architecture of the proposed methods and

employ OpenCL as the high-level language, whose kernels can be executed on

both FPGAs and GPUs. Having that said, since the goal is to evaluate FPGA

performance, the optimisation techniques and syntax are dedicated to FPGAs.

4.5.1 SingleHP kernel

The basic structure of the SingleHP kernel while processing the kth harmonic

plane HPk is depicted in Figure 4.5, where Nparal is the parallelisation factor that

is restricted by global memory (off-chip memory in this research) bandwidth

(GMB) and the logic resources of the FPGA. One optimisation goal for the

SingleHP kernel is to find the maximum parallelisation factor Nparal−max that

leads to a required GMB which equals the physical off-chip memory bandwidth

of a specific device.

The FOP, HPk−1, HPk, candidate list and TA are all stored in global memory

before launching the kernel. The threshold array is defined as the constant

memory in this research. It is a part of global memory and will be preloaded

before the execution of a kernel. When the kernel is launched, Nparal points

from HPk−1 and
⌈

Nhp
k

⌉
points from FOP are loaded per clock cycle. These points

are summed, according to Equation (4.1) and Equation (4.2), to calculate Nparal

points of HPk. The generated Nparal points are compared with the corresponding

thresholds and detected candidates are saved in a shift register or local memory

(on-chip memory in this research) of length Ncand, until all FOP points have

been processed. Then these Nparal points overwrite the values at the same

address of HPk−1.

In OpenCL, both single work-item and NDRange kernel types can be em-

ployed to implement the SingleHP kernel. To parallelise Nparal points in a
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Figure 4.5: Architecture of the SingleHP kernel

single work-item kernel, we partially unroll the outermost loop by a factor of

Nparal (#pragma unroll Nparal). Before partially unrolling the outermost loop, the

innermost loops are completely unrolled to achieve loop pipelining.

For the NDRange kernel, kernel vectorisation (num_simd_work_items(Nparal))

and compute unit replication (num_compute_units(Nparal)) techniques can be

employed to parallelise the kernel. Note that detected Ncand candidates might

be different for the vectorized and replicated kernels, under the condition that

the threshold has been triggered more than Ncand times. As only the last Ncand

candidates are stored, different parallelisation result in different execution

orders and hence candidates.

The SingleHP kernel can be implemented as a generic kernel that needs to be

launched Nhp times (multiple launches) or a specific kernel that only needs to

be launched once (single launch) to generate the candidate list of Hhp harmonic

planes. The overhead of launching a kernel such as setting kernel arguments

will affect the overall latency, especially when the kernel execution latency is

short. So the kernel launch time is an important factor for the SingleHP kernel.

Multiple launches provide more flexibility than the single launch SingleHP

kernel, as it can be used for any harmonic plane configuration. Both single and

multiple launches kernels are evaluated in Section 4.6.
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4.5.2 MultipleHP Methods based Kernels

Although parallelising the SingleHP kernel can shorten kernel execution la-

tency by increasing GMB, the total amount of global memory accesses (GMA) is

not reduced. The main advantage of the MultipleHP method is the reduction of

the required GMA by processing multiple harmonic planes at the same time. A

number of optimisation techniques are investigated for the MultipleHP-based

methods in the following.

4.5.2.1 Naïve MultipleHP

The Naïve MultipleHP kernel calculates Nparal points of all Nhp harmonic

planes with the same index, where Nparal is the parallelisation factor. The

architecture of the Naïve MultipleHP kernel is shown in Figure 4.6, where

the operations in the red dot rectangle has to be parallelised Nparal times to

process Nparal points of all harmonic planes. In OpenCL, this is implemented

as a single work-item type, and the #unroll pragma Nparal is added before the

main for loop in the kernel code.

The FOP is stored in global memory and Nhp points ((i, j), (bi/2c , bj/2c),

...,
(⌊

i/Nhp
⌋

,
⌊

j/Nhp
⌋)

) are loaded in parallel to generate point (i, j) of all Nhp

harmonic planes according to Equation (4.3). All operations in Figure 4.6 are

parallelised to calculate all Nhp points in parallel. Then these Nhp points are

compared with the corresponding thresholds, stored as constant memory. Nhp

independent arrays of size Ncand, one corresponding to each harmonic plane,

are employed to store the candidates. Both local memory and shift register

can be adopted to implement Nhp arrays and the performance difference is

evaluated in Section 4.6. After all Nhp harmonic planes have been processed,

the Nhp candidate arrays are sent back to global memory. Because the loading

accesses to the global memory are irregular, a high memory stall percentage

will impede the kernel from achieving a high-performance.
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Figure 4.6: Architecture of the Naïve MultipleHP kernel (Single work-item)

4.5.2.2 MultipleHP-H

The MultipleHP-H kernel builds on the Naïve MultipleHP kernel, which

is a single work-item kernel. MultipleHP-H is however split into two parts,

preloading and computing. The NMultipleHP−H−preld preloaded points can be

seen as constant cache memory that is streamed into a FIFO at runtime. In

processing one FOP, there is no overlap between the prefetching and computing

parts. The available local memory of the FPGA and the number of high touching

frequency points affects the performance of the MultipleHP-H kernel. If the

FOP size is comparable to the available local memory, most of the points with

high touching frequency can be loaded and then most of the global memory

accesses can be reduced. However, if the number of high touching frequency

points is significantly larger than the local memory size, it is impossible for the

device to hold most of these important points. Besides these, the large propor-

tion of the used on-chip memory might lead to the decrease of kernel frequency.

In this case, it is necessary to search for the suitable NMultipleHP−H−preld for

the target FPGA by testing a range of preloading data sizes. The relationship

between the NMultipleHP−H−preld and the kernel performance is investigated in

Section 4.6.
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Figure 4.7: Architecture of the MultipleHP-N kernel, left is the NDRange kernel and
right is the single work-item kernel

4.5.2.3 MultipleHP-N

Based on the analysis in Section 4.4.3.2, the MultipleHP-N method is a memory

accesses saving method. It decomposes the overall task into a number of

work-groups and the task for each work-group is to process NMultipleHP−N−col

columns of all harmonic planes. The NDRange kernel type is employed and

the preloading part of a work-group overlaps with the computing part of the

previous work-group. For the NDRange kernel, different work-groups do not

share local memory and it is inefficient to save candidates in global memory

during processing. The hybrid kernel type that contains both single work-item

type and NDRange type is employed to implement the preloading necessary

points kernel (MultipleHP-N), which is depicted in Figure 4.7.

The relationship between the work group size of the NDRange kernel

and the execution latency is studied next. The task of each work-group is

to generate NMultipleHP−N−col columns of all harmonic planes, and one col-

umn contains Nchan points (42 points in Figure 4.7). For each work-group,

NhpNchan×NMultipleHP−N−col points are stored in local memory using the OpenCL

barrier technique. A number of points in these NhpNMultipleHP−N−col Nchan

points are from the same index in the FOP and they only need to be loaded

once.
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The NDRange harmonic plane calculation kernel (left in Figure 4.7) is con-

nected with the single work-item candidate detection kernel (right in Figure 4.7)

through OpenCL channels, which is a FIFO buffer in essence. The OpenCL

channel is an effective approach to transfer data between different kernels

without touching global memory. The candidate detection part is the same as

that of Naïve MultipleHP kernel and MultipleHP-H kernel.

4.5.2.4 MultipleHP-R

The MultipleHP-R kernel is based on the MultipleHP-N kernel, and the

operation structure is the same as of that in Figure 4.7. The only difference is

that the FOP in global memory (in Figure 4.7) is reordered so that the points

needed for each work-group are from consecutive addresses.

The total amount of needed data for a work-group (Ntotal/wg) is the product

of average needed points per column times the number of columns per work-

group (NMultipleHP−R−col) (see also Figure 4.4). To achieve stream mode in global

memory access, the number of loaded points per clock cycle (Nlpoints/cc) has to

be an integer constant, which makes the product of Nlpoints/cc and work-group

size (Sworkgroup) usually larger than Ntotal/wg and never less,

Ntotal/wg ≤ Nlpoints/ccSworkgroup.

In case of difference, the input array for each work group has to be padded

with dummy values at the end. The relationship between loaded points per

clock cycle and NMultipleHP−R−col is shown in Table 4.2, where Npoints/wi is the

executed points of all harmonic planes per work-item. The value in the bracket

(×∗) represents the ratio of total loaded points over the FOP size:

Nlpoints/ccSworkgroupNworkgroup

NchanNtemp
,

where Nworkgroup is the total number of work-groups. We use MultipleHP-

R-(NMultipleHP−R−col, Npoints/wi) to represent kernel MultipleHP-R with the

specified settings. The larger NMultipleHP−R−col and Npoints/wi, the less data

needs to be loaded from global memory. Because of physical limitation, if the
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Table 4.2: Number of loaded points per clock cycle Nlpoints/cc of different Npoints/wi and
NMultipleHP−R−col combinations for general MultipleHP-R (number in (×∗)
shows total loaded points in relation to FOP size)

Npoints/wi ×1 ×2 ×4 ×8
NMultipleHP−R−col

1 3 (×3) 6 (×3) 12 (×3) 23 (×2.9)
2 3 (×3) 5 (×2.5) 10 (×2.5) 19 (×2.4)
4 2 (×2) 4 (×2) 8 (×2) 15 (×1.9)
8 2 (×2) 4 (×2) 7 (×1.8) 13 (×1.6)

16 2 (×2) 4 (×2) 7 (×1.8) 13 (×1.6)
32 2 (×2) 4 (×2) 7 (×1.8) 13 (×1.6)
64 2 (×2) 4 (×2) 7 (×1.8) 13 (×1.6)

needed bandwidth of loading Nlpoints/cc points exceeds the total device off-chip

memory bandwidth, the performance will not increase and the kernel cannot

be compiled.

It is clear that Nlpoints/cc, NMultipleHP−R−col, and Npoints/wi are the three main

parameters for kernel MultipleHP-R and they have to be balanced to achieve

good performance. Using the AOCL compiler, it becomes apparent that using

the number that is powers of 2 for Nlpoints/cc results in more efficient imple-

mentations than other numbers. Hence, to make the value of Nlpoints/cc equal a

power of 2, more data might need to be loaded for each work-group. Take the

kernel MultipleHP-R-(8, 8) for example, the value of Nlpoints/cc is 13, it has to

be increased to the nearest power of 2, which is 16. Since the number of loaded

data per work-group is Nlpoints/ccSworkgroup, the increase of Nlpoints/cc leads to

the increase of loading operations (as can be seen in the example in Figure 4.8).

The optimised Nlpoints/cc, where Nlpoints/cc is the lowest power of 2 greater or

equal to the corresponding Nlpoints/cc of Table 4.2. When NMultipleHP−R−col ≥ 4,

the total loaded data is twice the FOP size (value in the bracket).

Take the NMultipleHP−R−col = 16 and half FOP as an example, the input array

needed for one work group is depicted in Figure 4.8, where SPi represents the

needed points to form the ith stretch plane and ’PADDED’ are the dummy

points to be padded at the end of each array. It can be seen that when Npoints/wi

is optimised to a power of 2, more points need to be loaded during processing.
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Table 4.3: Number of loaded points per clock cycle of different Npoints/cc and
NMultipleHP−R−col for the optimised MultipleHP-R

Npoints/wi ×1 ×2 ×4 ×8
NMultipleHP−R−col

1 4 (×4) 8 (×4) 16 (×4) 32 (×4)
2 4 (×4) 8 (×4) 16 (×4) 32 (×4)
4 2 (×2) 4 (×2) 8 (×2) 16 (×2)
8 2 (×2) 4 (×2) 8 (×2) 16 (×2)

16 2 (×2) 4 (×2) 8 (×2) 16 (×2)
32 2 (×2) 4 (×2) 8 (×2) 16 (×2)
64 2 (×2) 4 (×2) 8 (×2) 16 (×2)

SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4 SP5 SP6 SP7 SP8 PADDED

Points for one work 
group in  the optimised  

reorder FOP

Points for one work 
group in the general 

reorderd FOP

0 200 400 600 12001000800

16x(Ntemp‐1)/2

Figure 4.8: Needed points for one work group of MultipleHP-R, the input array is
reordered without optimising Npoints/wi (top) and the optimised input array
when Npoints/wi is a power of 2 (bottom)
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For the hybrid kernels (combining NDRange and single work-item kernels)

MultipleHP-H, MultipleHP-N, and MultipleHP-R, adding parallelisation

attributes such as num_simd_work_items(Nparal) or num_compute_units(Nparal) can

only parallelise the NDRange part but not the single work-item part. To vector-

ize the hybrid kernel and make it execute in a single instruction multiple data

(SIMD) fashion [44], it has to be parallelised manually in the kernel code.

4.5.3 Comparison

The main challenge for FPGA devices in efficiently implementing the harmonic-

summing module is the global memory bandwidth and the number of global

memory accesses. In this section, we analyze the GMA of the kernel discussed

above and the GMB is evaluated in Section 4.6.

For the SingleHP method, to process Nhp harmonic planes, the minimum

number of FOP point accesses is

Nhp

∑
i=1

⌈
Nchan

i

⌉ ⌈
Ntemp − 1

i

⌉
.

Except for calculating HP1, the loaded points from the FOP have to be summed

with the points of the HPk harmonic plane and then the generated points of

the next harmonic planes HPk+1 are stored. The numbers of load and store

operations of this part are both (Nhp − 1)NtempNchan . Hence, the minimum

amount of global memory accesses for SingleHP method GMASingleHP−minis

the sum of these accesses:

GMASingleHP−min =

Nhp

∑
i=1

⌈
Nchan

i

⌉ ⌈
Ntemp

i

⌉
+ 2(Nhp − 1)NtempNchan.

In the MultipleHP methods, only the FOP and candidates need to be stored

in global memory and the number of store operations to global memory for

all MultipleHP kernels is 0. For the Naïve MultipleHP kernel, at most Nhp

points from FOP need to be loaded to calculate one point of the same index
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Table 4.4: Number of accesses to and from global memory

Kernels GMA (Store) GMA (Load)

SingleHP (Nhp − 1)× NhpNtempNchan+

NtempNchan ∑
Nhp
i=2

⌈
Nchan

i

⌉ ⌈
Ntemp

i

⌉
Naïve

0 NhpNtempNchan
MultipleHP

MultipleHP-H 0
NhpNtempNchan−

C0NMultipleHP−H−preld

MultipleHP-N 0 C1NtempNchan

MultipleHP-R 0 C2NtempNchan

in all Nhp harmonic planes. In this case, the maximum number of memory

accesses is GMANaïve−MultipleHP−max = NhpNtempNchan.

For the preloading high touching frequency method MultipleHP-H, the

GMA depends on NMultipleHP−H−preld. The maximum amount of memory ac-

cesses is GMAMultipleHP−H−max = NhpNtempNchan − NMultipleHP−H−preld and

the minimum amount is to store the whole FOP in the local memory, which

means GMAMultipleHP−H−min = NtempNchan. For the preloading necessary

points method MultipleHP-N and the reorder FOP method MultipleHP-

R, the GMAs for MultipleHP-N and MultipleHP-R are both multiple of the

FOP size NtempNchan. Table 4.4 summarizes the GMA of the different kernels.

C0, C1 and C2 are all constants and no less than 1. The range of C0 is

[
1, NhpNtempNchan/NMultipleHP−H−preld

]
.

For C1 and C2, C1 ≤ C2 and, in Table 4.3, C2 = 2 when NMultipleHP−R−col ≥ 4.

The load accesses of the SingleHP kernel GMASingleHP−min is larger than the

overall point accesses (store+load) of each MultipleHP method based kernel.

This is the major advantage of the MultipleHP method over the SingleHP

method.
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4.6 E X P E R I M E N TA L E VA L UAT I O N

To experimentally evaluate the harmonic-summing module, the straightforward

SingleHP method and the proposed MultipleHP-based methods are evalu-

ated in this section. The FPGA-based harmonic-summing kernels are assessed

according to their resource usage, execution latency, and energy dissipation.

Additionally, we compare those results to latency and energy dissipation of the

kernels implemented on GPU and multicore CPUs.

4.6.1 Experimental Setup

Four different devices are employed to evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed designs on CPU, GPU, and FPGAs. Two types of Intel FPGAs (Stratix V,

referred to as S5, and Arria 10, referred to as A10) are compared with one mid

range AMD R7 GPU, referred to as R7, and a general Intel i7 CPU, referred to

as I7. The specifications of these platforms are given in Table 4.5. The FPGA

and GPU cards are connected with the host through the PCIe bus.

All FPGA-targeting OpenCL kernels are compiled using AOCL version

16.0.0.222 and GPU-targeting kernels are compiled using AMD APP SDK

version 3.0. For the CPU platform, the C code, which is based on the same

kernel code, is compiled using GCC, using OpenMP for parallelisation.

Since the top half (from row 1 to Ntemp−1
2 ) and the bottom half (from row

1−Ntemp
2 to -1) are independent for the harmonic-summing module, we investi-

gate the performance, in terms of the execution latency and energy dissipation,

of half of the FOP, which size is 42× 221. Remember that the upper and lower

half of the FOP can be processed independently and the required processing is

identical. The size of candidate list is 200.
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Figure 4.9: Logic utilization and RAM block usage of SingleHP kernels on A10

4.6.2 Resource Usage

Because the harmonic-summing module is not a compute-intensive application,

the DSP block utilization of all implementations is less than 5%. We discuss the

logic utilization, RAM blocks utilization, and kernel frequency in this section.

4.6.2.1 SingleHP

A series of SingleHP kernels with different parallelisation factors Nparal are

evaluated. These kernels are employed to generate eight harmonic planes of

half FOP. All these kernels are NDRange kernels and the work-group sizes

are set to 256. The usage of logic cells and RAM blocks of these kernels are

given in Figure 4.9, where ’S’ and ’M’ represent single launch and multiple

launches, and ’V’ and ’R’ represent kernel vectorization and replication. The

candidate detection part is included, and the local memory is employed to store

the candidate during processing. When Nparal = 1, it means the kernel is not

parallelised and that vectorization and replication are not employed.

It can be seen that the usage of both resources increases as Nparal increases.

These trends are similar to those observed for execution on S5. The kernel

frequency drops as the resource usage increases across all kernels. Take the

kernel SingleHP-(M, V) on A10 as an example, its frequency decreases from

266.9MHz at Nparal = 1 to 236.8MHz at Nparal = 16.
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Figure 4.10: Resource usage of MultipleHP-H with different preloaded data size on
S5 and A10

4.6.2.2 MultipleHP

In terms of the MultipleHP designs, Naïve MultipleHP, MultipleHP-H,

MultipleHP-N, and MultipleHP-R (Section 4.5) are evaluated.

naïve multiplehp and multiplehp-h The MultipleHP-H is based on

the Naïve MultipleHP-H, and the main difference is that it preloads a block of

data before calculating. The resource usages of these kernels are plotted over the

preloaded data size in Figure 4.10. The value points for NMultipleHP−H−preld = 0

correspond to Naïve MultipleHP. The logic utilization is not affected by the

increase of NMultipleHP−H−preld, however, the RAM blocks utilization increases.

The kernel frequency is around 210MHz for S5 based implementations and

220MHz for A10 based implementations.

multiplehp-n and multiplehp-r In contrast to MultipleHP-H, kernel

MultipleHP-N and MultipleHP-R do not depend heavily on local memory

size. MultipleHP-R is based on MultipleHP-N, however, it does not need to

load points from different locations.

For MultipleHP-N, different column numbers (NMultipleHP−N−col) are eval-

uated, and the results are listed in Table 4.6. As can be seen with increasing

NMultipleHP−N−col both logic cell and RAM block utilization increase. For most

of the kernels, the kernel frequency is decreased as NMultipleHP−N−col increases.
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Table 4.6: Resource usage and kernel frequency of MultipleHP-N with candidate
detection on A10

Columns 1 2 4 6 8

Logic cells 17% 25% 25% 29% 30%
RAM blocks 19% 44% 49% 56% 69%
Frequency

276.54 193.38 171.11 148.67 165.48

(MHz)
Latency

328.0 469.0 530.1 610.1 548.1
(ms)

Regarding MultipleHP-R, to arrange the data for each work group into

a consecutive address area, the half FOP is reordered into a half rFOP (Sec-

tion 4.4.3), in the host program using memcpy(). The reordering latency on the

employed host is 87.8ms and the performance of two variants of MultipleHP-R

kernels (generating 16 and 64 columns of all eight harmonic planes per work-

group) are evaluated, which is shown in Table 4.7. Four different points per

work-item values Npoints/wi (1, 2, 4, and 8) are tested in this research. Since

the values of Nlp/cc for Npoints/wi = 1 and Npoints/wi = 2 are already powers of

2, so we focus on the other two conditions (Npoints/wi = 4 and Npoints/wi = 8)

and the resource usage of the general and the optimised implementations with

these values are given in Table 4.7. For the optimised implementations, the

values of Nlpoints/cc are powers of 2 and this costs fewer logic cells than the

general implementations. Since more points are loaded per clock cycle, the

optimised implementations consume more RAM blocks. Besides these, the ker-

nel frequency of the optimised implementations is higher than that of general

implementations.

Since NMultipleHP−R−col, Np/wi, and Nlp/cc are three main parameters that

affect the performance of MultipleHP-R, we investigate the trend of changing

these parameters, but here without candidate detection, hence the values in

Table 4.7 are only for the NDRange part. We do this because after combining

with the candidate detection, some of the MultipleHP-R kernels such as

MultipleHP-R-(64, 8) cannot be compiled because of the limited resources,

and we wanted to explore the influence of the parameters in a good range. We

employ the MultipleHP-R-(16, 4) kernel with candidate detection, which can
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Table 4.7: Resource usage and execution latency of MultipleHP-R (NDRange part only)
with (Nlp/cc is power of 2) and without optimising GMB on A10 (without
candidate detection)

NMultipleHP−R−col 16

Np/wi Nlp/cc
Logic RAM Freq. Latency Occup.

utilization blocks (MHz) (ms)
1 2 14% 12% 269.2 350.8 93.4%
2 4 15% 13% 286.5 176.7 87%
4 7 22% 14% 196.3 189.1 59.4%
4 8 19% 16% 263 107.7 77.8%
8 13 35% 17% 130.3 163.9 51.6%
8 16 28% 29% 168.1 93.1 70.5%

NMultipleHP−R−col 64

1 2 15% 12% 266.7 336.2 98.3%
2 4 16% 12% 252.8 180.9 96.6%
4 7 22% 15% 161.9 248.1 55%
4 8 19% 30% 229.6 102.5 93.8%
8 13 37% 17% 135.1 158.4 51.6%
8 16 29% 48% 171.4 71.7 89.7%

be compiled on both S5 and A10, to compare with other methods. In the future,

as FPGA technology upgrades, the amount of on-chip logic cells and RAM

blocks increase. The values of NMultipleHP−R−col and Npoints/wi can be raised,

and the execution latency is likely to be faster than that achieved in Table 4.7.

4.6.3 Latency Evaluation

4.6.3.1 Harmonic Plane Calculation on FPGA

To find the suitable design for a specific device, we evaluate the overall ex-

ecution latency of the harmonic-summing module, including the harmonic

plane calculation and the candidate detection. The points of the 8th harmonic

plane are compared with the result of a Matlab implementation to verify the

correctness of the harmonic plane calculation in the different designs.
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Figure 4.11: GMBs and execution latency of SingleHP on A10

singlehp The used GMBs and execution latencies of the SingleHP kernel

with various Nparal in Section 4.6.2 are shown in Figure 4.11. As Nparal increases

the GMBs of all SingleHP kernels increase, however, not all execution latencies

are decreased.

For the two multiple launches (’M’) kernels SingleHP-(M, V) and SingleHP-

(M, R), the launching overhead is hundreds of times smaller than the kernel

execution latency and hence negligible. For the two single launch kernels

SingleHP-(S, V) and SingleHP-(S, R), the performance stops increasing when

Nparal is larger than 8. When Nparal = 8, kernel SingleHP-(S, R) performs

better than other kernels and the SingleHP-(M, R) kernel performs best when

Nparal = 16, which is about 7.5 times faster than SingleHP-(M, ) with Nparal =

1.

naïve multiplehp The execution latency of kernel Naïve MultipleHP

on S5 is over one second (1, 210ms), however, the same kernel achieves a better

performance, which is less than 400ms on A10. The main reason is the kernel

frequency achieved on A10 is over two times higher than that on S5. This might

be caused by the board support packages (BSPs) provided by different vendors.

multiplehp-h The relationship between the number of preloaded data

points NMultipleHP−H−preld and the execution latency of MultipleHP-H is in-

vestigated on both S5 and A10. The half FOP is transposed and then processed

row by row (each row has Ntemp−1
2 points). The execution latencies of these
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Figure 4.12: Execution latencies of the MultipleHP-H kernels with different sizes of
preloaded points

kernels are depicted in Figure 4.12. It is clear that the execution latency does

not have a linear relationship with the NMultipleHP−H−preld and the execution

latency might increase as NMultipleHP−H−preld gets larger. Unfortunately, even

the largest NMultipleHP−H−preld (5× 215) used in the experiments, and limited

by the available FPGA resources, contains only 4.7% of the total number of all

memory accesses. The best performance achieved on S5 and A10 are both by

executing kernel MultipleHP-H-(5× 213). Some improvements could be made

by overlapping the loading of the high touching frequency points with the

computing part, but not substantially. Overall, MultipleHP-H is not gaining

performance if the local memory size is not large enough to hold most of the

points with high touching frequency.

multiplehp-n For kernel MultipleHP-N, the necessary data for each

work group are from nonconsecutive addresses and this affects the loading

section in achieving streaming mode, which is crucial in order to fully use

the available theoretical bandwidth. Although executing more columns per

work group can reduce GMA, the value of NMultipleHP−N−col does not affect

performance. The execution latency of MultipleHP-N is affected by the kernel

frequency, which is given in Table 4.6. We employ the kernel with the fastest

execution latency to compare with other methods, which is MultipleHP-N-(1).
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Figure 4.13: Execution latency of proposed harmonic summing methods with candidate
detection on A10, where SHP represents SingleHP and MHP represents
MultipleHP

multiplehp-r The kernel execution latency and global memory occu-

pancy during execution on A10 are given in Table 4.7 as well. When the value

of Nlpoints/cc is a power of 2, the execution latency decreases as Npoints/wi in-

creases. Although the occupancy of loading operations drops, the values for the

optimised kernels decreases slower than that of the general kernels. The fastest

variant of MultipleHP-R in Table 4.7 is MultipleHP-R-(64, 8). By adding the

candidate detection, the execution latency increases, however, faster than other

MultipleHP kernels. For kernel MultipleHP-R-(16, 4), the execution latencies

on a single S5 and A10 are 143ms and 120ms, respectively.

overall comparison Based on the discussion above, the execution la-

tency of each well-optimised method with candidate detection is given in

Figure 4.13, and both types of FPGA devices are evaluated, where the red

dashed line is the current time limitation for the SKA harmonic summing. We

also evaluate a setting where three A10 FPGAs are used in parallel.

Note that, SingleHP-(M, R) and Nparal = 16 on S5 cost a large number of

RAM blocks and cannot be compiled, hence, SingleHP-(S, R) with Nparal = 8

is used. The execution latency of MultipleHP-N-(1) is faster than that of

Naïve MultipleHP and MultipleHP-H-(8, 192), however, it is about 3x times
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slower than MultipleHP-R-(16, 4). Except for Naïve MultipleHP on S5, all

MultipleHP kernels perform better than SingleHP-(S, R) with Nparal = 8.

Although the performance is improved by adopting MultipleHP kernels,

none of these kernels on a single A10 meets the requirement. By installing three

A10 FPGA cards, they can work in parallel by processing three different half

FOPs. The average execution latencies of half FOP using three A10 cards are

given in Figure 4.13 as well. It can be seen that kernel MultipleHP-R on three

A10 cards is over 2x times faster than the required time limitation, so three A10

cards can process the whole FOP while meeting the requirements.

Unlike the FT Convolution module, the results of the harmonic-summing

module are not compared with the Matlab results. The main reason is that there

is no complex operations in the harmonic-summing module and the outputs

are the parameters of candidates such as the index of FIR filters and harmonic

planes, i.e. integer values. Hence, the accuracy of candidates is not considered

in this research.

4.6.3.2 Comparison with CPU and GPU

We are now comparing the performance of the proposed kernels on GPU (using

adjusted OpenCL code) and CPU (using equivalent OpenMP implementations).

SingleHP-(M, ) is evaluated on R7 GPU, and the host argument settings are

the same as for the FPGA-based implementation. The straightforward C code

with OpenMP directives, using three levels of for loops, which is the same as

Algorithm 4.1, is evaluated on the I7 CPU using all four cores. Both OpenCL

and OpenMP can be employed to parallelise operations on CPU. However,

OpenCL is up to 2x times slower than that of C program on the employed CPU

in implementing the same harmonic summing design. To make it fair for CPU,

the OpenMP-based C code is employed on CPU.

The execution latency of SingleHP using one core of I7 CPU (I7− 1C) is

taken as the baseline, and the speedups over it on other devices are given

in Table 4.8, where I7− 4C represents using four cores of the I7 CPU. It can

be seen that R7 performs best among these devices and it is about 3.6 times

faster than the A10 FPGA. The R7 has two major advantages over S5 and
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Table 4.8: Speedup of multi-core CPU, GPU, and FPGA platforms over single core CPU
in processing SingleHP kernel including candidates detection

Device Exection latency(ms) Speedup over I7− 1C

S5 875 4.8
A10 671 6.2
R7 118.6 35.2

I7− 4C 1100 3.8
I7− 1C 4174 1

A10: 1) operating frequency and 2) off-chip memory bandwidth. Though the

maximum frequency of A10 is higher than R7, the maximum frequencies of the

implemented kernels are less than 300MHz in this work.

Regarding the MultipleHP kernels on GPU, a similar OpenCL code as used

for the FPGA kernels of Naïve MultipleHP and MultipleHP-H are tested. The

execution latencies of these kernels are both over 30 seconds, which are about

a hundred times slower than that of a single A10 FPGA. Because these two

variants are single work-item kernels, the GPU cannot parallelise operations

on multiple stream processors. For the fastest MultipleHP kernel on A10,

which is MultipleHP-R-(64, 8) (NDRange kernel part), the execution latency

of it (without candidates detection) on R7 is 19.7ms, and it is 3.7 times faster

than achieved on A10. After combining with the candidate detection, which

is a single work-item kernel, the performance drops as Ncand increases. When

Ncand = 1, the execution latency is 46.8ms. However, when Ncand is increased to

200, the latency increases to 10 seconds. Since single work-item kernels on GPU

cannot explore their performance potential, we only compare the performance

of NDRange kernels on FPGA and GPU devices.

Based on the above, an R7 is over 3.7 times faster than an A10 in executing

the same NDRange kernels. Regarding the single work-item kernels, GPU

implementations cannot compete with FPGAs, being tens to hundreds of times

slower than FPGAs. The R7 GPU has two advantages over A10 FPGA in

processing the harmonic summing module, which are as follows.

• Device operating frequency
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The highest operating frequency of kernels in this research work is lower than

300MHz, which is over 2x times slower than that of a mid-range GPU.

• Off-chip memory bandwidth

The memory interface width of GPU is higher than that of FPGAs. Meanwhile

GPU has dedicated off-chip memory GDDR5. It can provide higher data transfer

speed than DDR3 and DDR4, which are widely employed on high-end FPGAs.

If the on-chip memory size of the FPGA device is large enough to hold

the FOP, the off-chip memory bandwidth will not be a limit for the harmonic

summing module, and FPGAs will have the potential to beat GPGPU.

The prices of GPU and FPGA devices are not considered in this research.

For FPGA board prices, the economy of scale in the SKA project is likely

to have a much more significant impact than on GPU board prices which

are already produced in high volume. For example, this can be seen when

considering professional GPU boards that have a similar price range as the

DE5-Net board. For the SKA project, it needs industrial grade devices instead

of commercial grade. Having all that said, while the construction costs of the

SKA are substantial, the running costs of many years will outweigh them

significantly.

4.6.4 Energy Dissipation and Power Consumption

The execution latency is a significant performance criterion for the harmonic-

summing module. However, in the context of the pulsar search engine in

SKA1-MID, there will be over 2,000 beams that need to be computed in parallel,

which is constantly done for many years. As a result, the power consumption

is another essential criterion which we investigate in this subsection.

To do so, we calculate the difference between the system power consumption

Pidle, including the acceleration devices, in idle status and the power consump-

tion Prunning when the system is executing the kernel. To make sure the value

of Prunning is stable, each kernel is launched hundreds of times using a loop,

which takes several minutes.
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Table 4.9: Power consumption and energy dissipation of FPGA, GPU, and CPU plat-
forms (without candidate detection)

Kernel-Setting (Device)
Prunning− Absolute Saving

Pidle Energy ratio
(W) (J) (Absolute)

SingleHP-(M, R) (A10× 3) 23 3.36 19.9
SingleHP-(M, ) (R7) 65 8.9 7.5
SingleHP(I7− 4C) 43 47.85 1.4
SingleHP(I7− 1C) 16 66.8 1

Naïve MultipleHP(A10× 3) 7 0.91 73.4
MultipleHP-H (A10× 3) 10 1.75 38.2
MultipleHP-N (A10× 3) 14 1.11 60.0

MultipleHP-R (R7) 49 0.965 69.2
MultipleHP-R (A10× 3) 22 0.526 127.0

The power consumption is measured using a plug-in power meter (Ego

smart socket ESS-AU). For the FPGA measurements, the calculated power

consumption is the value of using three A10 cards in one host. The power

consumption and energy dissipation of executing different kernels are given

in Table 4.9. The energy cost is the dissipation of processing the input half

FOP, and the energy saving ratio is compared with the I7 − 1C. Since the

execution latencies of MultipleHP kernels with the single work-item kernel

(in Section 4.6.3.2) on GPU are over ten times larger than those on FPGA, the

MultipleHP kernels with single work-item part are not compared with GPU.

Different from the power cost in Chapter 3, the value of Prunning − Pidle

does not include the power cost of the acceleration devices in idle status.

Although the execution latency on R7 is faster than that of A10, the absolute

energy dissipation of R7 is over 1.8 times higher than that of three A10s. An

interesting observation from Table 4.9 is that the power consumption of kernel

SingleHP-(M, R) and MultipleHP-R on A10 are significantly higher than

other MultipleHP kernels on A10. The main reason is that the used GMB

of SingleHP-(M, R) and MultipleHP-R are optimised and much higher than

other kernels. Streaming data between off-chip memory and FPGA makes

the power consumption of a kernel up to 3 times higher than that of other

MultipleHP kernels.
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In summary, it can be found that a single R7 needs over 2x times more power

than three A10 cards. In terms of the energy dissipation, the cost of R7 is up

to 2.6x times higher than three A10 cards in executing the same kernels while

providing similar performance.

4.7 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this chapter, we investigated FPGA designs of one module of the SKA pulsar

search engine called harmonic-summing. OpenCL was chosen to implement

the proposed designs and two types of FPGA cards (Intel Stratix V and Arria

10 FPGAs) and a GPU card were employed for evaluation. Two approaches of

harmonic-summing were studied: 1) store intermediate data in off-chip memory

and 2) process the input signals directly without storing intermediate data.

For the second approach, since a naive implementation does not provide good

performance, two approaches of preloading data were proposed and evaluated:

1) preloading points that are touched most 2) preloading all necessary points

that are used to generate a chunk of output points. For the necessary points

approaches, the reorder of input signals is investigated as well.

The extensive experimental evaluation demonstrated that kernels with inter-

mediate data storage perform worse than kernels without storing intermediate

data in both execution latency and power consumption. A single FPGA can

achieve 9.5x speedup over single-core CPU using the general SingleHP method.

By using three A10 FPGAs, the NDRange MultipleHP kernels perform signifi-

cantly better than a single R7 GPU in power consumption, while only being

slightly slower in terms of execution latency. To process the same amount of

data using the same OpenCL kernel, R7 GPU costs up to 2.6x times more

energy than three A10 FPGAs. This work shows that FPGA devices can be a

good solution for the SKA project for the processing parts of the pulsar search

pipeline.





5 F D A S P I P E L I N E

Results from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 show that multiple high-end FPGAs

can execute FT convolution and harmonic-summing modules while meeting

current requirements. In this chapter, we investigate the combination of these

two well-optimised modules. The contents of this chapter is directly based on

the following submitted journal paper

1. H. Wang, P. Thiagaraj, O. Sinnen. (2019). Combining Multiple Optimised

FPGA-based Pulsar Search Modules Using OpenCL. Journal of Astronomical

Instrumentation.

The major contributions of this chapter include: (i) exploration of the design

space of combing optimised implementations, (ii) investigation of adopting the

multiple buffering technique to improve performance, and (iii) investigation of

balancing different tasks among multiple acceleration devices.

A B S T R A C T

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are widely used in the central signal

processing design of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) as acceleration hard-

ware. The frequency domain acceleration search (FDAS) module is an important

part of the SKA1-MID pulsar search engine. To develop for a yet to be finalised

hardware, for cross-discipline interoperability and to achieve fast prototyping,

143
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OpenCL as a high-level FPGA synthesis approach is employed to create the sub-

modules of FDAS. The FT convolution and the harmonic-summing plus some

other minor sub-modules are elements in the FDAS module that have been

well-optimised separately before. In this chapter, we explore the design space of

combining well-optimised designs, dealing with the ensuing need to trade-off

and compromise. Pipeline computing is employed to handle multiple input

arrays at high speed. The hardware targets employ multiple high-end FPGAs to

process the combined FDAS module. The results show interesting consequences,

where the best individual solutions are not necessarily the best solutions for

the speed of a pipeline where FPGA resources and memory bandwidth need

to be shared. By proposing multiple buffering techniques to the pipeline, the

combined FDAS module can achieve up to 2x speedup over implementations

without pipeline computing. We perform an extensive experimental evaluation

on multiple FPGA boards (Arria 10) hosted in a workstation and compare to a

technology comparable mid-range GPU.

5.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

For a large scale global project such as the Square Kilometre Array (SKA),

hundreds of research institutes and companies from over ten member countries

are enrolled [27]. Each research group is assigned a small task such as one or

several modules of the overall pipeline. After each module is investigated and

optimised, it needs to be integrated with modules from other groups to form the

whole pipeline. For software designs, different institutes can use the uniform

operating system such as Linux and development environment. A large number

of programming languages can be applied, and the software developers only

need to make sure the external application programming interface (API) can be

used by other groups.

Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and Graphics processing units

(GPUs) are two main types of accelerators in radio astronomy projects. For

GPU development, CUDA and OpenCL can be employed in the development

and the details vary based on the GPU brand. In terms of FPGA development,
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the traditional synthesis flow needs hardware description languages (HDLs)

such as Verilog HDL and VHDL, which is hard to understand let alone modify

for SKA collaborators (e.g., software engineers, physicists...) without expert

knowledge in hardware design. Besides the traditional flow, a large number of

high-level synthesis tools support a variety of high-level languages (compared

to HDLs) such as OpenCL [20], C/C++ [100], and Java [17]. In the SKA project,

a framework that executes across heterogeneous platforms such as OpenCL

is an excellent option for prototyping designs using acceleration hardware.

By applying OpenCL, the same kernel codes can be executed on both FPGAs

and GPUs without substantial modification, providing the same functionality

of the design. While this is very useful, the performance of a single OpenCL

design might vary strongly across platforms, due to the difference between

the structures of FPGAs and GPUs, and require some ’performance porting’

between different types of devices. The use of OpenCL makes the code more

accessible to non-hardware-designers, provides functional portability and easy

generational upgrades within a device type.

In this research, we investigate the Fourier domain acceleration search (FDAS)

module [77] of the pulsar search engine (PSS) within the SKA1-MID central

signal processor (CSP). The main function of the FDAS module is to remove the

smeared pulsar signals by using the correlation technique [78, 50]. It consists

of two main parts: FT convolution sub-module and harmonic-summing sub-

module. The FT convolution module is a compute-intensive application that

contains 85 FIR filters, with up to 400 coefficients (or taps). The harmonic-

summing module is a data-intensive application, and the main problem is

the large number of irregular memory accesses during processing. These two

modules have been individually investigated and well-optimised on high-end

FPGAs using OpenCL in previous research. The optimised designs can gain

better performance and consume less energy on FPGAs than that of GPU

designs while meeting the requirements. However, the optimised performance

might not be achieved when combining with other modules. More interestingly,

optimisation choices might be different when sub-modules are part of a larger

pipeline. We investigate in this chapter the combination of well-optimised
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designs, explore the design space and optimise the combination of designs. The

main contributions of this research are as follows:

• Design Space: exploit the design space of combining investigated imple-

mentations; three types of data transformation methods are investigated

to combine proposed FT convolution and harmonic summing implemen-

tations;

• Pipeline structure: adopting multiple buffering (double and triple buffer-

ing in this research) to improve the performance of investigated combina-

tions;

• Multiple Devices: multiple acceleration devices are employed in process-

ing the combined implementations. Different methods of partitioning the

workload across devices are investigated.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, the design space

of combining optimised modules is explored and the pipeline structure is in-

vestigated on multiple devices. Section 5.3 presents the experimental evaluation

results and their analysis. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 5.4.

5.2 C O M B I N I N G M O D U L E S A N D O P T I M I S AT I O N

5.2.1 FT Convolution and Harmonic Summing Designs

The FDAS module illustrated in Figure 5.1 is a part of the SKA1-MID CSP

element. The FDAS module consists of two main parts: 1) the FT convolution

module and 2) the harmonic-summing module. Both these modules have been

investigated and optimised for FPGAs before ([94]) and we very briefly review

the details in this section.

In previous research, different types of acceleration devices were employed

to evaluate the performance of the straight-forward and optimised approaches.

Two types of Intel high-end FPGAs (Stratix V, referred to as S5, and Arria 10,

referred to as A10) are compared with one mid-range AMD R7 GPU, referred
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Figure 5.1: Processing flow of Pulsar Search Engine (PSS) of SKA1 CSP system and
details of FDAS module

to as R7. The platform specifications are given in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The

FPGA and GPU cards are connected with the host through the PCIe bus.

Except for these platforms, the Intel Xeon Scalable processor with an in-

package Arria FPGA from the Hardware Accelerator Research Program is

employed in this research. The platform, referred to as HARP, has a 14 core

Xeon processor at 2.4GHz and an Intel Arria 10 GX1150 FPGA, which is the

same as the A10 card.

5.2.1.1 FT Convolution Module

The core computation part of the FT convolution module is to process Nchan

points with Ntemp FIR filters. The basic FIR filter implementation is investigated

in both time domain (TDFIR) and frequency domain (FDFIR). The optimised

methods are listed below and the aprameters are described in Table 5.1.

• TDFIR: OLA-Ntap−OLA

• FDFIR: AOLS-NFT−OLS
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Table 5.1: Parameters of FT-convolution methods and harmonic-summing methods

Parameter Description

Ntap−OLA Tap length of the OLA-TD-based method
NFT−OLS FFT length of OLS-FD-based method

S/M Represents single or multiple launch(es)
V/R Represents vectrise or replicate the kernel
Nparal Value of the parallelisation factor

NMultipleHP−H−preld Preloaded data size of the MultipleHP-H method

NMultipleHP−N−col
Number of processed columns of all Nhp harmonic

Planes per work group using MultipleHP-N

NMultipleHP−R−col
Number of processed columns of all Nhp harmonic

Planes per work group using MultipleHP-R

Npoints/wi
Number of processed points of all Nhp harmonic

Planes per work item

5.2.1.2 Harmonic Summing Module

Two types of methods for the processing in the harmonic-summing module

were investigated: SingleHP, where a single harmonic plane is processed

at a time, and MultipleHP, where multiple harmonic planes are processed

simultaneously. The optimised methods are listed below and the parameters

are described in Table 5.1.

• SingleHP

– SingleHP-(S/M, V/R, Nparal)

• MultipleHP

– Naïve-MultipleHP

– MultipleHP-H-(NMultipleHP−H−preld)

– MultipleHP-N-(NMultipleHP−N−col)

– MultipleHP-R-(NMultipleHP−R−col, Npoints/wi)
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5.2.2 Design Goals

The FT convolution module and harmonic summing module are well-optimised,

and each can meet the required time limitation using three high-end FPGAs.

The goal of this research is to combine these two modules while meeting the

requirements of the FDAS module, especially the time limitation.

As introduced above, the FDAS module contains two main parts: 1) FT

convolution and 2) harmonic summing (including candidate detection). The

accumulated latency of different parts is the overall latency tFDAS of the FDAS

module in processing one input array, namely the latencies of: the FT convolu-

tion (multiple FIR filters and power calculation) tFT, the FOP preparation tFOP,

and the harmonic summing tHM:

tFDAS = tFT + tFOP + tHM. (5.1)

Latency tFT is affected by three factors: the kernel launching overhead tklo,

the execution latency of each FT convolution kernel t
′
FTi

, and the number of

times NFT−launch the kernel is launched. Hence, tFT can be expressed as

tFT =
NFT−launch

∑
i=1

t
′
FTi

+
NFT−launch

∑
i=2

tkloi .

Depending on the combination of the FDAS sub-modules, tFOP might consist

of several parts such as discard tdiscard, transpose ttranspose, and reorder treorder

and can be expressed as

tFOP = B1tdiscard + B2ttranspose + B3treorder,

where the data types of B1, B2, and B3 are Boolean and the values depend on

the combined sub-module kernels. Latency tHM varies based on the applied

method.

Regarding the FOP preparation, it is a module that is added between the FT

convolution module and the harmonic-summing module, which is discussed in

Section 5.2.3.
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Based on the fastest results in Section 3.8 and Section 4.6, even the achiev-

able tFDAS is greater than tlimit. Because of the limited logic resources on the

FPGA, the fastest implementations of two modules cannot be merged into one

implementation. There are two alternatives: 1) keep the optimised kernels and

2) modify the optimised kernels to put the whole FDAS module in one FPGA

device.

There are two options without modifying the optimised implementations: 1)

use multiple FPGA devices or 2) reconfigure the FPGA device several times. For

the first solution, the data transfer rate between the host and devices becomes

an essential factor. With PCIe Gen3.0 for example, the theoretical latency of

loading half FOP (42× 221 points) from one device and sending it to another

device is about the same as tlimit. If the FOP preparation module is assigned

to the host processor, it makes the overall pulsar search pipeline impossible

to meet the required time limit. Regarding the second solution, it takes over

one second for both S5 and A10 to reconfigure the new bitstream file that is

over 10x times larger than tlimit which leaves alternative 2. If the optimised

kernels are modified to make all three modules fit into one FPGA device, tFDAS

becomes unimportant. The three parts of the FDAS module can work in parallel

in a pipeline by employing multiple buffering. Taking the triple buffering as an

example, each part can process points from different input arrays at the same

time, and the slowest section of these three kernels determines the execution

latency of a new input array. The combination of these three parts becomes an

important issue. In this research, we investigate the suitable combination of

the optimised implementations for a given FPGA device. The total number of

combinations is the product of the number of FT convolution methods and the

number of harmonic-summing methods. These combinations can be categorised

into four types: TDFIR + SingleHP, TDFIR + MultipleHP, FDFIR + SingleHP

and FDFIR + MultipleHP.
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5.2.3 FOP Preparing

As introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the output plane from the FT

convolution and the needed plane for the harmonic summing varies based on

different implementations. To make the FT convolution output plane fits the

harmonic summing input plane, the output from the FT convolution module

has to be transformed, and we add an FOP preparing module to connect these

two modules. There are three types of transform processing: (a) transpose,

(b) discard, and (c) reorder, which are depicted in Figure 5.2.

For the TDFIR-based FT convolution implementation, each row of the output

plane is the output from an FIR filter (Figure 5.2(a)). However, processing

column by column might be more efficient for some harmonic summing imple-

mentations. In this case, the output plane has to be transposed.

The output plane of the FDFIR-based FT convolution implementation (Fig-

ure 5.2(b)) contains a number of slices of invalid data and these data need to be

discarded to get the standard FOP.

The MultipleHP-R kernel performs better than other MultipleHP-based

harmonic-summing kernels, however, the input plane is not the standard FOP

but the reordered FOP (rFOP). To generate the rFOP, the output plane has to

be padded and reordered (Figure 5.2(c)).

Based on different combinations, these three types of transform could be

combined. If the output plane is the same as the needed input plane, the FOP

preparing module can be removed. For example, if the FT convolution output

plane is the left plane in Figure 5.2(b) and the needed input is the right plane

in Figure 5.2(c), all these three transforms have to be applied orderly (discard +

transpose + reorder) in the FOP preparing kernel.

5.2.4 Pipeline Computing

Instead of processing one input array, the FDAS module keeps running (24/7)

when it is employed and will process a constant stream of input signals. The

main purpose of this research is to optimise the execution latency of multiple
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Figure 5.2: Three types of processing the output plane of the FT convolution module:
(a) Transpose, (b) Discard, and (c) Reorder.

input arrays, i.e. the throughput, but not the overall execution latency of a single

input array tFDAS. Therefore, we investigate the pipeline processing of the FDAS

module. Given the three sub-modules, the ideal execution latency for each input

array in a pipeline, which is the pipeline period, is max(tFT, tFOP, tHM) and

the number of required buffers depends on tFDAS and max(tFT, tFOP, tHM),

which is illustrated in Figure 5.3. If max(tFT, tFOP, tHM) ≥ tFDAS/2, double

buffering can be employed, and when max(tFT, tFOP, tHM) < tFDAS/2, it is

recommended to adopt triple buffering.

Note that tFDAS of the two combinations in Figure 5.3 are the same, but

the max(tFT, tFOP, tHM) < tFDAS/2 combination performs better than another

combination when employing pipeline processing, as the pipeline stages are

more balanced in the latter case. For combinations where the slowest part is

no less than tFDAS/2, the parallelisation factors of the three combined kernels

can be adjusted to reduce max(tFT, tFOP, tHM) to a value smaller than tFDAS/2

while aiming that tFDAS is not increased. In other words, the objective of

our research here is to minimise max(tFT, tFOP, tHM) within the resource and

bandwidth limits of the FPGA by carefully investigating how to best combine

and configure the optimised kernels of the sub-modules.
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Figure 5.3: Execution latency of single and multiple input arrays using double and
triple buffering

5.2.4.1 Device Limitation

As an accelerator, the FPGA devices are connected to the host processor through

the PCIe bus. There are three major parts that limit the device performance:

FPGA resource, off-chip memory, and the PCIe bus.

fpga resources The logic cells, DSP blocks, and (embedded) RAM blocks

are three main types of FPGA resources, and the limit of each kind of resource

leads to different problems. The logic cells are employed to handle the necessary

fixed-point operations and the shift register. The number of DSP blocks decides

the number of parallelised floating-point operations such as multiplications.

Regarding the RAM blocks, they are the main on-chip memory, and the number

of RAM blocks restricts the amount of data that can be stored in local memory

during processing.

off-chip memory Two factors regarding the off-chip memory are dis-

cussed: 1) data transfer rate and 2) off-chip memory size.
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Because the FOP is stored in off-chip memory, the transfer rate between

FPGA and off-chip memory affects the overall performance directly. The off-

chip memory type and the width of the connected data bus are factors that

determine the theoretical transfer rate. The FPGA acceleration cards employed

in this research use DDR3 memory and the HARP platform uses DDR4 memory.

Regarding the bit-width of the data bus, the S5 card has two memory banks

and connects each memory bank with a 64-bit data bus, which has 128-bit data

bus in total. Regarding the A10 card, each memory bank is connected with a

72-bit data bus, and the sum of two memory banks is 144. Hence, under the

same operation frequency, the data transfer rate of A10 is faster than that of S5.

The off-chip memory size affects the performance especially when mul-

tiple buffering is adopted. Taking the triple buffering (in Figure 5.3) as an

example, if the off-chip memory size is not large enough to hold three FOPs

but will hold two FOPs, the implementation is restricted to double buffering.

In this case, the execution latency for a new input array might be increased

to tFDAS −max(tFT, tFOP, tHM), which is larger than tFDAS/2, assuming that

max(tFT, tFOP, tHM) ≤ tFDAS/2 (the case for triple buffering).

data transfer bus The PCIe bus is the main connection between the

host processor and FPGA devices. The transfer rate affects the performance

especially when the data has to be transferred between host and device during

processing. It is determined by the generation of the PCIe bus and the number

of lanes connected to the FPGA devices. For example, PCIe Gen3.0 (used in the

A10 board) provides 8.0GTrans f ers/s per lane, while the latest Gen4.0 provides

16.0GTrans f ers/s per lane. The number of lanes can vary between 1 and 16 but

is usually either 8 (used in the S5 and A10 board) or 16 for FPGA acceleration

cards.

Besides the PCIe bus, the Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) is employed

in HARP. It is a point-to-point interconnect released by Intel. The QPI can be

operated at up to 4.8GHz and the data transfer rate can be tens of GB/s.
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5.2.4.2 Performance Factors

The performance of the pipelined FDAS module is mainly influenced by three

factors: 1) parallelisation factor for each sub-module, 2) maximum frequency of

the kernels, and 3) the global memory bandwidth.

parallelisation factor The optimised kernels take full advantage of

devices (such as logic resource and off-chip memory bandwidth) and some

kernels even use up one type of resource such as the TDFIR kernel on S5

consumes all DSP blocks. To integrate several kernels on one FPGA device, the

optimised kernels need to compromise each other, and the straight-forward

solution is to reduce the parallelisation factors of the optimised kernel. This

obviously leads to an increase in the execution latency of the individual kernels.

kernel frequency The high percentage of resource usage of a combined

kernel makes it complex and hard to be implemented by the OpenCL compiler

and synthesis tools. This affects the maximum kernel frequency at which it can

run, which directly influences the performance.

off-chip memory bandwidth In pipeline computing, two or three

kernels are executed simultaneously (Figure 5.3). If the total needed off-chip

memory bandwidth surpasses the theoretical off-chip memory bandwidth, these

kernels might not perform as fast as when executed. In this case, the maximum

execution latency max(tFT, tFOP, tHM) is increased and the performance drops.

5.2.5 Host and Device

5.2.5.1 Data Transfer Approaches

For FPGA-based OpenCL, there are mainly two types of data transfer ap-

proaches between host and accelerator (FPGA): 1) general buffer transfer and 2)

shared virtual memory (SVM).
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general buffer transfer In an OpenCL host program, a buffer object

(one-dimensional) can be transferred between the device off-chip memory (i.e.,

OpenCL global memory) and the host memory using the clEnqueueReadBuffer

and clEnqueueWriteBuffer functions. For two- or three-dimensional buffers,

the clEnqueueReadImage and clEnqueueWriteImage are employed. The transfer

is realised via the PCIe bus and the rate depends on its specification, see above.

shared virtual memory Using shared virtual memory (SVM) is a

technique to extend the (OpenCL) global memory region into the host memory

region. It is supported by the OpenCL 2.0 specification, and the host processor

and device(s) need a shared memory system. Since the A10 and S5 devices

have no physical shared memory with the host and the SVM technique is not

supported there. For the Intel Xeon processor platform with an integrated Arria

10 FPGA, referred to as Xeon+FPGA, the FPGA and processor are in the same

package. An illustration of this is given is Figure 1.5. Inside the FPGA, the

accelerated function unit (AFU) is available to be programmed by the developer,

the other interfacing blocks are provided by Intel. The core cache interface (CCI)

provides a base platform memory interface that exposes physical channels as

a single, multiplexed read/write memory interface. The embedded FPGA is

connected to the computer system memory (DDR4) through several physical

channels such as PCIe and Intel QPI.

The memory properties factory (MPF) block in Figure 1.5 is optional. If it is

not added, the AFU is connected to the FPGA interface unit (FIU) through the

CCI. When it is employed, it is instantiated as a CCI-to-CCI bridge, maintaining

the same interface but adding new semantics. The main advantage of MPF is

that it can translate the virtual address to a physical address and the FPGA and

CPU can share pointers with each other. As can be seen in Figure 5.4, the AFU

can share the same virtual address with the host processor after adding the

MPF. Regarding the data transfer rate, the shared virtual memory (SVM) has

an advantage over general data transfer without changing the virtual address

to a physical address. It can gain around 2x times speedup over general data

transfer in real processing.
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Figure 5.4: Changes of memory spaces after adding the MPF

5.2.5.2 Tasks on the host

The FPGA devices are employed as the accelerator, so naturally distributing

and balancing tasks between the host and the device are investigated. Due to

the usual performance penalty for transferring data between host and device, it

is recommended to execute most or all tasks on the device. However, there are

situations where data has to be transferred back to the host during processing.

1) The execution latency of a task on the host is significantly faster than that

on the device.

Although FPGA devices perform better than the host in a wide range of

applications, they still have a weak point in serial processing. If a task is

arranged to be executed by the host, the data transfer rate between the host and

devices becomes the main issue. Hence, when determining the performance

advantage of the host processor or FPGAs, the inflicted data transfer delay

needs to be considered in the analysis.

2) Data dependency of using multiple devices

This situation happens when multiple devices are employed in executing the

same input array. The host can then become the master that needs to manage

the dependences and communications between the sub-tasks and the devices.
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Of course, the ideal case in designing the FDAS module is to avoid transferring

data between the host and devices while processing as much as possible.

5.2.6 Multiple Devices

When employing more than one FPGA device for the acceleration, there are two

obvious approaches: using 1) the same configuration (bitstream) file (single)

or 2) different configuration files (multiple) for the programming of the FPGA

devices.

5.2.6.1 Single Configuration File

single input array Multiple devices for a single input array can be

necessary if tFDAS > tlimit. Except for the MultipleHP-R method, the opti-

mised harmonic-summing implementations on a single device take longer than

the required time limit. When multiple devices (Ndevices) are employed, the

harmonic-summing task can be split into Ndevices independent parts and each

FPGA device processes 1/Ndevices of the FOP. In this case, the ideal execution

latency drops to max(tFT, tFOP, tHM/Ndevices).

For the FT convolution module and FOP preparation module, each of the

Ndevices devices generates the full FOP, and it is unnecessary for a device to

communicate with other devices while processing. Processing a single input

array while all devices are configured with the same bitstream file, the same

FOP is generated Ndevices times.

multiple input arrays For multiple input arrays, the host sends Ndevices

different input array to Ndevices FPGA devices and Ndevices input arrays are

processed in parallel. Compared with a single device, the ideal execution

latency for multiple devices reduces to max(tFT, tFOP, tHM)/Ndevices,

max(tFT, tFOP, tHM)

Ndevices
≤ max(tFT, tFOP,

tHM

Ndevices
).
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Hence, the multiple input arrays approach has a theoretical advantage when

tHM = max(tFT, tFOP, tHM).

5.2.6.2 Multiple Configuration Files

For some combinations, the FT convolution and harmonic-summing have to

compromise with each other by reducing their parallelisation factors or scales.

This leads to a decrease in performance for both parts. By using multiple devices,

each device can be configured with one or two functions while taking full

advantage of the device resources. In Figure 5.3, each stage can be assigned to a

device and the number of buffering equals the number of devices. For example,

when max(tFT, tFOP, tHM) < tFDAS/2, three devices need to be installed and

each device is configured with only one module.

The main problem with this method is the frequent communication between

the host and the devices. The host needs to keep organizing data between

different devices. This method requires a high transfer rate between the host

and devices such as high generation PCIe and QPI.

5.2.7 A Case Study

Before we systematically evaluate the pipeline design and the many combi-

nations of the different sub-module kernels, let us have a closer look at the

combination of the FDFIR+MultipleHP-N kernels as a case study. The execu-

tion latency of one input array using three devices is depicted in Figure 5.5 (top).

Three devices are configured with the same file and the harmonic-summing

part of each device processes 1/3 of a half-FOP. The FDFIR filter is parallelised

twice (i.e., two filters working in parallel), so the FT convolution kernel needs

to be launched NFT−launch = 21 times (as there are 42 filters to be applied).

Ignoring the FT convolution kernel launching overhead, the execution latency

tFT is ∑21
i=1 t

′
FTi

. The FOP preparation kernel contains discard and transpose,

and the harmonic summing kernel processes 1/3 of the overall task.

As can be seen in the basic execution latency (top), tHM ≥ max(tFT, tFOP)

but smaller than tFDAS/2. Based on the discussion in Section 5.2.4, we can infer
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the execution latency of multiple input arrays using triple buffering. Ideally, the

execution latency of each part remains the same as that of executing one input

array. The time cost for one new input array is tHM in this example, Figure 5.5

(Middle).

However, the real execution latency of multiple input arrays takes much

longer than the ideal case. The real result and details are given in Figure 5.5

(Bottom) as well. When the FOP preparation part is processing, the FT convo-

lution part is severely affected, and the tHM is increased as well. Because two

FIR filters are working in parallel, the discard kernel is launched twice for two

output groups. In the zoomed in part, during the discard processing, the FT

convolution kernels are launched 8x times to process the next input array using

16 FIR filters, and the 9th FT convolution kernel is launched with the transpose

kernel. The average value of t
′
FT1

to t
′
FT8

is larger the that of t
′
FT10

to t
′
FT21

and

t
′
FT9

is several times larger than others. The value of t
′
FT9

is about the same as

tdiscard + ∑21
i=9 t

′
FTi

/12.

The main reason for the stretch of t
′
FT1

to t
′
FT9

is the limited global memory

bandwidth (GMB) of the FPGA device. The discard, transpose, and FT convolu-

tion kernels all depend heavily on the GMB. When two of them are processing

at the same time, the needed GMB exceeds the device GMB. For the transpose

kernel, it exhausts the device GMB while processing alone. When the transpose

and FT convolution kernels are launched together, the FT convolution kernel is

pended until the transpose kernel has been finished. When the three parts are

processing in parallel, the value of tFT will be larger than that of in the zoomed

part in Figure 5.5. In real processing, the FT convolution becomes the dominant

kernel and it determines the time delay until the next new input array can be

processed (i.e., the pipeline period).

5.3 E X P E R I M E N T S A N D R E S U LT S

This section experimentally evaluates the design space of the FDAS module

pipeline, by considering a large number of combinations of the optimised

kernels of the sub-modules and their design parameters. The advantage of the
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Figure 5.5: Limitation of the global memory bandwidth in pipeline computing

multiple buffering technique is evaluated and multiple acceleration devices

are employed to accelerate the FDAS module. The combinations are assessed

according to their resource usage, execution latency, and energy dissipation

and power consumption.

5.3.1 Resource Usage

The high-end Arria 10 FPGAs are installed to evaluate the combinations of

FT convolution and harmonic-summing modules. All combinations are imple-

mented using Intel FPGA-based OpenCL, and all combined FDAS kernels are

compiled using AOCL version 16.0.0.222.

For the FT convolution module, the OLA-TD and OLS-FD methods are

used. The OLA-Nparal kernel, which parallelises Nparal complex SPF multipli-

cations, and the AOLS-NOLS−FT, which split the input array into a group of

chunks whose each length is NOLS−FT, are employed to combine with harmonic-

summing modules. Taking the OLA-128 kernel as an example, it has to be

launched four times to implement a 421-tap FIR filter, and its execution latency
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is the same as would be for a 512-tap FIR filter, as 91 taps are unused (set to

zero).

For the harmonic summing modules, the SingleHP-(S, R, 8) kernel is selected

for the SingleHP method and the Naïve-MultipleHP, MultipleHP-N-(1), and

MultipleHP-R-(16, 4) are chosen for the MultipleHP method. The parallelisa-

tion factors of the harmonic summing module are the largest values that can

be compiled successfully by the AOC when combining with the FT convolu-

tion module. The MultipleHP-H method is based on the Naïve-MultipleHP

method and the best-performing implementation, which is the MultipleHP-H-

(5× 213), cannot be combined with other kernels as it exhausts the available

FPGA resources. When the NMultipleHP−H−preld is decreased to reduce resources,

it performs worse than the Naïve-MultipleHP kernel, so it is not considered in

this research.

In summary, for the two types of FT convolution and the four types of

the harmonic-summing, there are a total of eight FDAS combinations, listed

in detail in Table 5.2. The table also provides resource usage and achievable

frequencies of these combinations. Because each of the FT convolution and

harmonic-summing parts contains at least one kernel, there are two or more

independent kernels in the FDAS module. Each kernel in the FDAS module is

compiled as an independent kernel. To arrange multiple independent kernels

in a target FPGA, the compiler has to add more restrictions than compiling a

single kernel. Although some successfully compiled kernels use less than half

of the device resources, the parallelisation factors still cannot be increased as

the compilation then fails. For each of the combinations in Table 5.2, several

parallelisation factors are tested, and the combination with the fastest execution

latency is recorded. As combination FDFIR+MultipleHP-R for example, AOLS-

1024, AOLS-2048, and AOLS-4096 are combined with MultipleHP-R-(16, 4),

MultipleHP-R-(16, 8), MultipleHP-R-(64, 4), and MultipleHP-R-(64, 8), which

are 12 combinations in total. In these 12 combinations, only three combina-

tions can be successfully compiled. In these three combinations, the AOLS-

2048+MultipleHP-R-(16, 4) provides better performance than other successfully

compiled combinations such as AOLS-1024+MultipleHP-R-(16, 4).
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Among these combinations, the OLA-128+Naïve-MultipleHP and OLA-128

+SingleHP-(S, R, 8) do not require the FOP preparation kernel. For combina-

tions that contain the MultipleHP-R-(16, 4) kernel, if the FOP preparation task

is assigned to the host processor, the FOP preparation module does not need

to be implemented in the FPGA. The resource usage and kernel frequency of

independent and combined implementations of these four kernels are given in

Table 5.3. As expected, the frequency of the combined kernel is lower than each

of its element kernels. The DSP block usage is slightly larger than the sum of

the element kernels. The logic cell and RAM blocks utilisations of a combined

kernel are larger than that of each element kernel, however, smaller than the

sum of all element kernels. The reason is that the default BSP package (i.e.

interfacing IP blocks) costs logic cells and RAM blocks but is not using any DSP

blocks and is incurred only once, independent of the number of instantiated

kernels.

5.3.2 Latency Evaluation

We experimentally evaluated all the combinations of Table 5.2 and their execu-

tion latencies are given in Table 5.4. Only the single configuration file approach

in Section 5.2.6 is employed in this section. The recorded values are the exe-

cution latencies of processing one input array (221 complex SPF points) while

applying 42 FIR filters (half of the FOP). Both serial processing and processing

using the multiple buffering technique were evaluated. For multiple devices,

only the multiple buffering-based processing approach is tested. The major

positive observation from the results in Table 5.4 is that by applying the multiple

buffering technique, the same kernel combination can achieve up to 2x speedup

over non-multiple buffering based processing.

Except for the OLA-256+Naïve-MultipleHP combination, all combinations

that contain the OLA-TD method apply the OLA-128 kernel. The value 128

is the largest number of power of two that can be implemented within the

combination. For the combination that contains the MultipleHP-R method, the
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FOP preparation module is evaluated by executing on both host processor or

FPGA device(s).

For AOLS+Naïve-MultipleHP and AOLS+MultipleHP-N, the tHM is larger

than 1
2 tFDAS, so the single configuration file with single input array approach

(in Section 5.2.6) is applied to split the harmonic-summing task evenly for

multiple devices, ×3 in this research, see the last two rows of Table 5.4. For the

configuration parameters of harmonic-summing kernels, the applied values are

the largest that can be successfully compiled by AOC for the A10 FPGA. For

the reset combinations on three devices, they all process multiple input arrays

in parallel.

Except for the FDFIR+MultipleHP-R combination, the FDFIR-based combi-

nations perform better than these TDFIR-based combinations . For combinations

that contain the OLA-128 kernel, the execution latencies of the FT convolution

part are all around 2s, which makes them noncompetitive with FDFIR-based

combinations.

In terms of the FDFIR+MultipleHP-R combination, even though the MultipleHP-

R method is the fastest among the proposed harmonic-summing methods, the

FOP preparation part is inefficient and the FPGA-based implementation is

slower than using the host processor. It takes 0.6s on the host processor and

over 8s on an A10 device, which is over 12x times slower. For the FPGA-based

implementation, the reorder part in the FOP preparation kernel has to leave

enough resources for the main operations and it cannot be parallelised with a

large parallelisation factor. This makes the execution latency of the FOP prepa-

ration part grow up to 8.4s. If the FOP preparation task is moved to the host

processor, it can process one input array at a time using all threads, and the

pipeline computing on multiple devices becomes impossible. By considering the

FOP reordering, the advantage of the MultipleHP-R method in low execution

latency disappears.

5.3.2.1 Xeon+FPGA (HARP) and GPUs

The Intel HARP (Xeon+FPGA) platform, which was introduced in Chapter 1,

supports SVM-based data transfer and it is especially interesting to evalu-
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Table 5.5: Comparison of AOLS-2048+MultipleHP-R-(16, 4) on HARP and I7 + A10
device

Platform SVM Kernel frequency tFT tFOP tHM tFDAS

transform (MHz) (ms) (ms) (ms) (ms)

Xeon+FPGA Yes 225.0 347 560 122 1,029

I7 + A10 No 185.2 190 633 149 972

ate the combinations that require reordering on it. We evaluated the FDFIR+

MultipleHP-R combination (AOLS-2048+MultipleHP-R-(16, 4)), and the re-

sults are given in Table 5.5. The same kernel can achieve higher kernel frequency

on HARP than on the I7 + A10 system. While the execution latency of each

FIR filter of the FT convolution module on HARP is shorter than on I7 + A10,

the kernel launching overhead on HARP is higher, which makes the total exe-

cution latency of 42 FIR filters longer than that on I7 + A10. The main reason

is that the host processor part of the HARP performs worse than I7. Regarding

the FOP preparation module, which is processed on the host processor, the

SVM transfer on HARP is about 1.7x times faster than the general transfer on

I7 + A10. However, the performance of the host Xeon processor is over 1.6x

times worse than that of the independent I7. This weakens the advantage of

SVM-based implementation over the general transfer based implementation. It

can be seen that the overall tFDAS on the HARP platform is 6% lower than that

on the I7 + A10.

Regarding the R7 GPU, since the single work-item kernels such as candidate

detection and FOP preparation are efficient for GPUs, we only compare the

combinations that consists of NDRange kernels to not distort the result in

favour of the FPGAs. The details of the execution latencies of the GPU-based

combinations are given in Table 5.6. The parallelisation factors are for the

FPGA-based kernels and some of them do not work for GPU-based kernels.

Though R7 supports running multiple kernels currently, the large number of

work-groups of FT convolution kernels and harmonic-summing kernels make

it fail to execute multiple kernels concurrently. It can be seen that the pipeline

period of a single A10 is over 1.35x times slower than that of R7, however, three
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A10 cards provider better performance than R7. Also, remember that the R7

implementation does less work as candidate detection is not included.

5.3.2.2 Less Filter Coefficients

Among the TDFIR-based combinations, OLA-256+Naïve-MultipleHP is the

fastest that is comparable with FDFIR-based combinations. If the average FIR

length Ntap can be reduced, the performance of the TDFIR-based combinations

become comparable with those of the FDFIR-based combinations. The execution

performance of combinations with reduced Ntap is given in Table 5.7. Since the

experiments so far showed that tFT is dominating in the FDAS module for the

TDFIR-based combinations, the decrease of Ntap directly leads to a reduced

execution latency. Still, the tFT of a TDFIR-based combination, after reducing

Ntap, might be still be longer than that of FDFIR-based combinations. However,

the sum of tFT + tdiscard + ttranspose for the FDFIR-based combination can be

larger than the tFT of the TDFIR-based combination.

5.3.3 Energy Dissipation and Power Consumption

In this section, we measure the power consumption and energy dissipation

of the kernels on the A10 cards. Since we have no physical access to the Intel

HARP platform, we were not able to measure those metrics on that platform.

Regarding the A10 device, we measure the overall system power consumption

in idle status Pidle, including FPGA device(s), and the running power Prunning

when the system is executing kernels on FPGA device(s). The real power

consumption can be achieved by calculating the difference of Prunning and

Pidle. When an A10 card is installed in the host, it costs about 20W without

launching any kernels. In this case, if the kernel is launched on a single FPGA,

only one FPGA device is installed. For kernels running on three devices, three

FPGA acceleration cards are installed. To make sure the measured Prunning is

stable, each combination is launched hundreds of times using a loop, which

takes longer than one minute. The power consumption is measured using a

plug-in power meter (Ego smart socket ESS-AU). When a device is configured
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Table 5.7: Execution latencies of combinations with reduced Ntap using multiple buffer-
ing on three A10 devices (ms)

Reduced Ntap
OLA-128+ OLA-128+ OLA-128+

Naïve-MultipleHP MultipleHP-N SingleHP

422 568 742 657

256 283 370 328

128 142 226 235

with a new bitstream file, the Pidle might be changed slightly. To remove this

interference factor, the power consumption of each combination is measured by

1) first shutting down the host for a minute to cool down the host and device(s),

2) boot the system, and 3) execute the kernel directly.

The power consumption and energy dissipation of different types of com-

binations on a single A10 device are given in Table 5.8. The overall energy

dissipation (Prunning × tMB) and absolute energy ((Prunning − Pidle)× tMB) dis-

sipation are calculated based on Pidle, Prunning, and kernel execution latencies

for one input array, where tMBis the latency using the multiple buffering tech-

nique in Table 5.4 (using 42 FIR filters). Based on the number of installed

devices the power consumption in idle status are Pidle−FPGA×1 = 49W and

Pidle−FPGA×3 = 89W.

The first observation is that the power consumption Prunning does only vary

between 57W and 69W, whereas the energy dissipation varies significantly

more, which is of course due to the large difference in execution latencies (see

Table 5.4). For the same combination, the overall energy dissipation by applying

pipeline computing is lower than that without pipeline computing. Regarding

the absolute energy dissipation, applying pipeline computing costs less energy

for most of the combinations. For the TDFIR+SingleHP and TDFIR+Naïve-

MultipleHP combinations, the absolute energy dissipation of the pipeline

computing-based implementations are about the same as those of without

pipeline computing. The reason is that the longest part of these combinations,

which is max(tFT, tFOP, tHM), takes a high proportion in the overall execution

latency, hence the pipeline is not balanced enough to provide more benefit.

FDFIR+SingleHP is the only combination that consumes more energy using
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Table 5.8: Power consumption and energy dissipation of a single A10 device in execut-
ing the FDAS kernels

FDAS module Pipeline Prunning Overall Absolute
Combinations computing energy energy

(W) (J) (J)

FDFIR+MultipleHP-R No 66 180.2 46.4
(FOP preparing in host)
FDFIR+MultipleHP-R No 59 519.2 88.0

FDFIR+Naïve-MultipleHP No 59 50.6 8.6
Yes 60 30.6 6.3

FDFIR+MultipleHP-N No 60 58.6 10.7
Yes 63 35.9 8.0

FDFIR+SingleHP No 62 48.7 10.2
Yes 64 43.5 10.2

TDFIR+SingleHP No 60 159.7 29.3
Yes 69 135.7 39.3

TDFIR+Naïve-MultipleHP No 57 120.8 17.0
Yes 59 100.2 17.0

TDFIR+MultipleHP-N No 57 166.2 23.3
Yes 59 130.9 22.2
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not

Table 5.9: Power consumption and energy dissipation of three A10 devices in executing
the FDAS kernels using pipeline computing

FDAS module Prunning Overall energy Absolute energy
Combinations (W) (J) (J)

FDFIR+SingleHP 133 30.3 (×1.4) 10.4 (×1)
FDFIR+Naïve-MultipleHP 128 24.3 (×1.26) 7.4 (×0.85)
FDFIR+Naïve-MultipleHP

126 38.7 11.4
(1/3 of FOP)

FDFIR+MultipleHP-N 123 27.6 (×1.3) 8.7 (×0.92)
TDFIR+SingleHP 117 76.8 (×1.77) 18.4 (×2.13)

TDFIR+Naïve-MultipleHP 108 61.3 (×1.63) 10.8 (×1.57)
TDFIR+MultipleHP-N 111 82.1 (×1.6) 16.3 (×1.36)

pipeline computing. The main reason is that the ratio of tFT/tFDAS is over

75%, making the execution latency for a single input array close to the pipeline

period, in other words, the pipelining in not efficient. In addition, the power con-

sumption of pipeline computing is larger than that without pipeline computing,

likely due to the need of additional buffers and the implicit communications

and the fact that more processing is happening at the same time.

When three A10 are installed to accelerate the FDAS module, the Prunning is

about 2x times higher than those using the single A10 device, which is given

in Table 5.9. The power consumption of the FDFIR+SingleHP combination is

the highest among these implementations, however, the power consumption

for three A10 cards is only 104W (133W − 29W), where Pidle−noFPGA is 29W. It

can be found that it is smaller than that of a single mid-range GPU device, not

to mention high-end GPU platforms, which can cost up to 300W per device.

For the TDFIR+SingleHP combination on GPU (in Figure 5.6), the power

consumption for one R7 card is 97W, which is larger than the value in Table

5.9, which is 88W (117W − 29W).

By installing three devices, the overall energy dissipation of processing one

input array drops when compared with single device-based processing. How-

ever, the absolute energy dissipations for FDFIR-based combinations are all

increased in some degree. For the TDFIR-based combinations, the absolute

energy dissipations are all decreased. For the FDFIR+Naïve-MultipleHP com-
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Table 5.10: Power consumption and energy dissipation of three A10 devices in execut-
ing the FDAS module combinations using pipeline computing with reduced
Ntap (Ntap = 128); energy ratios of Ntap = 421 over Ntap = 128 are given in
(×∗)

FDAS module Prunning Overall energy Absolute energy
Combinations (W) (J) (J)

TDFIR+SingleHP 119
28.0 7.1

(×2.7) (×2.6)

TDFIR+Naïve-MultipleHP 114
25.8 5.7

(×3.2) (×2.9)

TDFIR+MultipleHP-N 110
15.6 3.0

(×3.9) (×3.6)

bination, the implementation that processes one input array on three devices

(each device processes 1/3 of half FOP) costs more energy than the implemen-

tation that processes three input arrays on three devices. Though processing

one input array on three devices needs less power, the same FT convolution

and FOP preparing tasks are executed three times. Among these combinations,

the absolute costs of FDFIR+Naïve-MultipleHP on the single device and three

devices are both the smallest, so is the execution latency in Table 5.4.

Regarding the reduction of the average tap Ntap, when the Ntap is reduced

from 422 to 128, the power consumption and energy dissipation of TDFIR-based

combinations are decreased, and the overall energy consumption is up to 3.9x

times that of the original implementation, which is shown in Table 5.10.

5.4 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this chapter, we have investigated the combination of two well-optimised

pulsar search modules: the FT convolution module and the harmonic-summing

module. We explored the design space of the FDAS module combinations

with different conditions and parallelisation factors using OpenCL. An FOP

preparation module that transforms the FOP based on the demand of the two

neighbouring modules was added to connect them. We also investigated multi-

ple buffering strategies and assigning the tasks to multiple devices. As expected,
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after combining the well-optimised kernels, the frequency of the combined ker-

nel was slower than any of its element kernels. The evaluation showed that the

method with the best independent individual performance might not provide

good performance when combined with other modules. Applying the multiple

buffering technique, the combination kernel gains up to 2x times processing

speedup. Among the evaluated combinations, the FDFIR+Naïve-MultipleHP

performed best and it needed less power and cost less energy than any other

investigated combination. Most of the TDFIR-based combinations perform

worse than the FDFIR-based combinations. When the average length of the FIR

filters can be reduced, the TDFIR-based combinations showed a high potential

in achieving higher performance while costing less energy.





6 C O N C L U S I O N S

The pulsar search engine of the SKA1-MID project contains many compute-

intensive and data-intensive signal processing modules. Because of the re-

stricted real-time requirements, hardware accelerators are necessary for such a

large-scale radio astronomy project. Since the accelerator devices need to keep

running for several years 24/7, energy-efficient high-performance computing

devices become the ideal hardware for the SKA project.

This thesis investigated, designed and optimised compute-intensive and

data-intensive pulsar search modules on FPGA hardware accelerators using

high-level synthesis approaches. Besides these, the combination of multiple well-

optimised designs was researched. Two high-level synthesis tools, OpenCL and

Maxeler, were investigated initially. The development efficiency and achievable

performance of these two approaches, wherethe performance and ease of use

of OpenCL was superior to that of Maxeler in all cases and hence used in the

subsequent chapters.

Employing the high-level development approach, this thesis focused on

three topics : 1) investigation and development of several designs for the

compute-intensive pulsar search module–FT convolution, 2) investigation and

development of several designs for the data-intensive pulsar search module–

harmonic-summing with a large number of irregular accesses to memory, and

3) combining multiple of these well-optimised designs and employing pipeline

computing on multiple acceleration devices.

177
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optimising compute-intensive module The optimisation of a compute-

intensive module–FT convolution for pulsar search was investigated. Because of

the limitations of memory bandwidth and resources on the FPGA, overlap-add

and overlap-save algorithms were employed to make it possible for a high-end

FPGA to implement multiple large FIR filters and process large size input sig-

nals. A variety of approaches in implementing TDFIR and FDFIR were designed

and experimentally evaluated. The results showed that the high-level synthesis

approach can well be used to develop FPGA solutions efficiently while achiev-

ing high-performance computing for such operations. The FPGA-based FDFIR

kernels perform better than TDFIR kernels for lengthy FIR filters. Even though

the achieved performance is higher for TDFIR, the FDFIR computation is more

efficient. We studied different designs and configurations of the proposed FIR

filters to exploit the available FPGA resources as much as possible. To evaluate

the portability of FPGA-based kernels, two appropriate kernels were tested on

GPU. The results demonstrated that the latencies of the FPGA-based FDFIR

kernels are smaller than those of GPU-based kernels. We also investigated the

use of multiple FPGA devices and the computation of multiple filters. Three S5

FPGA devices performed better than a single R7 GPU device while being more

power efficient.

optimising irregular memory accesses A data-intensive module

with a large number of irregular memory accesses–harmonic-summing for

pulsar search was investigated and FPGA solutions were designed. Two ap-

proaches of the harmonic-summing were studied: 1) store intermediate data

in off-chip memory and 2) process the input signals directly without storing

intermediate data. For the second approach, since a naïve implementation

did not provide good performance, two approaches of preloading data were

proposed and evaluated: 1) preloading points that are touched frequently 2)

preloading all necessary points that are used to generate a chunk of output

points. For the necessary points approaches, the reordering of input signals was

investigated as well. The experimental evaluation demonstrated that kernels
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with intermediate data storage perform worse than kernels without storing

intermediate data in both execution latency and power consumption.

combining optimised modules The combination of two well-optimised

pulsar search modules, FT convolution module and harmonic-summing mod-

ule, was investigated. The design space of the FDAS module combinations

with different conditions and parallelisation factors was exploited. An FOP

preparation module that transforms the FOP based on the demand of two

neighbouring modules was added to connect these modules. The strategy of

multiple buffering and assigning the tasks to multiple devices was investigated.

The evaluation showed that the method with the best independent performance

might not provide a good performance when combining with each other. Af-

ter applying the multiple buffering technique, the combination kernel gained

significant improvement in processing performance.

To sum up, this research has contributed to designs and solutions for large

scale computational problems from the area of Radio Astronomy using FPGA

as high-performance, low power accelerators.The proposals solutions are part

of the official design documents of the SKA project. Because of the needs for fast

prototyping and portability to other platforms (i.e., CPUs and GPUs), OpenCL,

a high-level programming technique, was investigated and employed to imple-

ment the proposed designs and demonstrated its viability and performance

potential. It also made the proposed designs accessible to non-hardware-design

experts.

Future Avenues of Research

This research investigated a number of optimisations for compute-intensive

and data-intensive pulsar search modules, which provide the foundation for

future research. The key topics for further investigation are as follows:

• Extend to other complex compute-intensive applications such as the Fold-

ing and Optimisation of Final Candidates (FLDO) module. The FLDO is a

software/firmware module. It contains four sections: performs binning,
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dedispersion around each candidate list, produces a profile set for each

candidate list, computes statistics for each profile, and sorts them to select

an optimal parameter. The FLDO module can process in parallel in the

folding range, the de-dispersion range, and the candidates, so the FPGA

becomes an ideal acceleration device for it.

• Compiler/converter between FPGA-based OpenCL kernels and GPU-

based OpenCL kernels: Though both FPGAs and GPUs support OpenCL,

the detailed optimisation techniques for different devices are not the same.

Taking the kernel type as an example, the single work-item type OpenCL

kernels can provide much better performance on FPGAs than those of

GPUs. In this case, it is proposed to investigate a compiler/converter

that can convert the optimised designs between FPGA-based kernels and

GPU-based kernels.

• Multiple constant multiplication (MCM) problem: For the FIR filter with a

transposed structure, when multiplications are parallelised, one variable

input is multiplied with all coefficients, which is an MCM problem. There

are two optimization approaches for MCM: adder graph (AG) based algo-

rithms [2] and common subexpression elimination (CSE) techniques [41].

The aims of both two approaches are to use cheap logic operations, such as

add, subtract and shift, to replace multipliers. This could be investigated

in the context of the FT convolution model if either the coefficients never

change or (partial)reconfiguration of FPGAs becomes faster.

• An overall assessment of SKA1-MID PSS requirements and a proposal to

the SKA1-MID time domain team at the University of Manchester.
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